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Abstract

Data mining is often defined as the extraction of patterns or models from
observed data. One of the key steps in data mining is pattern recognition.
A pattern is defined as an arrangement or an ordering of data in which
some organization of underlying structure can be said to exist, and can be
instantiated in many different forms, including itemset, sequence, tree, graph,
contingency table, classification rule, association rule, time serie, etc.

In this work, we first consider one of the most popular data mining tasks,
i.e. the discovery of association rules. Their direct applicability to business
problems together with their inherent understandability, made association
rules such a popular method of data analysis. We present an incremental
method that exploits the properties of the user defined constraints and ma-
terialized results of past data mining queries to reduce the response times of
new queries.

Typically, when the dataset is huge, the number of patterns generated can
be very large and unmanageable for a human user, and only a few of these
patterns are likely to be of any interest to the domain expert. We attack this
problem describing an incremental algorithm able to extract a condensed
representation of the result set together with a graphical representation of
the patterns found.

Unfortunately, in real world problems, even the size of these condensed
representations could still be very large. It is therefore necessary to filter
out uninteresting patterns through the use of some measure of the pattern
worth. To this aim, we propose a statistical measure for the description the
interestingness of the patterns.

In this dissertation, we also consider another important and recent data
mining challenge, i.e. the discovery of patterns from different data sources.
That is, we consider the situation in which the analyst is going to uncover

v



interesting patterns within several parallel datasets describing the same phe-
nomena. We present a method that finds the more likely translations of
sets of words in a language into another language, given two multilingual
datasets. We then generalize the method for finding subgroups having at
least two descriptions within one or more datasets.

We claim the method to be applicable more generally in several scenarios,
and can be easily extended to deal with more than two parallel datasets.

In such experiments, we also assess the significance of our results via swap
randomization.
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Introduction

Advances in technology are enabling organizations to collect and accumu-

late massive data sets common in many enterprise information system and

scientific disciplines, such as astronomy, medical imaging, bio-informatics,

combinatorial chemistry, remote sensing, and physics. In order to find useful

information in these huge data sets, scientists and engineers are turning to

data mining techniques. Data mining does not replace business analysts or

managers, or, more in general, the end user, but rather it gives them a pow-

erful new tool to improve their knowledge and better understand their data.

We adopt the definition of data mining given in [27]:

Data mining is the analysis of (often large) observational data sets to find

unsuspected relationships and to summarize the data in novel ways that are

both understandable and useful to the data owner.

The Data Mining field grew out of the need to discover useful information

from ever growing databases, and has his roots in established disciplines

such as statistics, artificial intelligence and machine learning, and pattern

recognition.

In principle, data mining should be applicable to any kind of data, includ-

ing relational databases, data warehouses, transactional databases, advanced

database systems (object-relational databases and specific application-oriented

databases, such as spatial databases, time series databases, text databases,

1
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and multimedia databases), flat files, data streams, and the World Wide

Web. For a more detailed study of these different kind of data, see Chapter

1.

This dissertation is about looking for patterns in data. There is nothing

new about this. Since human life began, people have always been seeking

patterns in data: hunters seek for patterns in animal behavior, lovers seek

for patterns in the partner’s responses, politicians seek patterns in voter

opinion, mothers seek patterns in their newborn behavior. The amount of

data in the world, and in our lives, is increasing with apparently no end.

The World Wide Web provide us huge information, and also our personal

choices are often recorded. As the volume of data increases, the process of

“understanding” the data becomes more and more hard for a human user.

In data mining the data is stored electronically and the search of patterns

is automated by computers. In this scenario we thus deal with very large

datasets, and seek for interesting patterns in them.

What can be discovered?

In the context of data mining, we can distinguish between searching for

models and searching for patterns. A model is a high-level description, sum-

marizing a large collection of data and describing its main features. While

a model is often global, meaning that it regards all the points in the mea-

surement space, a pattern is instead conceived as a local description of a

portions of this space. A pattern applies to some data points describing a

somewhat unusual structure within the data. It should be pointed out that

sometimes is not clear whether a particular structure should be regarded as a

model or a pattern. For this reason, such distinction has not to be intended

as a proscriptive constraint. Moreover, these structures can share common

components, such as the notion of similarity or distance between any of two
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data vectors.

In [27] is also given a distinction between predictive models (finding pre-

diction of trends and behaviors) and descriptive models (discovering previ-

ously unknown patterns). In summary, in [27] the data mining is categorized

into types of tasks, corresponding to different objectives for the analyst of the

data: description and summarization, descriptive modeling, predictive mod-

eling: classification and regression, finding patterns and rules, and searching

for similar objects. These tasks will be described in more details in Chapter

1.

In general, one of the key steps in data mining is pattern recognition.

A pattern is defined as an arrangement or an ordering of data in which

some organization of underlying structure can be said to exist, and it can be

instantiated as an itemset, an association rule, a sequence, a tree, a graph,

etc. Patterns in data are identified using measurable features or attributes

that have been extracted from the data. Since its definition, the problem

of pattern discovery is becoming a very active research area and and even

more efficient techniques are continuously discovered and applied to the most

disparate application fields.

Frequent pattern discovery. The frequent pattern mining task is the

task to search for such frequent patterns in huge amount of data, and it has

been a focused research theme in data mining, and, more in particular, in

the FIM (Frequent Itemset Mining) task, that searches for frequent itemsets

in the database. Itemsets are a descriptive, conceptual tool that highlights

existing regularities in data. In order to give an intuitive definition of an

itemset, let consider an artificial example of 0/1 data shown in Figure 1.

The rows represent the transactions of individual customers and the columns

represent the items in the store. A 1 location in position (i, j) indicates that
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the customer i purchased item j, and 0 indicates that that item was not

purchased. A pattern such as (B = 1) ∧ (C = 1) ∧ (D = 1), that we write

BCD for the sake of simplicity, is called an itemset. In our example, BCD

occurs 2 times, i.e. in transactions T2 and T5. A pattern (e.g an itemset)

is said to be frequent if it occurs in the database at least σ times in the

database, where σ is a given user-defined threshold.

Figure 1: An artificial example of Basket Data

Pushing constraints. In order to fill the lack of interaction between the

human involvement and the pattern extraction process, several data min-

ing methods have been proposed in the last decade to allow the user to

define constraints that could reduce as much as possible the dimensions of

the search space regarding the patterns. The user can thus keep the mining

focused only on a subset of the dataset. Moreover, for both effectiveness

and efficiency considerations, constraints are essential in many data mining

applications. In searching for patterns there are several constraints the user

can define, w.r.t. the patterns to be mined. For instance, in the analysis of

the end-users’ visits to WEB pages by the analysis of the logs of web servers,

the analyst could define: item constraints, length constraints, super-pattern

constraints (regarding the containment relationships between two sequences),

aggregate constraints (regarding some statistics or aggregate function com-

puted or some property of any sequence elements, such as the maximum or
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average time of visit of a set of pages), regular expression constraints, dura-

tion constraints, gap constraints. In general, constraints can be characterized

depending on itemsets properties, including monotonicity, anti-monotonicity,

and succinctness as well as convertible and inconvertible constraints, respec-

tively, depending on whether a constraint can be transformed into one of

these categories if it does not belong to one of them [90] [94] [14]. Such

properties will be described more in detail in Chapter 1.

Reducing the result set. It is well known that the number of all possible

frequent patterns is often massive and contains highly redundant informa-

tion. For this reason, several methods were devised in order to condense and

summarize the result. However, in real world problems, condensed repre-

sentations are still too large, leaving the end-user swamped when it comes

to interpreting the results. Indeed, these relationships between two itemsets

are found when given two sets of items, some redundancy is present. As a

consequence, one of them can be discarded because it does not convey new,

effective information. For this reason, an additional effort is mandatory for

extracting only those patterns of interest to the user.

Interestingness measures. The aim of data mining is not that of ex-

tracting few patterns from the data, but rather maximizing the extraction of

meaningful information from such a large database in an efficient and timely

manner.

The general goal of pattern discovery may be described as finding useful

relationships between data. While it is clear that this means informative or

interesting relations, the specific criterion can vary. Klösgen [69] defined in-

terestingness as a multifaceted characteristic of a pattern, that should show:

evidence, i.e. significance of a pattern measured by a statistical criterion,
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usefulness w.r.t. to goal of the user, simplicity, referred to the syntactical

complexity of a pattern, generality, determined by the fraction of the popu-

lation a pattern refers to. It is taken into account also the redundancy of a

pattern, in [69] defined as “the amounts to the similarity of a pattern w.r.t.

other patterns and measured to what degree a pattern follows from another

one”. Of course, an important requirement for a final result should be that

patterns in the result are not redundant with each others.

Often interestingness is taken to mean discovery of frequent patterns. In

this dissertation we focus instead on the discovery of surprising, significant

and non-redundant patterns, such as associations, correlations, and the like.

This involves a certain degree of statistical modeling of the data source, in

order to define a criterion of significance. Pursuing this on a massive scale

poses various challenges, that we address here in the cases of itemset and

subsequence mining, and correlations between them.

Applications. Data mining can make substantial contributions and offers

value across a broad spectrum of industries, for financial analysis (bank-

ing services, credit, investment services, insurance services, stock invest-

ment services), for retail industry and e-commerce (discover customer trends,

shopping patterns, improve the quality of customer service, achieve better

customer retention and satisfaction, enhance goods consumption ratios, de-

sign more effective goods transportation and distribution policies, reduce the

cost of business), for telecommunication industry (identify telecommunica-

tion patterns, catch fraudulent activities, make better use of resources, im-

prove the quality of the service), for intrusion detection in computer systems.

Also in biological data analysis data mining can offer great contributions. In-

deed, biological data mining has become an essential part of a new research
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field called bioinformatics. For instance, it can helps in: the sematic inte-

gration of heterogeneous and distributed genomic and proteomic databases;

the alignment, indexing, similarity search, and comparative analysis of mul-

tiple nucleotide/protein sequences; the discovery of structural patterns and

analysis of genetic networks and protein pathways; finding co-occurring gene

sequences and linking genes to different stages of disease development; visu-

alization tools in genetic data analysis.

Contribution and organization. In summary, this dissertation proposes

some solution to some pattern mining problems, such as the optimization of

data mining constrained queries on a relational database, the extraction of

a condensed and human-understandable representation of the result set, the

usage of a statistical measure in order to quantify the interestingness of a

pattern found.

In this dissertation, we will first focus on a solution for the optimization

of queries in a relational database for extracting association rules. Then, we

attack the problem of extracting a condensed representation of patterns and

we propose a simple method that outputs a graphical representation (Con-

cept Lattice) of the patterns mined. We then address the problem of further

reducing the result set considering a measure for the interestingness (surpris-

ingness) of patterns. We also extend this method for finding patterns (i.e.

itemsets or sequences) from parallel (multilingual) corpora. Moreover, we

describe a tool for the automatic acquisition and storing in a database of a

specific type of data (that we used in some of the experimentations), namely

text coming from web feeds. While the economic and scientific importance

of this kind of data is obvious, this adds extra challenges connected to the

acquisition, management and analysis of the data. We also provide a brief
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description of a graphical, user-friendly java interface for the proposed meth-

ods. Lastly, we propose new simple algorithms devised for finding subgroups

in one or more datasets which describe the same phenomena from different

point of views. That is, they seek for subgroups having several descriptions

which lay in different datasets.

The dissertation is organized as follows.

Chapter 1 This Chapter introduces some basic concepts in data mining,

presenting brief answers to the following questions: What kind of data can

be mined? How many sources? What can be discovered?. This Chapter also

introduces the two most popular and general representations of patterns:

itemsets and sequences. The importance of the notion of interestingness of

the patterns found is also introduced.

Chapter 2 Frequent itemsets play an essential role in many data mining

tasks which aim is to find interesting patterns from databases, such as asso-

ciation rules, correlations, sequences, episodes, classifiers, clusters and many

more of which the mining of association rules is one of the most popular

problems. In order to search for patterns interesting for the user and allow

user exploration and control, recent works have highlighted the importance

of the constraint-based mining paradigm.

Constraint pushing techniques have been developed for mining frequent

patterns and associations with anti-monotonic, monotonic, and succinct con-

straints. This chapter is devoted to the investigation of efficient algorithms

for the evaluation of frequent patterns queries under user-defined constraints.

The foremost type of mining constraints and state of the art of algorithms for

such a computational problem are systematically described. We also propose

and evaluate an incremental approach to mining that exploits the results of
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previous mining queries in order to reduce the response time to new (and

more restrictive) ones.

Chapter 3 The search space of the frequent itemset mining problem can

be prohibitively large, making unfeasible the mining algorithms, no matter

how efficient they are. To overcome this problem, several methods have re-

cently been devised to output only a condensed representation of the frequent

itemsets. A condensed representation, such as the set of closed itemsets, only

stores a non-redundant representation of all frequent itemsets. Since a closed

itemset can be interpreted as a “concept”, a term adopted from the Formal

Concept Analysis (FCA), we introduce a novel incremental algorithm which

mines the set of closed itemsets and draws, fully exploiting its properties, the

graph of their relationships, called the Concept Lattice.

Chapter 4 Frequent itemset mining is a building block in many exploratory

data mining algorithms. Since the number of frequent itemsets is usually ex-

tremely large and unmanageable for a human user, recent works have sought

to define exact or approximate condensed representations of them. However,

the resulting set can still be very large and unmanageable for an human user,

thus an additional effort is essential to the user for better understanding the

data, i.e. extracting only both interesting and non redundant patterns. In

this Chapter we propose a philosophically and probabilistic new approach

that resolves both these issues in a computationally tractable way, and we

demonstrate it in various applications in text mining on monolingual and

multilingual corpora.
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Chapter 5 Nowadays, there are a plenty of online websites related to news.

Traditional news agencies give their information to their clients via corre-

sponding websites. Hence, new technologies, tools and special search engines

are created for having access to the news on these websites. News engines

are responsible for various tasks, such as news collection, storage, retrieval,

and summarization. In the previous chapters, we proposed a novel summa-

rization approach and we tested its performance on several text data, such

as news articles. Here, instead, we propose and describe the architecture we

used for automatically retrieving and collecting such news articles from the

Web.

Chapter 6 Swing is a GUI component kit for building user interfaces and

handling end user input. In this chapter we present a simple java graphical

interface for mining informative itemsets and sequences from text data using

the techniques described in the previous chapters.

Chapter 7 Instead of simply seeking for interesting and surprising pat-

terns in a dataset, in some applications the user may be interested in finding

set of patterns describing (almost) the same portion of the dataset. This can

be interpreted as finding subsets of rows in the dataset that can be (approxi-

mately) defined by at least two different Boolean formulae on the attributes.

That is, we formulate the problem of finding sets with several descriptions

and address its complexity. We give simple algorithms for this task, and

evaluate their performance. The methods are based on pruning the search

space of all possible pairs of formulae by different accuracy criteria. The

significance of the findings is tested by using randomization methods.



Chapter 1

The Pattern Discovery Problem

As we already pointed out, there is a slightly (and somewhat arbitrary)

distinction between two classes of data mining methods, which search, re-

spectively, for models (global representations) and patterns (local represen-

tations) [55]. In this dissertation we only focus on methods seeking for pat-

terns.

The general goal of pattern discovery may be described as finding fre-

quent, a priori unknown patterns or associations thereof among the objects

stored in a given data repository, both with or without the assumption of

some domain-specific prior knowledge. The tenet is that a pattern that oc-

curs more frequently than one would expect is potentially informative and

thus interesting. The discovery of significant patterns and correlations among

them poses interesting problems of modeling and algorithm design.

1.1 What kind of data can be mined?

The format of the input dataset is different for different application domains.

For instance, in supermarket transaction databases, items are usually repre-

sented by numeric identifiers, whereas in bioinformatics, items may use string

representations for protein or DNA sequences.

Data come in many forms and this is not the place to develop a complete

taxonomy. However there are certain basic distinctions to which we should

11
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draw attention. One is the difference between quantitative and categorical

measurements. A quantitative variable is measured on a numerical scale and

can, at least in principle, take any value. In contrast, categorical variables

can take only certain, discrete values. Of course, data mining techniques

appropriated for categorical data may not be appropriate for quantitative

data, and viceversa. For example, simple linear regression (predicting one

quantitative variable as a function of others) will usually be appropriate to

apply to quantitative data, but applying it to categorical data may not be

wise.

Here we briefly examine a number of different data repositories on which

mining can be performed. Data mining should be applicable to any kind

of information repository. However, algorithms and approaches may differ

when applied to different types of data. Indeed, the challenges presented by

different types of data vary significantly. Here are some examples in more

detail:

Relational databases. A relational database is a collection of tables, each

of which is assigned a unique name. Each table consists of a set of attributes

(or columns, fields), and usually stores a large set of tuples (or records, rows).

Relational databases can be accessed by using database queries. Such queries,

written in a relational query language (e.g. SQL) allow to retrieve a specified

subsets of the data. Data mining applied to relational databases allows to

go further by searches for trends in the data.

Data warehouses. A data ware house is a repository of information col-

lected from multiple sources, stored under a unified schema. The data are

stored to provide information from a historical perspective, and it is usually

modeled by a multidimensional database structure, where each dimension

corresponds to an attribute or a set of attributes, and each cell stores the

value of some aggregate measure (e.g. a counter value). The actual physical

structure of a data warehouse can be a relational data store or a multi-

dimensional data cube, providing a multidimensional view of the data. By
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providing such multidimensional data views, data warehouse systems are well

suited for On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP).

Both relational and OLAP technologies have tremendous capabilities for

navigating massive data warehouses, but brute force navigation of data is

not enough. A new technological leap is needed to structure and prioritize

information for specific end-user problems. The data mining tools can make

this leap. Although a data warehouse is not a requirement for data mining,

there is some real benefit if the data is already part of a data warehouse

(e.g. the data have already been cleansed and consolidated). Data mining

requires in general less interaction with the end user than OLAP, in which the

user must indicate which dimensions have to be used, to which granularity of

detail, etc. While a data warehouse is usually based on relational technology,

OLAP uses a multidimensional view of aggregate data to provide quick access

to strategic information for further analysis.

The differences between OLAP and data mining come out in the process

accomplished to reach the knowledge. OLAP is essentially a deductive pro-

cess: the analyst generates a series of hypothetical patterns and relationships

and uses queries against the database to verify or disprove them. In contrast,

data mining is an inductive process, and uses the data itself to uncover the

patterns, which are unknown apriori by the end user. However, OLAP and

data mining can be complement of each other. Their complementarity states

the fact that the user surfing the OLAP enhances her/his ability of finding

answers to queries which are not well defined apriori. Indeed, OLAP helps

the user to draw interesting summarizing reports on the data (e.g. “What

are the average sales of mutual funds, by region and by year?”). Data min-

ing techniques allow to go further such reports (e.g. “Who is likely to buy a

mutual fund in the next six months, and what are the characteristics of these

likely buyers?”). Intuitively, while OLAP can describe what is happening,

data mining can helps the user to understand why a certain phenomenon

came out from the data. A more detailed study of how OLAP can be inte-

grated with data mining techniques is given in [52].
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Transactional database. A transaction database is a set of records rep-

resenting transactions, each with a time stamp, an identifier and a set of

items. The database may have additional tables associated with this table,

and containing other information regarding the sale, such as the date of the

transaction, the customer ID number, the city of the store, etc. Since rela-

tional databases do not allow nested tables (i.e. a set as attribute value),

transactions are usually stored in flat files or stored in two normalized trans-

action tables, one for the transactions and one for the transaction items.

Regular data retrieval system is not able to answer queries like “Which items

sold well together?”. This kind of data market basket analysis can be instead

achieved by using data mining techniques.

Advanced database system. With the progress of database technology,

several kinds of information systems have been devised and largely used to

address requirements of new applications, including spatial data, engineer-

ing design data, hypertext and multimedia data, time-related data, stream

data, and the World Wide Web. In response to the need of efficiency in

handling such complex structures, several advanced data base systems and

application-oriented databases have been developed. Such databases raise

many challenges for data mining, such as handling complex object structures,

complex data types, class and subclass hierarchies, multiple granularity of

time. For instance, in temporal databases, sequence databases, and time

series databases, data mining techniques can be used to find the character-

istics of object evolution, the trends in changes for objects in the database.

In spatial databases, such as geographic databases, roads, bridges, buildings

and lakes are represented in vector format, i.e. unions or overlays of basic

geometric constructs, such as points, lines, polygons, etc. In such scenario,

data mining can be used, for instance, to find the characteristics of houses

located near a specific kind of locations, or change in trends of metropoli-

tan poverty rates based on city distances from major highways. In text

databases, containing word descriptions of objects, data mining can uncover
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concise descriptions of text documents, keyword associations, cluster of text

objects. In bioinformatic databases, data mining techniques can be used for

data about the structure of the protein in order to allow, for example, the de-

sign of molecules to match key regions of the protein, but it can be also used

for deducing the pathways, genes, proteins and metabolites most relevant for

the disease and condition.

Object-relational database. The object-oriented database inherits the

concepts of object-oriented databases, where, in general terms, each entity is

considered as an object.

1.2 How many sources?

In many situations, such as in a data warehouse, the user usually has a view of

multiple datasets collected from different data sources or from different time

points. In such scenarios, comparing the patterns from different datasets

and understanding their relationships can be an extremely important part

of the KDD process. For example, consider mining the data warehouse for a

nation-wide store, which has three branches, in New Jersey, New York, and

California, respectively. Each of them maintains a database with last one

weeks retail transactions.

1.3 What can be discovered?

In [27] the data mining tasks are categorized as follows:

1. Description and Summarization: When a data miner is going to ana-

lyze the data, it should be helpful first to “familiarize” with the data.

This might help to have a general idea about what the data might be

able to tell, or point the analyst toward particular features and data

quality problems. A simple descriptive statistic, simple graphics and
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summary tables about the characteristics of the data to analyze are

indeed profitable tools at the beginning of each data analysis.

2. Descriptive Modeling : Descriptive models provide information about

the relationships in the underlying data, generating information of the

form “A customer who purchases diapers is three times more likely to

also purchase beer”, or “Weight and age, together, are the most im-

portant factors for predicting the presence of disease x.” Descriptive

models allow to uncover the most important aspects of the data. De-

scriptive models are used in the setting of unsupervised learning, such

as density estimation, smoothing, data segmentation, association rules

extraction, features (patterns) extraction, clustering.

3. Predictive Modeling: Classification and Regression: A predictive model

can answer questions such as “Is this transaction fraudulent?”, “How

much profit will this customer generate?”, or “Where in the body is

the most likely location of this patient’s primary tumor?”. In predictive

models, one variable is expressed as a function of the others. This al-

lows the value of the response variable to be predicted from given values

of the others (the explanatory or predictor variables). For this reason,

predictive modeling falls into the category of supervised learning. A

target variable is explained as a function of other variables. The type

of the model depends on the nature of the target variable: the model

is a classification model if the target variable is discrete, whereas it

is a regression model if the target variable is continuous. There are

three possible different approaches for predictive modeling: discrimi-

native approach, regression approach, and class-conditional approach.

The discriminative approach (e.g. neural networks, support vector ma-

chines, genetic algorithms, boosting, nearest neighbor) tries to map a

set of variables to one of the possible target categories. The regression
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approach (or logistic regression) calculates the posterior class distri-

bution for each case and chooses the one having maximum probabil-

ity (e.g. multivariate adaptive regression splines, boosting regression).

Decision trees classify both the discriminative approach and the regres-

sion approach. The class-conditional approach is considered the most

complex modeling technique for classification. Several methods can

be used for estimating the class-conditional distribution: parametric,

semi-parametric and non-parametric.

4. Finding Patterns and Rules : In the previous tasks the realm is finding

relationships between explanatory variables and target variables. The

data analyst might not be interested in such functions, but rather in

patterns, i.e. in local concepts, describing some particular aspects of

the data.

5. Searching for similar objects : The Web collects every day more and

more information in electronic journal articles, catalogs, and private

and commercial web pages. It is obviously an interesting task the

finding of similar objects quickly in these data. In text data, the pattern

can be a set of keywords (e.g. the user might be interested in finding

relevant documents within a large set of possibly relevant documents).

In images, the user might be interested in finding similar images from

a large set of images.

In general, a pattern can be instantiated as an itemset, a sequence, a

tree, a graph, etc.. Since in this dissertation we only focus on itemsets and

sequences, we briefly introduce and describe them in the next sections of this

Chapter.

1.3.1 Itemset Mining

Frequent itemsets constitute a description model of a dataset, and represent

the most frequent sets of elements occurring within the data. The Frequent
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Itemset Mining (FIM) task is the task that searches for such frequent item-

sets in transaction databases. This is not surprising, since frequent itemsets

are helpful to gain understanding of dependencies between different items

and transactions. Furthermore, frequent itemsets and related concepts are

important in mining association rules [6] [9][80], correlations [19], sequential

patterns [8], episodes [58], causality [109], multidimensional patterns [97],

maximal patterns [30], partial periodicity [49], emerging patterns [29], and

many other important types of patterns considered in data mining.

Since the introduction of FIM and the first algorithm in [6], important

historical performance gains have been achieved, such as: improving pruning

(Apriori [9, 80]) and counting [106, 114], reducing the number of database

scans [19], and avoiding explicit candidate generation [54]. The first efficient

solution to FIM was the Apriori algorithm [9, 80], which attempted to min-

imize the number of database scans. To achieve this, Apriori traverses the

itemset search space in breadth-first order. Its efficiency stems from exploit-

ing the a priori knowledge that if a size k itemset is not frequent, then also

its supersets will not be frequent.

When the dataset is huge and dense, the usage of an optimization strat-

egy for reducing the CPU time in the counting of frequencies is mandatory.

Efficient solutions using a lexicographic tree are proposed in [2]. In [2], dif-

ferent strategies for generation and traversal of the lexicographic tree such

as breadth-first, depth-first search and a combination of both are described.

Also the properties of the mining constraints are often useful for pruning

the search space during the mining. For instance, in [20] is presented a

method that efficiently prunes its search spaces exploiting the properties of

both monotone and anti-monotone constraints.

Although frequent itemset mining was originally developed to discover

association rules, its broader application provides the basis for subspace clus-

tering and for building classifiers. Frequent itemsets are also applicable in the

construction of Bayesian Networks, web log analysis, collaborative filtering,

in microarray data analysis, etc.
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1.3.2 Closed Itemset Mining

Unfortunately, in many real-world problems, the end-user is swamped by

extremely large numbers of frequent patterns mined for various paramet-

ric settings. Arguably the most successful existing solution to address this

problem is to mine a selective subset (a condensed representation) of frequent

patterns, such as the set of closed patterns. The notion of a closed pattern has

first been introduced in the context of FIM. There, a closed itemset pattern

is defined as an itemset pattern whose support decreases if it is expanded by

any one item it does not yet contain; or equivalently, as an itemset pattern

for which no superset pattern exists with the same support. The set of closed

patterns constitutes an innovative description model, providing a condensed

representation of the set of frequent itemsets. Such condensed representa-

tion is lossless in the sense that the supports of all the frequent non-closed

itemsets can be derived from this set.

In order to better define closed patterns in a general way, we first need

to define what we mean by super-patterns and sub-patterns.

Definition 1.3.1 (Super-patterns and sub-patterns). When for two
given pattern functions π1 and π2, there holds that π1(D) ≥ π2(D) regardless
of the data D, then the pattern π2(D) = π̂2 is called a super-pattern of the
pattern π1(D) = π̂1. Conversely, the pattern π1(D) = π̂1 is called a sub-
pattern of the pattern π2(D) = π̂2.

For example, for two itemsets I1 and I2 with I2 ⊆ I1 and pattern functions

πI1 and πI2 counting the support of I1 and I2 respectively, it is clear that

πI1(D) ≥ πI2(D). We can now define closed patterns.

A closed itemsets is a maximal set among any other itemsets occurring

in the same transactions. Let supp(X) denote the number of database trans-

actions in which the itemset X is contained. An itemset X is closed if none

of its immediate supersets has support equal to supp(X). More formally,

Definition 1.3.2 (Closed patterns). A pattern π(D) = π̂ is said to be
closed, if it has no super-patterns with the same pattern strength.
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For instance, let ABC and AB two itemsets having the same support in

the given database. Suppose all the other supersets of AB have lower support

values, and suppose that the same occurs for the other supersets of ABC.

In these conditions, ABC is closed and AB can be discarded since it results

redundant from the point of view of itemsets support determination. That

is, redundancy of AB w.r.t. ABC stems for the fact that AB exactly occurs

in the same examples (or transactions) where its superset ABC occurs.

Thus, closed itemsets provide a minimal representation of frequent item-

sets without losing support information.

1.3.3 Sequence Mining

An important extension of FIM is the search for sequential patterns from

large databases of sequences. Sequential pattern mining search for frequently

occurring ordered elements or events as patterns. Given a set of data se-

quences, the problem is to discover subsequences that are frequent, in the

sense that the percentage of data sequences containing them exceeds a user-

specified minimum support σ.

Firstly introduced in [8], the sequential pattern mining has been widely

studied in the last decade and many algorithms have been devised to improve

the mining of subsequences from very large transactional databases. Indeed,

sequential pattern mining is computationally challenging since it may gen-

erate an explosive number of intermediate subsequences. One of the first

sequential mining algorithms are given in [8] and [7]. Both the algorithms

proposed in [8] and [7] are based on the “Generating and Pruning” method

defined in [3].

One of the most efficient sequential pattern mining algorithm we can find

in literature is SPADE [84](Sequential PAttern Discovery using Equivalent

classes) that uses an Apriori-based approach with a breadth first search (i.e.

it explores 1-sequences, then 2-sequences, and so on). This algorithm needs

only three database scans in order to extract the sequential patterns. The
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first scan aims at finding the frequent items, the second at finding the fre-

quent sequences of length 2 and the last one associates to frequent sequences

of length 2 a table of the corresponding sequences id and itemsets id in

the database (e.g. data sequences containing the frequent sequence and the

corresponding timestamp). The support of the sequences with cardinality

equal to k is then computed with join operations on the tables related to the

frequent sequences of length k − 1.

Due to the potential applications for sequential patterns, several exten-

sions have been proposed, such as allowing the addition of constraints [95].

Sequential pattern mining is applicable in a wide range of applications

since many types of data are in a time-related format. Sequential patterns in

retail data are useful in retail data for shelf placement and promotions. For

example, from a customer purchase database a sequential pattern can be used

to develop marketing and product strategies. By way of a Web Log analysis,

data patterns are very useful to better structure a companys web site for pro-

viding easier access to the most popular links. Other areas in which ordered

patterns can be applied include telecommunications (for targeted marketing,

and customer retention), Web access pattern analysis, network intrusion de-

tection, weather prediction, production process, telecommunication network

alarm databases, bioinformatic.

1.4 From frequent patterns to interesting pat-

terns

With very large data sets, the user may simply not uncover even straight-

forward fact about the data, such as the set of very frequent itemsets or

sequences within the data. The user may rather going to carry out a more

sophisticated search to make some inferences beyond the data. In this case,

the ultimate aim is not generally to describe those data, but rather to con-

struct a model or search for a pattern. For this reason, the data miner

should avoid models or patterns which match the available data too closely
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(i.e. he/she should avoid to overfit the data).

Dealing with very large datasets, some such aforementioned discovery

tasks pose challenges of epistemic nature, as the number of possibly inter-

esting patterns often seems to grow faster and bigger than the phenomena

they are meant to summarize. The main problem in such situations is that

many of the findings can be simply a product of noise in the data or random

fluctuations. Such kind of patterns do not have any underlying structure,

and thus can be considered as not interesting. For this reason, there is an

urgency for statisticians to become more and more involved with data min-

ing problems. The main difference between data mining and statistic is that

while data mining has a spin that comes from database methodology and

from computing with large data sets, statistics has an emphasis that comes

from mathematical statistics and from practical statistical analysis on small

data sets. In data mining, such “hand” analysis of the dataset is simply

unfeasible.

In the last decade, several techniques are required for mining patterns

from a database. For instance, in market basket analysis the conditional

probability (i.e. confidence) and conjunct probabilities (i.e. support) have

been largely used in order to identify potentially interesting patterns. How-

ever, such measures, have been demonstrated to be insufficient to help in ef-

fectively finding causal relationships between purchased products and making

inferences to future likely co-occurrences of items in a basket. Most pattern

mining methods try to uncover patterns which satisfy a pre-specified crite-

rion. This criterion can be as simple as a minimum support constraint, or

as complex as the unexpectedness w.r.t. a user specified model, e.g. the

Bayesian Network [63]. However, in many real applications, the minimum

support constraint is often too general to catch a user’s prior knowledge.

Consequently, too many common patterns are often generated in the result.

For this reason more sophisticated statistical techniques have been studied

and proposed for extracting “interesting” itemsets [102] [64] [56] [112] [63].

A more complex criterion for measuring interestingness of a pattern such as
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a Bayesian Network, however, often requires the user to construct a reason-

ably precise background knowledge explicitly, which is found to be difficult

in many real applications.

Many interestingness measures are based on the divergence between true

probability distributions and distributions obtained under the independence

assumption. The main drawback of those methods is that besides producing

rules which are indeed interesting, they generate rules that are either obvi-

ous or have already been known by the user. Indeed, not only these methods

often still fall short in sufficiently reducing of the output size, but they also

still output many redundant itemsets. In this dissertation we propose the

underlying idea of a philosophically and probabilistic new approach introduc-

ing a radically different interestingness measure. In Chapter 4 we propose a

probabilistic new approach [37] that resolves both these issues in a compu-

tationally tractable way. We introduce a radically different interestingness

measure, and show its practical scalability and applicability.



Chapter 2

Constrained Pattern Mining

Frequent itemsets play an essential role in many data mining tasks which

aim is to find interesting patterns from databases. Since their introduction

in 1993 by Argawal et al., the frequent itemset and association rule mining

problems have received a great deal of attention. Within the past decade,

hundreds of research papers have been published presenting new algorithms

or improvements on existing algorithms to solve these mining problems more

efficiently. Recent work has highlighted the importance of the constraint-

based mining paradigm in the context of frequent itemsets, associations,

correlations, sequential patterns, and many other interesting patterns in large

databases.

Constraint pushing techniques have been developed for mining frequent

patterns and associations with anti-monotonic, monotonic, and succinct con-

straints. Let us briefly recall definitions of monotonicity, anti-monotonicity

and succinctness as follows.

Definition 2.0.1 (Monotonicity). Given two itemsets X ⊂ Y , if X satis-
fies the constraint, then also Y satisfies the constraint.

Definition 2.0.2 (Anti-monotonicity). Given two itemsets X ⊆ Y , if X
does not satisfy the constraint, then also Y does not satisfy the constraint.

Definition 2.0.3 (Succinctness). Given an itemset X, if X satisfies the
constraint, then all others that satisfy that constraint are “derived from” X.1

1For more details, see [90].

24
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Besides allowing user exploration and control, the paradigm allows many

of these constraints to be pushed deep inside mining, confining the search

for patterns only to those of interest to the user, and therefore, improving

performance. This Chapter is devoted to the investigation of efficient al-

gorithms for the evaluation of frequent patterns queries under user-defined

constraints. The foremost type of mining constraints and state of the art of

algorithms for such a computational problem are systematically described.

We also propose and evaluate an incremental approach to mining that

exploits the results of previous mining queries in order to reduce the response

time to new (and more restrictive) ones [17] [38] [1] [83].

The problem of mining association rules and frequent sets from large

databases has been widely investigated so far [4, 110, 90, 115, 22, 96, 117]. On

one hand, researchers increased the performance of the extraction algorithms,

on the other hand, exploited user preferences about the patterns, expressed

in terms of constraints.

Constraints are widely exploited also in data mining languages, such as

in [61, 81, 50, 115, 117] and in inductive databases [60], a new generation of

database systems that provide support to the KDD process. In data ware-

houses and in inductive databases, the user explores the domain of a mining

problem submitting to the system many mining queries in sequence, in which

subsequent queries are very often a refinement of previous ones. This con-

stitutes for the system a huge computational workload, and the problem be-

comes even more severe considering that these queries are typically instances

of iceberg queries [31].

In such systems, since the storage space is less critic than the reduction of

the computational workload in the exploration of the problem search space,

the result of some queries is materialized. As a consequence, the intelligent

exploitation of these queries becomes the key factor [103]. Analogously, in

order to speed up the execution time of new queries, it makes sense to also

exploit the effort already done by the system with previous queries. In this

context, we suppose that the mining engine works in an environment similar
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to a data warehouse, in which database content updates occur rarely and in

known periods of time. Thus, previous results are up to date and can be

usefully exploited to speed up the execution of current queries.

In this Chapter, we propose and evaluate an “incremental” approach to

mining that exploits the materialized results in order to reduce the response

time to new queries. Of course, we suppose that the system relies on an opti-

mizer who is entitled to recognize query equivalence and query containment

relationships. [82] describes a prototype of such an optimizer and shows that

its execution time is negligible (in the order of milliseconds).

We notice that several “incremental” algorithms have been developed in

the data mining area [23, 113, 12, 71], but they address a different issue: how

to efficiently revise the result set of a mining query when the database source

relations get updated with new data.

In all the previous works in constraint-based mining, a somewhat im-

plicit assumption has always been made: properties on which users define

constraints are functionally dependent on the item to be extracted, i.e., the

property is either always true or always false for all the occurrences of a

certain item in the database. The exploitation of these constraints proves

to be extremely useful for algorithms because it is possible to establish the

satisfaction of the constraint considering only the properties of the item it-

self, that is, separately from the context of the database in which the item

is found (e.g., typically the database transaction). In [82], we characterized

the constraints on attributes that are functionally dependent on the items

extracted and called them item dependent (ID). An example is a constraint

that requires products in a set of purchases to be of a certain color, brand or

type. Most of the state of the art algorithms [90, 74, 20], assume precisely

that constraints are item dependent. In a previous work [82], we showed

that in case a query contains only ID constraints, then we can either obtain

the result of a newly posed query by means of set operations (unions and

intersections) on the results of previously executed queries or simply identify

those rules in the previous results which satisfy the new constraints. This is
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immediate since constraints can be evaluated directly on the itemsets them-

selves. We qualify this approach to itemset mining as incremental because

instead of computing the itemsets from scratch it starts from a set of previous

results.

As we will show in Section 2.3.2, in many practical application domains,

such as stock market trading, weather forecast, web log mining and bioin-

formatics, it is often necessary to enforce on the patterns some properties

that do necessarily depend on the context in which the pattern is found [32].

In [82] this class of constraints, namely context dependent (CD), was intro-

duced as well.

CD constraints proved to be very difficult to deal with because, even

when they hold within a transaction for a particular itemset, they do not

necessarily hold for the same itemset within another transaction. Therefore,

with CD constraints, it is not possible to establish the satisfaction of the

constraint separately from the context of the database. For instance, co-

occurrence of a set of items in the same transaction is the most famous

and used constraint of such type. With context dependent constraints, the

algorithms can work in two ways: either partitioning the space of the possible

patterns and performing repeated scans on the database for each partition

in order to evaluate the constraint (such as Apriori [5]), or by “projection”

of the database, i.e. by keeping for each pattern the context identifiers (i.e.,

transaction identifiers) in which it satisfies the constraints [104, 2]. Often,

this is a prohibitive amount of data, given the dimensions of the problem.

In this Chapter we present an algorithm that is able to deal with CD

constraints with an incremental solution. The incremental approach is ben-

eficial because it allows to reduce the search space to the space of previous

results. This reduction allows us to propose a third kind of solution: to keep

in memory the search space but avoid both the projection of the database

and the repeated scans of the database, as well. In particular, we study the

situation of query containment, that is, when the current query has a more

restrictive set of constraints with respect to previous queries. In this case, it
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suffices to identify those rules in the previous results which satisfy the new

constraints: in doing this, with CD constraints, we are forced to scan the

database.

2.1 Problem Formulation and Definitions

Let us consider a database instance D and let T be a database relation having

the schema TS={A1, A2, . . . , An}. A given set of functional dependencies Σ

over the attribute domains dom(Ai), i = 1..n is assumed to be known. We

denote with ΣAi
the set of attributes that are in the RHS of the functional

dependencies with Ai as LHS.

For the sake of exemplification, we consider a fixed instance of the ap-

plication domain. In particular, we will refer to a market basket analysis

application in which T is a Purchase relation that contains data about cus-

tomer purchases. In this context, TS is given by { tr, date, customer,

product, category, brand, price, qty,discount}, where: tr is the

purchase transaction identifier and the meaning of the other columns is the

usual one for this kind of application. The Σ relation is {product→ price,

product → category, product → brand, {tr, product} → qty, tr →
date, tr → customer, {tr,product} → discount}. Σproduct, the set of

attributes whose values depend on product is {price, category, brand}.
In writing a mining query, the user must specify, among the others, the

following parameters:

• The item attributes, a set of attributes whose values constitute an item,

i.e., an element of an itemset. In the language it is allowed to specify

possibly different sets of attributes, one for the antecedent of association

rules (body), and one for the consequent (head).

• The grouping attributes needed in order to decide how tuples are grouped

for the formation of each itemset. This grouping, for the sake of gener-

ality and expressiveness of the language, can be decided differently in

each query according to the purposes of the analysis.
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• The mining constraints specify how to decide whether an association

rule meets the user needs. Since we want to allow different constraints

on the body and on the head of the association rules, we admit a

distinct constraint expressions for each part of the rule.

• An expression over a number of statistical measures used to reduce

the size of the result set and to increase the relevance of the results.

This evaluation measures are evaluated only on the occurrences of the

itemsets that satisfy the mining constraints.

By summarizing, a mining query may be described as

Q = (T, G, IB, IH , ΓB, ΓH , Ξ)

where: T is the database table; G is the set of grouping attributes; IB

and IH are the set of item attributes respectively for the body and the head

of association rules; ΓB and ΓH are boolean expressions of atomic predicates

specifying constraints for the body and for the head of association rules; and

Ξ is an expression on some statistical measures used for the evaluation of

each rule.

We define an atomic predicate to be an expression in the form:

AiθvAi

where θ is a relational operator such as <,≤,=,>, ≥, 6=, and vAi is a value

from the domain of attribute Ai.

Ξ is defined to be a boolean expression in which each term has the form

ξθv

where ξ is a statistical measure for the itemset evaluation, v is a real value,

and θ is defined as above.

Examples of ξ are support count and frequency. The support count

is the counting of the distinct groups containing the itemset. The itemset
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frequency is computed as the ratio between the itemset support count and

the total number of database groups.

A mining engine, takes a query Qi defined on an input relation T and

generates a result set Ri.

Example 1. The query

Q=(Purchase, {tr}, {product}, {product},
category=’clothes’, category=’clothes’ and discount≥10%,

support count≥20 AND confidence≥0.5)

over the Purchase relation (first parameter) extracts rules formed by prod-
ucts in the body (third parameter) associated to products in the head (fourth
parameter), where all the products in the rule have been sold in the same
transaction (second parameter). Moreover, each product in the body must be
of type “clothes” (fifth parameter) and be associated with discounted clothes
(sixth parameter). Finally, the support count of the returned rules must be
at least 20 and the confidence of the rules at least 0.5.

An item dependent constraint is a predicate on an attribute Ai which lies

in the dependency set of the schema of the rules (here denoted as IBH =

IB∪IH , i.e. the union of the schema of the body and of the head), i.e., ΣIBH
.

As a consequence, being Ai in the dependency set of IBH , its value can be

determined directly (or indirectly, i.e., transitively) from the value of the

association rules. In other words, the verification of this kind of constraint

depends on the elements of the rule itself and not on other information stored

in the transaction that make up the “context” of the rule. For instance, if

we extract association rules on the values of the products frequently sold

together in transactions, the category of the products does not depend on

the transactions, but only on the products themselves. As explained in [82]

(Lemma 1), an itemset satisfies an ID constraint either in all the instances

of the database or in none of them.

On the contrary, the verification of a context dependent constraint de-

pends on the contextual information that accompany the rules elements in

the database. For instance, in our running example, the quantity of a product
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sold in a particular transaction depends on the product and on the trans-

action together. Therefore, a predicate on quantity is said to be a context

dependent constraint and, in fact, its satisfaction changes depending on the

particular transaction (the context). This implies that the support count

might take any value ranging from 0 to the number of occurrences of that

itemset in the database. In other words, when context dependent constraints

are involved, we are obliged to evaluate the constraints on the fact table,

where the contextual information can be retrieved.

2.2 An Incremental Algorithm for Constrained

Association Rules Mining

In this section we propose a new incremental algorithm, aiming at deriving

the result of a new mining query Q2 starting from a previous result R1. This

algorithm is able to deal with context dependent constraints, which, at the

best of our knowledge, have not been tackled yet by any previous data mining

algorithm [110, 14, 90, 72, 100, 96].

Here we give a brief account of the algorithm behavior, describing it in

greater details in the forthcoming sections. Initially, the algorithm reads

rules from R1 and builds a data structure to keep track of them. We call

this structure the BHF (Body-Head Forest) (see Section 2.2.1). Then, the

algorithm considers the items which satisfy the mining constraints in each

group, and uses this information to update the BHF accordingly.

2.2.1 Description and construction of the BHF

A BHF is a forest containing a distinguished tree (the body tree) and a

number of other trees (head trees). The body tree is intended to contain the

itemsets which are candidates for being in the body part of the rules. An

important property of body trees is that an itemset B is represented as a

single path in the tree and vice versa. The end of each path in the tree is

associated to a head tree and to a (body) support counter.
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Algorithm 1 insertRule()

Input: The BHF root, B → H to insert
headTree ← insertBody(root, B, 1)
insertHead(headTree, H, 1)

The head tree rooted at the ending node of the path corresponding to

itemset B is meant to keep track of those itemsets H that can possibly be

used to form a rule B → H. A head tree is similar to a body tree with the

notably exception that there is no link pointing to further heads. A path in

a head tree corresponds to an itemset H and is associated to a counter which

stores the support of the rule.

Figure 2.1 gives a schematic representation of a BHF.

In the following we will make use of the following notation: given a node

n belonging to a body tree or to a head tree, we denote with n.child(i) the

body (respectively the head) tree rooted in the node n in correspondence of

the item i. For instance, in the root node of the BHF reported in Figure 2.1,

there are four items, and three non-empty children; root.child(a) denotes the

body node containing the items c, d, and z. In a similar way we denote the

head tree corresponding to a particular item i in a node n using the notation

n.head(i). We also assume that itemsets are sorted in an unspecified but

fixed order. We denote with I[k] the k-th element of the itemset I w.r.t. this

ordering. Finally, in many places we adopt the standard notation used for

sets in order to deal with BHF nodes. For instance, we write i ∈ n in order

to specify that item i is present in node n.

Algorithm 1 describes how a rule is inserted in the BHF structure. The

algorithms takes as input the BHF root node, and the rule which have to

be inserted. The algorithm consists in two steps. In the first one the body

of the rule is inserted in the body tree (see Algorithm 2). The algorithm

insertBody takes as input: a BHF node n, an itemset B, and in integer k.

It recursively inserts the last |B| − k + 1 items of B into the body subtree

rooted in n.
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Algorithm 2 insertBody()

Input: A BHF node n, an itemset B, integer k
Output: The pointer to the head tree found in BHF node on which the
insertion terminates.
if B[k] 6∈ n then

n ← n ∪B[k]

if k < size(B) then
insertBody(n.child(B[k]), B, k + 1)

else return n.head(B[k])

Algorithm 3 insertHead()

Input: A BHF node n, an itemset B, integer k
Output: Recursively inserts the last |H| − k + 1 items into the head
subtree rooted in n.
if H[k] 6∈ n then

n ← n ∪H[k]

if k < size(H) then
insertHead(n.child(H[k]), H, k + 1)

In the second one the head is inserted and attached to the path found by

the former algorithm call (see Algorithm 3).

We notice that the hierarchical structure of the BHF describes a com-

pressed version of a rule set. In fact, two rules B1 → H1 and B2 → H2 share

a sub path in the body tree provided that B1 and B2 have a common prefix.

Analogously they share a sub path in a head tree provided that B1 ≡ B2 and

H1 and H2 have a common prefix.

2.2.2 Description of the incremental algorithm

Here, we assume that a BHF has been built out of the previous result set R1.

We explain how the counters in the structure are updated in order to reflect

the support counters implied by Q2.

In the following we will denote with:
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Figure 2.1: Example of BHF

• T ′
b[g] ≡ {i | (g, i) ∈ T ′

b} and with T ′
h[g] ≡ {i | (g, i) ∈ T ′

h} the set

of items in group g that satisfy the body constraints and the head

constraints.

• ΠGID(T ′
b) ≡ {g | (g, i) ∈ T ′

b} and with ΠGID(T ′
h) ≡ {g | (g, i) ∈ T ′

h} the

set of GIDs in T ′
b and in T ′

h.

• σmax the support threshold chosen by the user

• B(r) the body of rule r and with H(r) the head of rule r

For the sake of readability, we reported in Algorithm 4 a simplified version

of the incremental algorithm which has the advantage of making its intended

behavior clear. In fact, the implemented version greatly improves on the
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Algorithm 4 Context Dependent (CD) incremental algorithm

Input: BHF; pointers to T ′
b, T

′
h

for all GID g ∈ ΠGID(T ′
b) do

incrRuleSupp(BHF,T ′
b[g], T ′

h[g] )

for all rule r ∈ BHF do
if Ξ(r) then

R2 ← R2 ∪ r

Algorithm 5 incrRuleSupp()

Input: BHF; IB: items in current transaction satisfying ΓB; IA: items
in current transaction satisfying ΓA

for all r ∈ BHF do
if B(r)⊆ T ′

b[g] then
support(B(r))++

if H(r)⊆ T ′
h[g] then

support(r)++

reported one by exploiting the hierarchical structure of BHF and the fact

that there exists a single path in BHF for each B and at most |B| paths for

H. This allows the algorithm to require O(|B||H|) time in the worst case.

2.3 Experimental evaluation

The incremental algorithm presented in this Chapter has been assessed both

on synthetic and real data-sets. In this section we provide an extensive

experimental evaluation with a synthetic data-set. In Section 2.3.2 instead we

give a brief experimental comparison of the execution times of an incremental

algorithm with a traditional one in some real applicative domains.

2.3.1 Synthetic dataset

The synthetic data-set describes retail data and was generated semi-automatically.

We generated a first approximation of the fact table (purchases) using the
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synthetic data generation program described in [5]. It has been run using

parameters |T | = 25, |I| = 10, N = 1000, |D| = 10, 000, i.e., the average

transaction size is 25, the average size of potentially large itemsets is 10,

the number of distinct items is 1000 and the total number of transactions

is 10.000. Then, we updated this initial table adding some more attributes,

constituting the description (and the contextual information) on sales: some

item dependent features (such as category of product and price) and some

context dependent features (such as discount and quantity of sales). We gen-

erated these attributes values randomly, using a uniform distribution defined

on the respective domains.

We note here how a single fact table suffices for the objectives of our

experimentation. In fact, the important parameters from the viewpoint of

the performance study of incremental algorithms are the selectivity of the

mining constraints (which determine the volume of data to be processed

from the given database instance) and the size of the previous result set.

We report here the results on performances of the incremental algorithm

with context dependent constraints. We experimented different constraints

on the context dependent attributes, letting the constraints selectivity vary

from 0% to 100% of the table. In Figure 2.2(a) we sampled one hundred

points. Figure 2.2(b) tests the same algorithm, but it lets vary the number

of rules in the previous result set. Again we sampled one hundred points.

The two figures report the total amount of time needed by the algorithm to

complete, subdividing it in the preprocessing time (spent in retrieving the

past result and building the BHF data structure), and the core mining time

(needed by the algorithm to read the fact table to filter out those rules that

do not satisfy the constraints any more).

A couple of points are worth noting. The execution times of the algorithm

increase almost linearly with the increase of the two parameters (constraints

selectivity and previous results). This is an Apriori-like algorithm that keeps

track of the groups in which each item satisfies the mining constraints. It
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Figure 2.2: Empirical evaluation of the incremental algorithm with CD con-
straints.

adopts a work-flow similar to Partition [104] but uses BHF as data struc-

ture. Moreover, in order to support CD constraints the generalized algorithm

builds a temporary source table which is usually much bigger than the origi-

nal one. This algorithm takes about 700 seconds in the average case to build

the complete result set which is more than an order magnitude higher than

the time spent by the incremental algorithm on the same task.

We also ran a version of FPGrowth [51] on the same dataset, but using

no constraints at all (since, at the best of our knowledge, CD constraints are

not supported by any algorithm proposed so far in the literature). It takes,

on average, about 21 seconds to complete. This is three times faster than

the worst performance of the CD incremental algorithm and three times

slower than a version of the incremental algorithm specifically optimized

for dealing with ID constraints. We agree that this is only a very rough

comparison and that things can change substantially accordingly to the size

of the previous result set as well as with the support parameter given to

FPGrowth. However, it is interesting to notice that it may be possible to
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combine an efficient algorithm like FPGrowth in order to build an initial

result set, and an incremental one (supporting CD constraints) in order to

solve constraint-based queries.

This further motivates the interest in incremental algorithms, since it is

then possible to obtain an execution time that is still much smaller than the

one required by the generalized constraint-based algorithm, but allowing a

general class of constraints to be supported.

2.3.2 Application domains

In this section, we introduce three important and popular application do-

mains: market stock trading, web log mining and analysis of gene correla-

tions in microarray data. We show now examples of typical queries that

users could submit to explore the data and extract some relevant patterns.

We want to show that the incremental solution is the most immediate and

natural in such an environment, expecially if the materializations of queries

and the knowledge base are the result of a collaborative effort of a group

of different users. In Section 2.3.3 we provide an account of the execution

time of the reported queries with a comparison between incremental and

traditional execution. This will allow us to identify the cases in which an

incremental solution is the winning choice.

Analysis of Dow Jones’s Candlesticks

Dow Jones 30 contains 30 stocks of companies strictly connected to produc-

tion activities in USA, such as Microsoft, Intel, General Motors, etc., and still

used as a meter of judgement on the evolution and wealth of the American

economy.

It contains for any date of the trade exchange, the following information

for any stock: ticker (symbol of the stock); open value (value of the stock

quote that is used at the opening time of the trading date); close value

(value of the stock quote that is reached at the closing time of the date);

minimum and maximum quote value of the stock; volume (the total number
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of exchanged stocks of a ticker in the date). We used a data-set containing

the Dow Jones index for one year (2002) that contains 7439 rows.

Technical analysis has been often used by market analyzers and is based

on analysis of the time series determined by the stock quotes at certain

periods of time. In technical analysis some patterns, known as candlesticks,

are frequently used to search a signal of inversion in the stock quote trend.

The ability to predict these signals can be very important for the stock

market analyzers because helps investors to determine the best time to sell or

buy stocks. Candlesticks have been originally proposed by Japanese market

stock analyzers to study the rice market. A single candlestick represents the

synthesis of the exchanged stocks occurred in one period of time for a given

stock.

A candlestick is colored as follows. Black candlestick represents a time

period in which the open value of a stock is higher than the close value. This

identifies a period in which the stock lost part of its value. On the contrary,

white candlestick represents a time period in which the open value is lower

than the close value and this identifies a period in which the stock gained

value.

First query. Let us consider the following query that finds the co-occurrences

of tickers that frequently have black candlesticks in the same date. This query

is relevant to discover sets of tickers with the same (negative) behaviour in

time.

Q = (T= dj30quotes, G= {date}, IB= {ticker}, IH= {ticker},
ΓB= (candlestick-type=”black”), ΓH= (candlestick-type=”black”),

Ξ=support ≥0.015 ∧ confidence≥0.45)

In this mining query, support and confidence are based on the dates. A rule

{t1, t2}⇒ {t3, t4} with support=0.015 and confidence=0.45 means that

stocks {t1, t2, t3, t4} presented a black candlestick in 1.5% of the total

dates. Moreover, in the 45% of the dates in which {t1, t2} have a black

candlestick also {t3, t4} have a black candlestick.
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This query contains constraints that select 51% of the table. It produces

around 13 thousands rules. (In this result, {Microsoft}⇒ {Intel} is among

the rules with the highest confidence).

Second query. The following query finds the co-occurrences of tickers that

frequently have black candlesticks in the same date but with a moderate

percentage variation in quote (< 5% and computed with respect to the annual

variation). This query is relevant to discover sets of tickers with a similar

behavior in time, negative but moderate.

Qmoderate = (T= dj30quotes, G= {date}, IB= {ticker}, IH= {ticker},
ΓB= (candlestick-type=”black” ∧ varp<5), ΓH= (candlestick-type=”black”

∧ varp<5),

Ξ=support ≥0.01 ∧ confidence≥0.40)

This query contains constraints that select 51% of the table. With respect

to the first query, you can notice that the second query has some additional

constraints; the system could usefully exploit this situation with an incre-

mental execution starting its computation from the result of the first query.

However, the second query still produces a volume of rules similar to previous

result.

Web Log Analysis

Web navigation patterns show strong regularities which, if discovered, can

give clues about users’ interests and/or habits. Typically, Web servers store

these patterns in a standard log file. This information is very valuable and

can be used for cross-marketing, for improving the performance of the web

application, for personalization of the user interface, etc.

The web log has the form of a relational table (WebLog) that typically

contains at least the following attributes: RequestID (the identifier of the

request); IPcaller (IP address from which the request is originated); Date

(of the request); TS (time stamp); Operation (GET, POST, etc); Page URL

(of the requested page); Protocol (transfer protocol, such as HTTP version);
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Return Code (returned by the Web server); Dimension (in Bytes transfered);

Session (identifier of the user crawling session).

We used the log of the web application site of a University Department.

It contains almost 6 thousand rows (one per page request) spanning a time

period of 3 months with an average number of pages requested per session

equal to 12.

First query. The following query discovers sets of pages that were all re-

quested in the same crawling sessions by a high number of users. In other

terms, it searches for pages frequently visited together.

Q = (T= WebLog, G= {Session}, IB= {PageUrl}, IH= {PageUrl},
Ξ= (support ≥0.01) ∧ (confidence≥0.01))

In this query, support and confidence are based on the user visits. For in-

stance, the rule {page1, page2}⇒ {page3, page4} with support=0.01 and

confidence=0.4 means that pages {page 1, page2, page3, page4} were

visited in 1% of the total user sessions and 1% of the user sessions that visit

pages {page1, page2} visit also {page3, page4}.
This query produces around 478800 rules.

Second query. Let us analyze the pages visited during office hours.

Qoffice−hours=(T= WebLog, G= {Session}, IB= {PageUrl}, IH=
{PageUrl},

ΓB=(hour>= 9 ∧ hour <= 19), ΓH= (hour>= 9 ∧ hour <= 19),

Ξ= (support ≥0.01) ∧ (confidence≥0.01))

Constraints in this query select 57% of the table. Also in this case, the

successive result can be obtained by refinement of the previous one and pro-

duces around 184700 rules.
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Genes Classification by Micro-Array Experiments

Micro-arrays are a relatively new technology that allow massively parallel

measurements of relative gene expressions between biological samples, with

applications in all areas of the life and biomedical sciences. Micro-array data

has generated intense interest in mathematics and statistics in recent years.

We consider information on a single micro-array experiment containing

data on several samples of biological tissue tied to correspondent probes on

a silicon chip. Each sample is treated in various ways and under differ-

ent experimental conditions; these can determine the over-expression or the

under-expression of a set of genes if they are, respectively, active or inactive

in the experimental conditions.

A micro-array typically contains hundreds of samples, and for each sam-

ple, several thousands of genes are measured. Thus, input relation MicroAr-

ray contains the following information: the identifier SampleID of the sample

of biological tissue tied to a probe on the microchip; the identifier GeneId

of the gene measured in the sample; the identifier TreatmentConditionId of

the experimental conditions under which the sample has been treated; the

measured value FoldChange. The fold change can be calculated in relation to

a selected baseline array, or in relation to the minimal expression value of the

gene (also determined by the user). If the fold change is higher than a thresh-

old T2, the genes are over-expressed; if it is lower than another threshold T1,

genes are under-expressed.

The data-set contains almost 500 thousands rows (that are the genes) in

7615 different biological situations.

First query. We want to discover sets of genes similarly expressed (for

instance, under-expressed) in the same experimental conditions:

Q = (T= MicroArray, G= {SampleId, TreatmentConditionId},
IB= {GeneId}, IH= {GeneId},ΓB= FoldChange<T1, ΓH=

FoldChange<T1,

Ξ= (support ≥0.2) ∧ (confidence≥0.40))
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In this query, while support determines the portion of samples in which

sets of genes are expressed similarly, confidence determines how strongly the

two sets of genes are correlated. This statement might help biologists to

discover the sets of genes that are responsible of the production of proteins

involved in the development of certain diseases (e.g., cancer).

This query produces 1 million and 42 thousands rules.

Second query. A Gene Ontology (GO) is a hierarchy that describes gene

products in terms of their associated biological processes, cellular components

and molecular functions in a species-independent manner. Now, we want to

discover genes in correlation with a set of specific genes whose expression lev-

els are over-expressed, and have the same collocation in the ontology. This

can be done by evaluation of a given attribute GOId having for instance the

value “GO:0000731” (this value is related to genes involved in the DNA syn-

thesis during the DNA repair). GOId was retrieved from another relation

which was joined with MicroArray obtaining MicroArrayWithGO: it asso-

ciates to each gene in the microarray its collocation in the ontology. The

new mining query is:

QGO = (T=MicroArrayWithGO, G= {SampleId, TreatmentConditionId},
IB= {GeneId}, IH= {GeneId},

ΓB= (FoldChange<T1) ∧ (GOId=“GO:0000731”),
ΓH= (FoldChange<T1) ∧ (GOId=“GO:0000731”),

Ξ= (support ≥0.2) ∧ (confidence≥0.40))

Also in this case, the new result can be obtained starting from the result of

a previous query producing almost 52 thousands rules.

2.3.3 Execution time comparisons

In Figure 2.3 we show the comparison between the execution times of the

incremental algorithm and a traditional one that works from scratch. For

each application discussed, we test the algorithms on the queries denoted as

Second query and use the result of the First query as the starting point for the
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incremental algorithm. You can notice that execution times are highly de-

pendent on the number of resulting rules. However, it is clear that in almost

all the cases the incremental algorithm is the winning choice because the high

selectivity of constraints in the second query allows to reduce effectively the

result set. An exception is the query on candlesticks, in which the selectivity

of constraints in the first and second query does not differ very much. More-

over, by an insight in the intermediate computations of the algorithms, we

discovered that the previous result did not allow to reduce significantly the

search space of the candidate itemsets. In this precise case, the incremental

solution should not be the preferred strategy: indeed, the I/O operations

that are necessary to read the previous result already constitute a workload

per se and are not counterbalanced by an effective advantage.

2.4 Conclusions

In this Chapter we proposed a novel “incremental” approach to constraint-

based mining which makes use of the information contained in previous re-

sults to answer new queries. The beneficial factors of the approach are that

it uses both: the previous results and the mining constraints, in order to

reduce the itemsets search space.

We presented two incremental algorithms. The first one deals with item

dependent constraints, while the second one with context dependent ones.

We note how the latter kind of constraints has been identified only recently

and that there is very little support for them in current mining algorithms.

However, the difficulty to solve mining queries with context dependent con-

straints can be partially overcome by combining the “traditional” algorithms

proposed so far in the literature, and the context dependent incremental

algorithm proposed in this Chapter.

In Section 2.3, we evaluated the incremental algorithms on a pretty large

dataset. The results show that the approach reduces drastically the overall

execution time. We believe the improvement to be absolutely necessary in
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many practical data mining applications, in data warehouses and inductive

database systems.



Chapter 3

Condensed Representation of
Pattern Collections

The search space of the frequent itemset mining problem is clearly huge.

Recent studies on frequent itemset mining algorithms resulted in significant

performance improvements. However, if the minimal support threshold is

set too low, or the data is highly correlated, the number of frequent itemsets

itself can be prohibitively large. In these situations, no matter how efficient

the frequent set mining algorithm is, generating all frequent sets is unfeasi-

ble. To overcome this problem, several proposals have recently been made

to construct only a condensed representation of the frequent itemsets. A

condensed representation, such as the set of closed itemsets, only stores a

non-redundant cover of all frequent itemsets.

Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) arose as a mathematical theory for the

formalization of the concept of “concept” in the early 80ies by Wille. It

has been applied in many quite different realms like psychology, sociology,

anthropology, medicine, biology, linguistics, computer science, mathematics

and industrial engineering, and nowadays it is considered as an AI theory.

Formal Concept Analysis leads also the reader to an understanding of an

important technique of graphical knowledge representation namely the line

diagrams of Concept Lattices. In this chapter we describe the relationships

between Itemset Mining and Formal Concept Analysis.

47
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Since a closed itemset can be interpreted as a “concept”, we introduce a

novel simple iterative algorithm which mines the set of closed itemsets and

draws, fully exploiting its properties, the diagram of their Concept Lattice

[39].

3.1 Condensed Representation of Frequent Item-

sets

In the last years, the problem of discovering association rules has been widely

investigated [4, 110, 90, 22, 96]. Its aim is to find relationships between item-

sets in large databases. These researches addressed both the efficiency of the

extraction algorithms, and the exploitation of user preferences (constraints)

about the patterns to be extracted. The user defined preferences could spec-

ify not only the constraints that the items must satisfy (for instances, to be

grater than a given support threshold), but also different criteria to create

groups from which itemsets will be extracted. A frequent itemset is one that

occurs in a user-specified percentage of the database, i.e. the number of its

occurrences (the support value) is higher than a user-defined threshold. In

general, an association rule is an expression X → Y , where X and Y are sets

of itemsets. In order to find all the interesting association rules of interest for

the user, two main steps are required. In the first, all the frequent itemsets

are extracted from the dataset. In the second step, this set is used in order

to find all high confidence rules. In this chapter, we are solely interested in

the first step.

Several methods were proposed to mine frequent itemsets, most of them

are a variant of Apriori [4]. The property that is at the heart of Apriori and

forms the foundation of most algorithms simply states that for an itemset to

be frequent all its subsets have to be frequent. This anti-monotone property

reduces the candidate itemset space drastically.

Most of the well studied frequent pattern mining algorithms (such as

Apriori, FP-growth, H-mine, and OP) mine the complete set of frequent
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itemsets. These algorithms may have good performance when the support

threshold is high and the search space of the patterns is sparse. However,

it is well known that when the support threshold drops, the number of fre-

quent itemsets goes up dramatically. Moreover, the number of association

rules exponentially grows with the number of items, and as a consequence

the performance of these algorithms deteriorates quickly. The problem is

especially critical and the mining task becomes rapidly intractable when it

deals with dense datasets containing strongly related transactions.

The survival of the association rule extraction technique is owed to the

retrieval of compactly sized with added-value knowledge. In this respect,

the last decade witnessed a particular interest in the definition of condensed

representations, e.g. closed itemsets [93] [126] [66] [84] [25], maximal item-

sets [30] [45] [13], approximate itemsets [62]. Among these methods, the

algorithms for closed itemsets (or concepts) mining, which mine only those

frequent itemsets having no proper superset with the same support, limit the

number of itemset (patterns) produced without information loss. The result

of such a reduction is a reasonably-sized subset of association rules that can

be seen as an irreducible nucleus of association rules [91] [70]. Finding only

this condensed set is necessary and sufficient to capture all the information

about frequent itemsets. For these reasons, mining the frequent closed item-

sets instead of frequent itemsets has great advantages. For instance, when

the data are dense and highly correlated, the condensed representation of

frequent itemsets can be computed. Then, from this set of closed itemsets,

all the frequent itemsets and their frequency can be derived without access-

ing the data [65, 93, 66]. In order to efficiently generate the association rules

from the closed itemsets, it is often essential to know also the Concept Lattice

(i.e. superset-subset relationships between the closed itemsets found) [127].

Furthermore, the Concept Lattice could allow the user to better understand

the relationships between sets, being an condensed visualization of them.

Formal Concept Analysis arose as a mathematical theory for the formal-

ization of the concept of “concept” in the early 80ies by Wille [121]. It
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has been applied in many quite different realms like psychology, sociology,

anthropology, medicine, biology, linguistics, computer science, mathematics

and industrial engineering, and nowadays it is considered as an AI theory.

Formal Concept Analysis leads also the reader to an understanding of an

important technique of graphical knowledge representation namely the line

diagrams of Concept Lattices.

The Association Rules framework has first been studied in terms of For-

mal Concept Analysis independently in [92, 46, 86], and Close [92] is the first

algorithm based in this approach. Relationship between FCA (closed item-

sets) and association rules (in the exact case) can be traced to the work of [48]

and other work on minimal covers for functional dependencies in database

systems such as [10]. In order to extract association rules in this framework,

two steps must be computed. The first one builds the so called iceberg Con-

cept Lattice[111]. The second step derives the bases [47] for association rules.

In [47] the result of Duquenne and Guigues [40] and Luxenburger [87] are

adopted, and Duquenne-Guigues basis for exact association rules (i.e., rules

with 100% confidence) and Luxenburger basis for approximate association

rules (i.e., rules with confidence≤ 100%) are introduced.

Several algorithms were proposed to generate the Concept Lattice [24,

78, 99, 40, 30, 28, 85, 25] either during the mining of the closed itemsets,

or in a second step, after their extraction from the dataset. Moreover, for

the extraction of these frequent closed itemsets (FCIs), some methods (e.g.

CHARM-L [85] and DCI-CLOSED [25]) require a pre-processing of the data

in order to count the singleton’s supports (i.e. the support of itemsets with

cardinality equal to 1).

3.2 Closed Itemset Mining and Formal Con-

cept Analysis

Several methods were proposed to mine frequent itemsets, most of them are

a variant of Apriori [4]. The property that is at the heart of Apriori and
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forms the foundation of most algorithms simply states that for an itemset to

be frequent all its subsets have to be frequent. This anti-monotone property

reduces the candidate itemset space drastically.

Most of the well studied frequent pattern mining algorithms (such as

Apriori, FP-growth, H-mine, and OP) mine the complete set of frequent

itemsets. These algorithms may have good performance when the support

threshold is high and the search space of the patterns is sparse. However,

it is well known that when the support threshold drops, the number of fre-

quent itemsets goes up dramatically. Moreover, the number of association

rules exponentially grows with the number of items, and as a consequence

the performance of these algorithms deteriorates quickly. The problem is

especially critical and the mining task becomes rapidly intractable when it

deals with dense datasets containing strongly related transactions.

The survival of the association rule extraction technique is owed to the

retrieval of compactly sized with added-value knowledge. In this respect,

the last decade witnessed a particular interest in the definition of condensed

representations, e.g. closed itemsets [93] [126] [66] [84] [25], maximal item-

sets [30] [45] [13], approximate itemsets [62]. Among these methods, the

algorithms for closed itemsets (or concepts) mining, which mine only those

frequent itemsets having no proper superset with the same support, limit the

number of itemset (patterns) produced without information loss. The result

of such a reduction is a reasonably-sized subset of association rules that can

be seen as an irreducible nucleus of association rules [91] [70]. Finding only

this condensed set is necessary and sufficient to capture all the information

about frequent itemsets. For these reasons, mining the frequent closed item-

sets instead of frequent itemsets has great advantages. For instance, when

the data are dense and highly correlated, the condensed representation of

frequent itemsets can be computed. Then, from this set of closed itemsets,

all the frequent itemsets and their frequency can be derived without access-

ing the data [65, 93, 66]. In order to efficiently generate the association rules

from the closed itemsets, it is often essential to know also the Concept Lattice
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(i.e. superset-subset relationships between the closed itemsets found) [127].

Furthermore, the Concept Lattice could allow the user to better understand

the relationships between sets, being an condensed visualization of them.

Formal Concept Analysis arose as a mathematical theory for the formal-

ization of the concept of “concept” in the early 80ies by Wille [121]. It

has been applied in many quite different realms like psychology, sociology,

anthropology, medicine, biology, linguistics, computer science, mathematics

and industrial engineering, and nowadays it is considered as an AI theory.

Formal Concept Analysis leads also the reader to an understanding of an

important technique of graphical knowledge representation namely the line

diagrams of Concept Lattices.

The Association Rules framework has first been studied in terms of For-

mal Concept Analysis independently in [92, 46, 86], and Close [92] is the first

algorithm based in this approach. Relationship between FCA (closed item-

sets) and association rules (in the exact case) can be traced to the work of [48]

and other work on minimal covers for functional dependencies in database

systems such as [10]. In order to extract association rules in this framework,

two steps must be computed. The first one builds the so called iceberg Con-

cept Lattice[111]. The second step derives the bases [47] for association rules.

In [47] the result of Duquenne and Guigues [40] and Luxenburger [87] are

adopted, and Duquenne-Guigues basis for exact association rules (i.e., rules

with 100% confidence) and Luxenburger basis for approximate association

rules (i.e., rules with confidence≤ 100%) are introduced.

Several algorithms were proposed to generate the Concept Lattice [24,

78, 99, 40, 30, 28, 85, 25] either during the mining of the closed itemsets,

or in a second step, after their extraction from the dataset. Moreover, for

the extraction of these frequent closed itemsets (FCIs), some methods (e.g.

CHARM-L [85] and DCI-CLOSED [25]) require a pre-processing of the data

in order to count the singleton’s supports (i.e. the support of itemsets with

cardinality equal to 1).
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3.3 An Incremental Algorithm for Closed Item-

set Mining and Concept Lattice Drawing

In this chapter, we introduce a new on-line approach for the discovery of

closed itemsets. Differently to most previous approaches, we make use and

fully exploit the properties of the Concept Lattice [40]. Moreover, we make

use of two further very useful structures, called AMap and IMap which allow

to speed up the overall execution time. The proposed incremental algorithm

builds incrementally the Lattice with only one scan of the dataset. It takes

a database transaction at a time as input, and updates immediately the

Concept Lattice, exploring simultaneously both the itemset space and the

transaction space.

The incremental nature of the algorithm makes it applicable to both static

and dynamic (Stream Data) datasets. It also can takes advantages to cope

the problem of continuous querying during a Data Stream Processing, one

of the currently hottest topics among database researchers. The algorithm is

conceived to deal with very dense datasets, where the transactions are usually

longer, closed itemsets equivalence classes [129] are large and the number of

duplicates is high. Dealing with dense datasets, most of the state-of-the-art

mining algorithms encounter difficulties since there could be many candidates

and the searches need to scan the database more than once. Instead of

generating candidates (Apriori-like algorithms), our algorithm keeps always

only the closed itemsets. The algorithm outputs all the closed itemsets

without a support threshold. This means that it is able to mine closed

itemsets from very dense datasets with a threshold equal to zero, for which

the performance of many mining algorithms quickly deteriorates [85].

Using our algorithm, since the updating of the Concept Lattice is incre-

mentally made transaction by transaction, the system can always immedi-

ately display to the user the Lattice (and all the closed itemsets) w.r.t. the

portion of dataset that has just been read. Hence, each time, using this such

“partial” Lattice as input, all the association rules w.r.t. that portion of
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the dataset can be computed, updated, and become available to the user.

This allows a real time interactivity between the end-user and the whole

knowledge discovery process dealing with both static and dynamic dataset.

Motivations

In applications such as network monitoring, telecommunications data man-

agement, web personalization, manufacturing, sensor networks, ubiquitous,

monitoring of atmospheric, astronomical, financial data, and others, data

takes the form of continuous data streams rather than finite stored data

sets. The Internet has scaled up the rate of transactions generating multiple

streams: browser clicks, user queries, email data and traffic logs, web down-

loads etc. Internet also makes it easier to deploy special purpose, continuous

observation points that get aggregated into vast data streams. Wireless ac-

cess networks are now in the threshold of scaling this phenomenon even more.

In recent years, stream processing and in particular sensor networks has

attracted much research interest. In particular, mining data streams for

knowledge discovery allows fraud detection, intrusion detection, trend learn-

ing, etc. These are of course time critical tasks in each of these applications,

and they need to be done in near-real time to accurately keep pace with the

rate of stream updates and accurately reflect rapidly changing trends in the

data. As a consequence, stream processing poses challenging research prob-

lems due to the large volumes of data involved and the presence of on-line

processing requirements. The data is used for detecting congestion, balanc-

ing load, and signaling alarms when abnormal conditions arise. Since many

applications, such as monitoring systems, are reactive in nature, data anal-

ysis algorithms are preferably online. In this framework, due to large data

volumes (e.g. hundred Gb per hour), algorithms are preferably one-pass.

That is, multiple scans over the dataset simply cannot be afforded.
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3.4 Formal Concept Analysis: Definitions and

Notations

Formal Concept Analysis was introduced by Wille (1982). It allows to formal-

ize the concept of “concept” [121] as established in the international standard

ISO. From a philosophical point of view, a concept is a unit of thoughts con-

sisting of two part, the extension and the intension. The extension covers all

objects belonging to this concept and the intension comprises all attributes

valid for all those objects. Wille combines objects, attributes and an inci-

dence relation in mathematical definition of a formal context. Then, he gives

the definition of formal concept for a given formal context.

Let us recall from [40] some definitions and notations of formal context

and formal concept.

A formal context is a triple K := (G,M, R), where G is a set of objects, M
is a set of items, and R ⊆ G ×M is a binary relation (the incidence of the

context) between G and M. In this setting, we call itemset each subset of

M.

A formal concept is a pair C = (O, I) where:

• O ⊆ G is the extent of C
f(O) := {i ∈M|∀o ∈ O : (o, i) ∈ R)} = I

f is a function that returns all the attributes valid for all the objects

in O

• I ⊆M is the intent of C
I is a closed itemset (I = f(g(I)))

g(I) := {o ∈ G|∀i ∈ I : (o, i) ∈ R)} = O
g is a function that returns all the objects for which all the attributes

in I are valid.

We can note that f and g functions establish a Galois connection between

the power set lattices on G andM. In fact, we define as h = f◦g : dom(M) →
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dom(M) the closure operator on M. Let us note that the related closure

system CS (i.e., the set of all I ∈M with h(I) = I) is the set of all intents of

all concepts of the context.

Let us note also that concepts are naturally ordered by the subconcept-

superconcept relation defined by: (O1, I1) ≤ (O2, I2) ⇔ O1 ⊆ O2 ⇔ I1 ⊆ I2.
The ordered set of all formal concepts for a given context is called Concept

Lattice of the context.

3.5 Association Rule and Closed Itemset Min-

ing in Formal Concept Analysis

Intuitively, while Association Rule Mining (ARM) discovers dependencies

among values of an attribute grouped by some other attributes in a given

relation, Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) deals with formal mathematical

tools and techniques to develop and analyze relationship between concepts

and to develop concept structures.

For a give context K := (G,M, R) (i.e. the database instance D in ARM),

Formal Concept Analysis starts with the same type of data as Association

Rule Mining: a context consists of a set of objects G (i.e. transaction in

ARM), a set of attributes M, and a binary relation.

The closure operator h of the Galois connection associates with an itemset

I the maximal set of items common to all the objects containing I, i.e. the

intersection of these objects. Using this closure operator, the frequent closed

itemsets are defined.

Definition 3.5.1. An itemset I ⊆ I is a closed itemset iff h(I) = I

We can easy verify that an intent I of a concept C is a closed itemset in

the given context.

As mentioned above, the frequent closed itemsets constitute, together

with their supports, a generating set for all frequent itemsets and their sup-

ports and thus for all association rules, their supports and theirs confidences.
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3.6 The Line Diagram

A line diagram is a graphical visualization of the Concept Lattice. A line

diagram consist of circles (nodes), lines (arches) and names of all objects

and all attributes of the given context. It allows the investigation and in-

terpretation of relationships between concepts, objects and attributes. This

includes object hierarchies, if they exist in the given context. A line dia-

gram contains the relationships between objects and attributes and thus is

an equivalent representation of a context. As a difference to usual lattice

diagrams, the labeling in line diagrams is reduced: the nodes in the diagram

are not annotated by their complete extents and intents, i.e. each object

and each attribute is only entered once. As we will see in the next sections,

this property is of fundamental importance in the proposed algorithm. In

fact, one of the further structures connected to the Concept Lattice is a hash

map (AMap) on the attributes. Since each attribute univocally identifies a

node, each node in AMap corresponds to a single node. Note that is not

true the contrary, i.e. since a node can have more than one attribute label,

there could exist more than one attribute in AMap for which the respective

pointer leads to the same node.

Let us recall the main properties of each node belonging to a line diagram:

1. an object o ∈ G belongs to the node representing the smallest concept

with o in its intent;

2. an attribute a ∈M belong to the node representing the largest concept

with a in its intent.

Let us note that higher nodes in the diagram represent more general concepts

w.r.t. concepts associates the nodes in the bottom of the diagram.

In order to extract information of the contexts (i.e., its extension and

intension), the line diagram can be read following these two simple reading

rules :

1. An object o has an attribute a if and only if there is an upwards leading

path from the circle named by o to the circle named by a.
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Figure 3.1: Two different notations for representing nodes in a Lattice: with
the complete extension and the intension sets, in the Concept Lattice (a);
with the labels, in the Line Diagram (b)

2. An attribute a belonging to an object o if and only if there is a down-

wards leading path from the circle named by a to the circle named by

o.

A more detailed description of line diagrams can be found in [68].

Let us denote with n(labelsG, labelsM) a node of the diagram LD of the

context K := (G,M, R), where labelsG ⊆ G, and labelsM ⊆ M. n.labelsG

and n.labelsM define, respectively, the object and attribute labels associated

to the node n. Let us recall that since a label holds in a diagram only once,

it can uniquely identify a node.

A node could have no labels. As shown in Figure 3.1, the absence of

(attributes or objects) labels is denoted with “ ”.

n.intent and n.extent denote respectively the intent and the extent of

the node n, while n.parenti is a parent of the node n in the Lattice. Using

this notation, we can define two main properties of the line diagram:

Definition 3.6.1. n.labelsG =
⋂k

i=1{(n.parenti).extent} where k is the num-
ber of parents of n.

Definition 3.6.2. n.labelsM = n.intent \⋃k
i=1{(n.parenti).intent} where k

is the number of parents of n.

As we will see in 3.7, the algorithm totally exploits these very useful

properties.
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3.7 The Incremental Algorithm

In this section we present a new incremental algorithm, called CLearner,

aiming at “learning concepts” for a given context. The algorithm takes in

each step an itemset Ik as input (i.e. the set of items in transaction k), and

outputs all the closed itemsets and the Concept Lattice of the given context

(i.e. the dataset). Ik represents a new information to be “pushed” into the

diagram in order to “extend the knowledge” of the context by updating the

Lattice in an incremental way. Indeed, during the execution of the algorithm,

the Concept Lattice represents a “partial knowledge” of the context. At the

end of the algorithm, the line diagram (the Concept Lattice) represents all

the concepts of the given context.

In order to efficiently update the Lattice, CLearner uses two very useful

and simple structures (hash maps) , AMap and IMap. AMap(M, P ) is an

hash map on the attributes aj ∈ M, j = {1, .., |M|}. To each attribute aj

in AMap is associate a pointer paj
∈ P to a node in the Lattice. More in

particular, paj
is a pointer to the node n having aj in its set of attributes

labels (aj ∈ n.labelsM). The intension of this node (n.intension) is the min-

imal closed itemset containing aj. For this reason this node is the “root

node” of the sub-Lattice of all the closed itemsets containing aj. For this

reason, AMap constitutes a very useful structure that allows to quickly in-

dividuate the sub-Lattice of a given attribute. As we can see in the sketch

of CLearner below (Algorithm 1), this map is used during all the execution

of the algorithm. Let us recall that in Section 3.6 n(a) is a node with the

attribute a in its set of attribute labels. All of these such nodes are directly

reachable by using AMap. We denote a root node with n(a) to specify in

the Lattice “the node directly reachable by the pointer pa respective to the

attribute a in the AMap”(Line 4 of function FindNodesToChange; Line 3

of function CreateLableM; Lines 2,3,5 of procedure SetParents; Lines

1,3,4,5,7 of procedure UP). Note that x in the notation n(x) (Lines 2,5,7)

identifies a set of attributes labels. However, since a node can be directly

reachable by more than one pointer in AMap (Section 3.6), searching for x
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in AMap means searching for any one of the attributes a ∈ x. For example,

the node in the first step representing the first transaction in Figure 3.3 is

reachable by the attributes a1, a2, a4 and a5, and we can thus denote it with

n(a1), n(a2), n(a4) or n(a5).

The second hasp map, IMap(CS, P ), is build on the closet itemsets (in-

tensions) I ∈ CS, i.e. each closed itemset in IMap is associated (has a link

to) a node in the Lattice. Since each node in the Lattice represents a concept,

and the intent of a concept is a closed itemset, using IMap each node in the

Concept Lattice is directly reachable by using its intent. This structure is

very useful to verify if a closed itemset was already generated from the read-

ing of past transactions. If so, the algorithm can directly find the respective

node (concept) in the Lattice (line 1-2 of procedure Insert). Let us recall

that this such map is very useful when the dataset is very dense, where the

data are strongly correlated and, as consequence, most of the closed itemsets

occur frequently in the dataset. Furthermore, since this map contains all the

closed itemsets and it is updated transaction by transaction, it is easy for

the user to quickly see the result set w.r.t. the transactions that have just

been read.

Let us note that while not all the nodes in the Lattice are directly reach-

able by a couple (a, pa) in AMap, all the nodes are directly connected with

a couple (I, p) in IMap.

The pseudo-code for CLearner algorithm appears in Algorithm 1 below.

Algorithm 6 CLearner

1: for all transactions Ik ∈ dataset D do

2: W := FindNodesToSplit(Ik)
3: for all (a, wa) ∈ W do

4: Split(a, wa, Ik)
5: Insert(Ik,W )

As mentioned above, CLearner takes a transaction as input, and directly

updates the Lattice. After each transaction, since there is no threshold on
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the support of the closed itemsets, at least one node is added into the Lat-

tice, containing the current transaction as intent. The first step (Line 2 in

CLearner) finds the nodes (if any) which need to be splitted in the Lattice

in order to insert the node containing the current transaction as intent. A

node needs to be splitted if the concept that it represents does not hold for

the concept represented by the current transaction. For example, assume the

Lattice to be the one in the step 2 in Figure 3.3, and the current transaction

to be I3, i.e. a2, a3, a5. Before reading I3, the attributes a1, a2 and a5 were

always appeared together in the past transactions. Reading I3, the algo-

rithm “learns” that a2 and a5 can appear without a1, and it splits the node

n(a1, a2, a5) to generate a new node n(a2, a5) from n(a1). The new node

will be a parent of the node representing the current transaction a2, a3, a5.

The sketch of the FindNodesToSplit procedure is given in the following.

function FindNodesToSplit(I)

1: for all a ∈ I
2: if a does not already exist in AMap then

3: insert a in AMap
4: else wa := n(a).intent \ I
5: if wa 6= ∅ ∧ @(a′, w′

a) ∈ W |wa = w′
a then

6: W := W ∪ (a, wa)
7: else if a is not a label of n(a′) then
8: W := W ∪ (a, wa)
9: return W

This procedure takes the transaction I as input, and uses AMap to find

the node that have to be splitted. For all a ∈ I, nodes n(a) are those

containing some attributes in common with I and some not (wa is the set

that n(a) “does not share” with the current transaction). FindNodesToSplit

builds the set W containing couples (a, wa). For each couple (a, wa) in W the

Split procedure can be executed. The pseudo-code of the Split procedure

is given below.

The Split procedure adds a new node to the Lattice and connects it to

n(a). More specifically, for a given couple (a, wa), it uses the intersection x
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procedure Split(a, wa, Ik)

1: x := n(a).labelsM ∩ Ik

2: add the node n(x) to the Lattice

3: n(a).labelsM := n(a).labelsM \ x
4: update AMap
5: {n(a).parent} := {n(a).parent} ∪ n(x)
6: n(x).parents := n(a).parents.parents
7: add closed itemset IMap(n(a).intent \ wa, n(x))
8: n(x).extent := n(a).extent ∪ k

between the intent of n(a) and I (Line 1) to set the labels of a new node (Line

1). Obviously, the AMap has to be updated (Line 4). The new node n(x) is

a new parent of n(a) (since n(x).intent = n(a).intent \ wa ⇒ n(x).intent ⊂
n(a).intent). Since x is the set of attributes in common with the current

transaction, each parent of n(a) is also a parent of the new node (Line 5).

Note that each of these n(x) will be parents of the new node representing

the current transaction.

After the execution of this procedure, the Lattice is ready to be updated

with the new concept representing the current transaction. The Insert

procedure inserts this concept into the Lattice if it not already exists in the

Lattice. This check is made now because one of the nodes generated in

the Split procedure could represent the concept of the current transaction.

For example, assume the second transaction I2 to be a1, a2, a5 instead of

a1, a2, a3, a5 in Figure 3.3. The split of the node n(a1, a2, a4, a5) generates

the node n(a1, a2, a5) that already represents the current transaction. In

this case, no further nodes are added to the Lattice. The pseudo-code of this

procedure is presented below.

The Insert procedure searches in IMap if there already exists a concept

(a node) with I as intent (Line 1-2). If so, it simply updates IMap and

the object labels of that node. Otherwise, it adds a new node and sets the

parents and the children accordingly (Line 4-5). Then, it sets the object (Line

7) and the attribute (Line 8, CreateLabelM function) labels. To this aim,
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procedure Insert(I,W )

1: if already exists IMap(Ik,n
′) then

2: add k to both n′.labelsG and n′.extent
3: else add node n(k) to the Lattice

4: SetParents(n, Ik)
5: SetAsParent(n)
6: add closed itemset IMap(I, n(k))
7: n.labelsG :=

⋂
i{n.parenti.extent} ∪ k

8: n.labelsM := CreateLabelM(Ik,W )
9: add k to the extent of all nodes above n

Definition 4 and 5 in Section 3.6 are exploited respectively. In the following,

the pseudo-code of CreateLabelM function is given.

function CreateLabelM(Ik,W )

1: S := ∅
2: for all (a, wa) ∈ W
3: S := S ∪ n(a).intent
4: L := I \ S
5: return L

Let us note that SetParents and the SetAsParent procedures are pre-

sented here are not described in their optimized version. For example, as we

mentioned above, a set of parents of the new node representing the current

transaction was already found during the FindNodesToSplit procedure. The

pseudo-code (with capital letters because of the non-optimized version) of a

non optimized version of the two procedures is given below. Let us note that

in Line 2 of SetAsParent procedure, n(o) identify a node containing the ob-

ject o as object label. No map is used for the search of n(o) nodes. However,

these nodes were already found in the FindNodesToSplit procedure.

Figure 3.3 shows the Concept Lattice evolution during the execution of

the algorithm for the context in Figure 3.2. For the sake of simplicity, IMap

does not compare in Figure. In each step, Figure 3.3 shows both AMap

and the Lattice with the respective used links between the two structures.
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procedure SetParents(node)
Children := ∅
for all n(o) s.t. o ∈ ⋂

i{node.parenti.extent}
if ∃n′ ∈ Children s.t. n(x).extent ⊂ n′.extent then

Children := Children \ n′

Children := Children ∪ n(a)
for all n′ ∈ Children set node node as a parent

procedure SetAsParent(node)
Children := ∅
for all n(o) s.t. o ∈ ⋂

i{node.parenti.extent}
if ∃n′ ∈ Children s.t. n(x).extent ⊂ n′.extent then

Children := Children \ n′

Children := Children ∪ n(a)
for all n′ ∈ Children set node node as a parent

Different shadows are used (Figure 3.3) in order to better visualize the evo-

lution of the Lattice. Note that each node is represented with the notation

n(labelsG, labelsM). As we can see, a node could not have object and/or

attribute labels. For example, the node n( , a1, a2, a5) and the node n(2, )

in the in the second and in third step (i.e. reading I2 and I3 respectively) do

not have object labels and attributes label respectively. Although the two

nodes n( , ) in the seventh step do not contain both object and attribute

labels, we can easily distinguish them thanks to their intension (stored in

IMap). Most of the incremental algorithms that build the Concept Lattice

start each research from the bottom concept, i.e. a concept containing all

the attributes in the context. Instead, unless a transaction in the context

contains all the attributes in M , the Lattice built by our algorithm does not

contain the bottom concept. Instead of starting from this such node, using

AMap we can easily pruning the search of a node. As we can see in Figure

3.3, each node is reachable using AMap: while some of the nodes (at most

|M |) are directly reachable (those containing an attribute label), the others

can be found following (one of) the sublattice(s) of the respective root(s).

Let us describe some steps of the algorithm for the context in Figure 3.2.
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Initially, the Lattice, AMap and IMap are empty. CLearner takes the first

transaction I1 = (1, a1 a2 a4 a5) as input . Since none of these attributes

holds in AMap, (a1, a1 a2 a4 a5), are inserted in AMap (Lines 2-3 of the

FindNodesToSplit function). Then, a new node n1(1, a1 a2 a4 a5) in the

Lattice is inserted (Line 5 of Algorithm 6). Then, CLearner takes I2 = (1, a1

a2 a3 a5) as input. Intuitively, this transaction suggests that the concept C1

is not always true in the context. The algorithm adds a3 in AMap. Then it

builds the set W ( Lines 4-8 of FindNodesToSplit function) containing pairs

of (a, wa). Let us recall that wa is a set of attributes that must be removed

from n(a) in order to build a new node (Split procedure). In Figure 3.3, the

splitted node is shaded in grey, and the new node generated from it is striped.

In the second step of the example (i.e. reading I2) , W = (a1, a4). After

building the W set, the Split procedure is called to create a new node with

the intersection x := n(a).M ∩ Ik = (a1, a2, a5). This intersection represents

the portion of a closed itemset that is still always true for the given context.

Finally, the node containing the new object k (the black one) is inserted

(Insert procedure). For the transaction I7, before inserting n(7, ), these

such steps are made three times, i.e. three nodes are splitted to generate

three new nodes. For the transactions I5 and I8, instead, since there already

exists in the Lattice (in IMap, actually) the respective closed itemset, the

algorithm only updates both the extension (in IMap), and the object labels

of the respective node. Note that these steps can be directly made using

IMap to both find the closed itemset (in order to update the extent) and

reach the respective node (in order to update its object labels).

Let us emphasize that CLearner does not use any set of frequent items

early mined in order to find the closed ones, i.e. it does not need any pre-

preprocessing.

Furthermore, our algorithm can generate all the closed itemsets, i.e. it can

be execute without a support threshold (or with this threshold equal to zero),

for which the performance of the most of the algorithms quickly deteriorates.

In fact, these algorithms can be applicable only in some domains, where
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Figure 3.2: Example DB
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Figure 3.3: Concept Lattice evolution for the context in Figure 3.2
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rarely applicable rules are not of interest and may not be applicable. For

example, in the market basket analysis it probably does not make sense to

decide upon special advertisements based on items bought only by a very

small fraction of supermarket customers. However, there are some domains

in which especially rare rules are of interest for the user. For example, in

the medical domain the death or severe illness of a patient may also be

quite rare but obviously is nevertheless of interest [118]. As pointed out

in [57], the support as a rule quality measure is commonly overestimated,

and support is seen as an unavoidable means to make the complexity of the

mining problem manageable for current algorithms. However, rules at very

low support may be interesting. Let consider for example two items a and b

be rather infrequently in the data. This means that also the support of the

rule a → b is quite low. Nevertheless if such a rule with reasonable confidence

exists, it will be of interest because the implied co-occurrence in the same

transactions of two such infrequent items is probably not by accident.

The current best estimate for the above version of the algorithm’s up-

per bound complexity to construct the lattice L with whose context has

a set of objects G, each of which possesses at most max(|g′|) attributes is

O(|G|(|L| + max(|g′|))). Indeed, the complexity depends on the number

|G| of transactions, on the number |M | of attributes, and on the number

|L| of nodes in the lattice. The procedure FindNodesToSplit takes O(|A|)
building the W set, considering the intent of each attribute of the current

transaction. The for cycle in the algorithm 6 (Lines 3-4) is executed for

each element in W . Actually, since a node to be splitted contains at least

two items (otherwise we have no reason to split it), the Split procedure is

executed at most |A
2
| times. Finally, the complexity of a single invocation

of Insert procedure can be estimated as O(|G||L|). At each called of the

Insert procedure, SetParents and SetAsParent are executed once. Let

us recall that the given pseudo-code of these procedures was simplified for

the sake of simplicity, and does not correspond to the optimized version.

The optimized versions of these procedures avoid to consider a node more
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than once in the lattice. Hence, in the worst case, both the SetParents and

SetAsParent procedures need to reach each node in the lattice (|L|). Hence,

the complexity of a single step of the first for cycle in 6 (Lines 1-5) can be

estimated as O(|A| + |A
2
| + 2|C|), that leads us to the total complexity of

O(|G|(|A|+ |C|)) as stated above.

The algorithm was encoded in C++. Preliminary experimental results

reveal our algorithm to be competitive also with algorithms that need to pre-

process the data and that do not build the Lattice (e.g., CHARM [85] and

DCI-CLOSED [25]) and, certainly, the construction of the Concept Lattice

requires much computation effort w.r.t. algorithms which generate only the

concepts set. Of course, dealing with real dense dataset, such as CONNECT1,

the choice to mine all the closed itemset could be an issue. However, as

showed in [28], the situation with real dataset is apparently different. A

deeper comparison between our algorithm and AddIntent [28] and that in

[98] has not yet been conducted. These two algorithm extract both the closed

itemsets together with the Lattice, with similar methodologies. While the

algorithm in [98] uses a stack and tries as utility data structure facilitating

lookup of concepts, AddIntent uses a recursion and the diagram itself for the

search. Moreover, in [98], the concepts are first sorted in increasing order

with respect to the corresponding intent sizes, and then each of them is

examined. In our algorithm, instead, only supersets (to be splitted) or subsets

of the current transaction are considered. Indeed, a direct comparisons of

our algorithm and these ones may reveal potential trade-offs between specific

issues in which the algorithms differ. Detailed experiments and comparisons

between our algorithms and these mining algorithms is of course a topic of

further research.

1http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/data
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3.8 Conclusions

In this chapter we introduced CLearner, an incremental algorithm that gen-

erates closed itemsets together with the Concept Lattice. These closed item-

sets and the Lattice allow to efficiently generate bases for association rules.

CLearner builds the Concept Lattice for a given context (dataset) scanning

it only once. Two further structures are used to speed up the search in

the Lattice, called AMap and IMap. These structure allow the algorithm to

directly and automatically find particular node. Our approach has a great

advantage: it allows the user to see at each step the set of closed itemsets of

the partial dataset that has just been read. Moreover, at the end of the algo-

rithm, all the concepts together with the Lattice can be presented to the user

without additional execution time. For this reason, this algorithm is able to

cope the problem of continuous querying over data streams [107]. Detailed

experiments are needed in order to evaluate the algorithm behavior w.r.t.

other mining incremental algorithms and are a topic of further research.

This work will be further extended in the following directions:

Dealing with constraints. The proposed version of the algorithm does not

consider constraints (e.g. aggregate functions) over the attributes values, but

we believe that most constraints can be “pushed” into the Lattice during the

execution of the algorithm, thus playing a central role whether to add new

nodes in the Lattice or not.

Sliding window. Especially dealing with real dense datasets, it is well

known that the choice to mine all closed itemsets without a support threshold

could be an issue. Our incremental algorithm can be easily extended with

the use of a sliding window, that would be simply implemented as a threshold

on the size of IMap.

Minimum description length. The Minimum Description Length (MDL)

principle was first proposed in [101]. This principle provides a generic solution

to the model selection problem. It has a statistical foundation rooted in the

well-known Bayesian inference and Kolmogorov complexity. Such principle

was already brought into the context of generators and closed patterns in
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[41], [76], [59] and [77]. Describing our concept lattice by using this principle

could determine such structure an even more condensed representation of the

set of closed itemsets.



Chapter 4

The Informative Pattern
Discovery Challenge

Frequent itemset mining is a building block in many exploratory data mining

algorithms. It assists the data mining practitioner in searching for strongly

associated items (and transactions) in large transaction databases. Since the

number of frequent itemsets is usually extremely large and unmanageable

for a human user, recent works have sought to define exact or approximate

condensed representations of them.

However, the number of itemsets in these condensed representations can

still be very large and unmanageable for an human user, thus an additional

effort is essential to allow the user to better understand the data. Most of

the state-of-the-art algorithms aim to solve this problem by making use of

the restoration error for measuring the “accuracy” of the found patterns.

Restoration error measures the average relative error between the estimated

support of a pattern and its real support. If the restoration error of a pattern

is small enough, it means that the estimated support of that patter is quite

close to its real support.

We argue that not only these methods often still fall short in sufficiently

reducing of the output size, but they also still output many redundant item-

sets. In this Chapter we propose the underlying idea of a philosophically and

72
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probabilistic new approach [37] that resolves both these issues in a compu-

tationally tractable way. We introduce a radically different interestingness

measure, and show its practical relevance and applicability. In addition to

that, we provide an efficient and scalable framework to compute this measure

of interestingness.

Our interestingness measure is based on hypothesis testing ideas. In

particular, we formulate a model for the database that represents the “unin-

teresting” situation in which no item associations are present, i.e. in which

items occur independently from each other in transactions. This model is

known as the null model. Then, for each itemset discovered, we compute

its probability to be “surprising” under the null model. This probability is

known as the p-value of the itemset. The smaller the p-value, the more sur-

prising (informative) the itemset is, and the more interesting we consider the

itemset to be.

We also provide a description of a new iterative solution based on the

“set covering problem” to further reduce the patterns set redundancy. The

proposed method can be coupled with any frequent pattern mining techniques

as a postprocessing step to further summarize the discovered patterns.

4.1 A Summarization Technique: From Closed

Itemsets to Informative Non Redundant

Patterns

The general goal of pattern discovery may be described as finding useful pat-

terns in a given data repository. While it is clear that this means informative

or interesting patterns, it is less clear how to formalize this. The most com-

mon objective criterium is the frequency of a pattern. Instead, here we focus

on the discovery of surprising, significant and non-redundant patterns, such

as associations and correlations. This involves a certain degree of statistical

modeling of the data source, in order to define a criterion of significance.

In this chapter we introduce a general statistical and algorithmic framework
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for mining informative patterns in large databases and we demonstrate it in

various applications in text mining on monolingual and multilingual corpora.

Frequent itemset mining: basic notation Let us consider the problem

of mining frequent itemsets in an itemset by transaction database. Such a

database records a set of items associated to each of a set of transactions.

More formally, a transactional database T = {ti}n
i=1 consists of a set of

n transactions having an unique transaction identifier. Let I be a set of

items {i1, i2, ..., im}. A transaction is a couple t = (tid,X) where tid is the

transaction identifier and X ⊆ I is an itemset. A transaction t = (tid,X)

contains an item (or an itemset) i, if i ∈ X (or I ∈ X), and we write it

i ∈ t (or I ∈ t) for convenience. For any itemset I, its tidset T is defined as

the set of identifiers of the transactions containing I.

The support of an itemset I is defined as the number of transactions

containing I: supp(I) := |{t = (tid,X)|I ⊆ X, t ∈ T }|. A frequent itemset

is defined as an itemset that is contained in at least σmax transactions, where

σmax is known as the support threshold. Although it is less common, we can

symmetrically define the support supp(T ) of a tidset T being the number of

items shared by all the transactions t ∈ T : supp(T ) := |{i | ∀t = (tid,X) ∈
T, i ∈ X}|.

The summarization problem Unfortunately, the full set of frequent

itemsets often contains highly redundant information. In particular, all sub-

sets of a frequent itemsets are frequent as well, such that for each frequent

itemset of size c, 2c other frequent itemsets can be found. Resultingly, the

number of frequent patterns is often massive. This means that even the

aforementioned highly optimized algorithms soon become computationally

intractable.

However, the real bottleneck of the problem is usually not the compu-

tational tractability but the usability and interpretability: how can a vast

amount of redundant itemsets practically be explored? Of course, the suit-

ability of different ways to represent pattern collections for the discovery
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depends crucially on the actual application and the goals of data mining in

the task at hand. However, at least the number of patterns affects the un-

derstandability of the collection, and this can be controlled by increasing or

decreasing the support threshold parameter σ. Unfortunately, while a too

high value for σ leads to the discovery of only commonsense itemsets (or

none), using a small value for σ may generate a glut of patterns, most of

which are of no interest to the user [33]. This problem has severely restricted

the practical use of FIM.

In order to solve this problem, several methods have been proposed to

summarize the set of frequent itemsets, i.e. to find a concise or condensed

representation [79] of the whole collection of patterns. The last decade wit-

nessed a particular interest in the definition of condensed representations,

e.g. closed itemsets [93, 126, 66, 84], non-derivable itemsets [21], closed non-

derivable itemsets [88], maximal itemsets [30, 45, 13], condensed frequent

pattern bases [62], δ-Free Sets [18], profile patterns [124]. Recently, the

summarization problem was also addressed by using Markov Random Fields

[116], cluster quality measure δ [123], and by introducing the definition of

locally frequent itemsets [16].

Among these methods, closed, non-derivable, closed non-derivable item-

sets (and 0-Free Sets) have been suggested for finding an exact representation

of the data, reducing the amount of frequent itemsets without information

loss. This means that the exact frequency of all frequent itemsets can be

derived from the result of these methods without looking back at the data.

However, the number of closeds, non-derivable and closed non-derivable item-

sets is usually still prohibitively large, such that additional efforts are essen-

tial to allow the user to better understand the data.

In [123], the summarization problem is addressed by first clustering the

frequent itemsets and then selecting an approximated representative set of

them. However, the method suffers of several problems, such as the extra

user-defined parameter δ to measure the quality of the clusters. Recently, in

[108] a method to losslessly compress the database rather than the set of all
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frequent itemsets has been proposed.

Mining interesting and non-redundant itemsets All these earlier meth-

ods search for summarizations that allow one to reconstruct the database as

closely as possible, i.e. they attempt to minimize the so-called restoration er-

ror. Our approach radically departs from this idea, searching for informative

and non-redundant itemsets instead. Indeed, since the real goal in pattern

discovery is rarely just to obtain the patterns themselves but to use the dis-

covered patterns, one indisputable use of patterns is to discover informative,

interesting, or surprising aspects of the data.

Text mining as a special case As we already pointed out, frequent item-

set mining is essential for the discovery of association rules, strong rules,

episodes, minimal keys, seeds for construction of Bayesian Networks, etc.

The implicit information within databases, and mainly the interesting as-

sociation relationships among sets of objects, became soon a popular and

important first step in analyzing data sets across a broad range of applica-

tions, such as decision support, financial forecast, marketing policies, classi-

fication, text mining, web log analysis, collaborative filtering, bioinformatic,

medical diagnosis and many other applications. In particular, text mining

has been receiving attention in many areas, most notably in the security,

commercial, and academic fields. In text mining, the goal is to discover non-

trivial information, patterns, or trends in natural language text. Inspired

by data mining, which discovers prominent patterns from highly structured

databases, text mining aims to extract useful knowledge from unstructured

text. Although our method can be applied more generally, in this Chapter we

primarily focus on patterns mined from large text corpora, both monolingual

and multilingual.

In the next Section we introduce the underlying idea of our framework,

the interestingness measure for a pattern, and the penalization strategy we

use to reduce the redundancy. We then present four scenarios in which
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our framework can be efficiently and effectively used: mining itemsets or

subsequences from monolingual or bilingual text data.

4.2 A Framework for Mining Informative Pat-

terns

While our exposition will focus primarily on itemsets in transaction databases,

our framework holds more generally for diverse pattern types. For example,

a pattern can be a frequent itemset, or subsequence, episode, tree, graph,

etc. In data mining terminology, the number of occurrences of a pattern in

the database is said to be its support of the pattern. A pattern is frequent in

the database if its support in the database is larger than a specified support

threshold σ. Besides the support, there are other possible measures of pat-

tern strength which can be used to define the ‘strength’ of a pattern, such as

the cardinality of an itemset (the number of single items it contains). More

formally, we define the notions pattern function, pattern strength, and pattern

as follows:

Definition 4.2.1 (Pattern function, pattern strength, pattern). A
pattern function π is a function that maps the data D to a real number
π̂ ∈ R, called the pattern strength. A pattern in the database is defined by
the equality π(D) = π̂.

For example, corresponding to an itemset I, we can define a pattern

function πI that maps the database D onto the support of I in D. The

pattern is then πI(D) = supp(I), or in words: ‘the support of itemset I

in D is equal to supp(I)’. An alternative pattern function would count the

cardinality of the itemset I.

Data mining and knowledge discovery requires user involvement at every

stage, from the initial data pre-processing to the final analysis. The user

interaction is important because it is human judgement that ultimately de-

termines if a discovered pattern is a useful piece knowledge or not. Indeed,

as pointed out in [35], interestingness is not the easiest metric or criterium
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to quantify in a data mining system. For example, it is important to stress

that the strength of a pattern is not necessarily an indication of novelty or

interestingness. Indeed, strong patterns often reflect relations that are well

known or trivial.

4.2.1 Interesting, or statistically surprising patterns

Unfortunately, the set of closed itemsets (or, in general, of closed patterns)

is usually still prohibitively large, while it contains many highly redundant

patterns that reveal nearly the same information to the data miner. There-

fore there is a strong need to find other ways to quantify the interestingness

of patterns. As already pointed out in [75], several criteria were introduced

to define interestingness of a given pattern: conciseness, generality, reliabil-

ity, peculiarity, diversity, novelty, surprisingness, utility, applicability. In this

Chapter we introduce a powerful new approach requiring no user interven-

tion, by relying on ideas from classical statistics. Our approach works by

encoding the uninteresting in a probabilistic model for the database. Such a

model of the uninteresting is known in statistics as the null hypothesis.

Definition 4.2.2 (Null hypothesis and null distributions). A null hy-
pothesis Ω0 is a set of probability distributions PD, which we will call null
distributions, defined over the stochastic variable D of which the observed
data D is an observation.

For example in FIM, one null distribution could encode the situation

where the probabilities of items occurring in any specific transaction are in-

dependent of each other, while another null distribution could encode that

the probabilities of transactions containing any specific item are independent

of each other. The null hypothesis is then the set of these two null distri-

butions. If the data D is likely given any of the null distributions PD ∈ Ω0,

we have no reason to assume that the null hypothesis is false, and we must

conclude that the data is uninteresting. Conversely, if the data is unlikely

given all null distributions, we are forced to believe that the null hypoth-

esis is false. In particular, if for a a certain pattern the pattern strength
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π(D) in the data D is surprisingly large according to all null distributions

PD ∈ Ω0, a surprising and hence interesting pattern is found. This measure

of interestingness can be formalized as the p-value.

Definition 4.2.3 (P-value). The p-value p associated to a pattern π(D) =
π̂ under the null distribution PD is defined as the probability to observe a
pattern strength at least as π̂ large under PD:

p = PD(π(D) ≥ π(D)). (4.2.1)

The p-value p associated to a pattern π(D) = π̂ under the null distribution
PD is defined as the probability to observe a pattern strength at least as
large as π̂ under any of the null distributions from the null hypothesis Ω0.
Formally:

p = max
PD∈Ω0

PD(π(D) ≥ π(D)). (4.2.2)

Patterns with a small p-value are highly interesting patterns as they high-

light an aspect of the data that is hard to explain by chance, assuming the

uninteresting null hypothesis.

Interestingly, the notion of interestingness as defined by such p-values

prefers closed patterns over non-closed patterns, as shown by the following

theorem.

Theorem 4.2.1. For each non-closed pattern, there exists a closed super-
pattern with a smaller p-value.

Indeed, for each non-closed pattern π1(D) = π̂, there exists a closed super-

pattern π2(D) = π̂ with the same pattern strength π̂ (from the definition

of closed patterns). Since then π1(D) ≥ π2(D) for any D, it follows that

PD(π1(D) ≥ π̂) ≥ PD(π2(D) ≥ π̂), and thus that the closed super-pattern

π2(D) = π̂ has a smaller p-value, to be considered more interesting. This

means that in our framework, we are automatically guided to restricting our

attention to closed patterns. So in our approach we will first compute all

closed patterns by using existing data mining techniques, followed by our

novel summarization algorithm.
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4.2.2 Reducing redundancy

Although the sorted set of closed patterns is already a concise representation

of the set of all frequent ones, it could still contain redundancy. Indeed,

mining closed patterns in an “exact” approach requires that every item in

the pattern occurs in each supporting transaction. However, real data is

typically subject to noise, and traditional frequent patterns algorithms will

find a large number of small fragments which share a large number of both

items and transactions. One natural way to solve the problem is to relax

the requirement that a supporting transaction contains all the items in the

itemset, tolerating a small number of 0’s under the items [125]. Another

approach is to apply traditional k -means clustering algorithm to cluster the

itemsets into k groups. Then, a representative profile pattern is identified

for each group and used as a compressed representation for that group [124].

However, since the method proposed in [124] requires repeatedly scan of the

original dataset, it is not clear how well this approach will scale to large

dataset.

We will show how our statistical framework provides a new natural way

to resolve the problem of redundancy, by essentially iterating the following

two steps:

1. Sort the closed patterns according to increasing p-value, and select the

most significant pattern (with the smallest p-value).

2. Update the null hypothesis Ω0 by taking into account the lastly selected

pattern, and recompute the p-values where needed.

The second step ensures that the already selected patterns (and those strongly

redundant with them) are henceforth considered as uninteresting by the algo-

rithm. This automatically causes the p-values of patterns that are redundant

with the selected one to increase, so that they are regarded as less interesting

(given the ones already selected).

As an example, consider FIM where under the null hypothesis the items

are assumed to occur independent of each other in any specific transaction.
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If in step 1. an itemset is found to have a very small p-value and is selected,

this means that that itemset shows a strong dependence between the occur-

rences of its items. We will then update the null hypothesis in step 2. by

incorporating this stronger than expected dependence in the null hypothe-

sis, in a manner we will describe later in this Chapter. The result is that

the p-values of itemsets sharing some items with this itemset will increase,

such that it becomes less likely that they will be selected as interesting in

subsequent steps. We will see below that this approach is not only effective

in reducing redundancy between patterns in the summarization, but it can

also be implemented in a computationally tractable way.

4.3 Four Scenarios in Text Mining

We have now presented the underlying ideas of our framework to summarize

frequent patterns, and we have tried to present it in the most general way

to highlight its general applicability. However, for concreteness, in the re-

mainder of this Chapter we will focus on a number of specific pattern types

of particular relevance. As data domain we have chosen natural language

data, but we represent it in the form of a binary transaction database, where

items correspond to words, and transactions correspond to documents, and

we may use these terminologies interchangeable.

We will consider four scenarios. In the first scenario we will show how

our methodology can be used to extract informative and non-redundant sets

of words from a monolingual corpus. This allows one to identify strongly

prevalent word associations in text corpora, which may reveal sets of doc-

uments that are about a common topic that is well described by the word

set. In the third scenario, the same task is repeated now focusing on word

subsequences rather than on word sets. In the second scenario we will deploy

our framework to extract sets of words from two different languages that are

highly associated in the sense that they occur in texts that are each other’s

translations. For such word sets, it may be assumed that they are probably
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translations of each other. While we do not push this further in the present

Chapter, we believe this result may be relevant for Machine Translation pur-

poses. In the fourth scenario we repeat the same task for word sequences

rather than for word sets.

4.3.1 Informative Itemsets in Monolingual Text

In this Subsection we present a scenario in which informative and non re-

dundant closed itemsets are mined from a monolingual text data.

The null hypothesis, and the p-value of an itemset

In this scenario, the effectiveness and the novelty of our interestingness mea-

sure is due to the exploration of both the items and the transactions. In-

deed, there are two possible null distributions PD we consider appropriate

here, which together make up the null hypothesis Ω0 we want to consider.

The first null distribution considers all the items to be independent random

variables. The second null distribution is obtained by considering the trans-

actions of the database as independent random variables. Then, for a given

itemset, we compute its p-value under both these null distributions, and take

the maximum of both to obtain the p-value under Ω0 (see Eq. (4.2.2)).

Let us now describe these null distributions more in detail. As we stated

above, the first possible null distribution considers all items to be indepen-

dent random variables. By this, we mean that they are contained in any

particular transaction with a certain probability fi for item i, independently

of the presence or absence of other items in the itemset. To keep the null

distribution as close as possible to the observed data distribution, we choose

to take this probability equal to the frequency of this item in the database:

fi =
supp(i)

n
.

The independence assumption implies that the probability of all items i ∈ I
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to be jointly present in a given transaction is equal to:

pI =
∏
i∈I

fi,

the product of their individual probabilities. We can then compute the prob-

ability that the support of an itemset is exactly supp(I) under the null dis-

tribution by means of the binomial distribution:

P (supp(I); n, pI) =

(
n

supp(I)

)
p
supp(I)
I (1− pI)

n−supp(I). (4.3.1)

In order to compute a p-value, we need to establish the pattern function to

be used: here we take the pattern function to be the function that computes

the support of the itemset supp(I). Then, the p-value for an itemset I under

this null distribution is the probability to observe an itemset with a support

that is at least as large as the observed support. Given that all items in

I occur jointly in a transaction with probability pI , we can compute the

probability of a support larger than or equal to supp(I) out of n transactions

by means of the cumulative binomial distribution function, as

P I
c =

n∑

s=supp(I)

(
n

s

)
ps

I(1− pI)
n−s. (4.3.2)

This is the p-value under the first null distribution we consider.

The second null distribution is obtained by considering the transactions

as independent random variables, containing each of the items with the same

transaction-dependent probability

ft =
supp(t)

m

for transaction t (where supp(t) is the total number of items in the transac-

tion t). As a result, under the null distribution the probability that a given

item is contained in all of a given set of transactions is given by:

pT =
∏
t∈T

ft
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Using a reasoning analogous to the above, and now defining the pattern

strength as the size (number of items) of an itemset, we obtain the following

p-value for a transaction set T :

P T
c =

m∑

s=supp(T )

(
m

s

)
ps

T (1− pT )m−s. (4.3.3)

Both null distributions discussed are adequate for our purpose, in the

sense that a closed itemset with its corresponding (and univocally deter-

mined) transaction set that has a large p-value can be explained by a random

organization of the items over the transactions, or by a random organization

of the transactions over the items. Indeed, the first null distribution takes

effective account of the fact that associations between more frequent items

are less surprising (even though they may be relevant in terms of restoration

error), and hence may not be as interesting to a user (the user would ex-

pect to see these associations, even by chance). The second null distribution

accounts for the fact that two large transactions are likely to share items,

even by mere chance, so that again such associations are less interesting. In

summary, for any itemset I supported by a set of transactions T , we obtain

as a measure of interestingness the p-value obtained under Ω0 = {P I
c , P T

c }
as (Eq. (4.2.2)):

p-value(I) = max(P I
c , P T

c ) (4.3.4)

This new interestingness measure allows us to effectively overcome certain

types of ‘noise’ on both the transactions and the items. Indeed, itemsets with

very high support but small cardinality (e.g. single items which occur almost

in all the transactions), as well as very large itemsets with low support (e.g.

equal to 1) can be considered not surprising [75], thus not interesting. In our

framework, the p-value under the first null model and that under the second

will have high values, respectively. Then, for Eq. (4.3.4), such itemsets are

considered as not interesting.

We have now discussed the necessary theory to formulate the first step
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of our algorithm, which ranks the closed itemsets according to our new in-

terestingness measure.

Algorithm(R)

1: for each I ∈ R do

2: p-value(I) := max{P I
c (supp(I); n, pI), P

T
c (supp(T ); m, pT )}

3: sort R by p-values in ascending order

To provide some intuition for the meaning of this interestingness measure,

let us provide an artificially constructed example.

Example 2. The meaning of the quantities used in these p-value computa-
tions is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. In that Figure, a transaction database with n
transactions and m items is represented by a binary incidence matrix of size
n × m, with n = 8 and m = 6. The (i, j)th element in the binary matrix
is 1 if the i-th transaction contains the item i, and 0 otherwise. Addition-
ally, in Fig. 4.1 the presence probability for both each item and transaction
is given in the row labeled fik

and in the column labeled ftk′ respectively,
with k = 1, ...,m and k′ = 1, ..., n. The row labeled cik

contains the num-
ber of transactions each item is contained in (sum of ones per column, i.e.
supp(ik)), while the column labeled ctk′ contains the number of items belong-
ing to each transaction (sum of ones per row, i.e. |{i ∈ tk′}|).

Fig. 4.1 shows the two binomial cumulative distributions of the itemset
{i5, i6} of the example database in Fig. 4.1. The probability of the items I =
{i5, i6} to be present in any particular transaction is given by the product 0.5·
0.875. Its binomial probability function is given by the Eq. (4.3.1) with s = 4,
n = 8 and pI = 0.4375 (Fig. 4.1(a)). Similarly, the binomial probability
function for the transaction set T = {t1, t2, t4, t6} defined by the tids of
I, is given by the Eq. (4.3.1) with s = 2, m = 6 and pT = 0.4616 as
parameters (Fig. 4.1(b)). In Fig. 4.1 are also indicated with curly brackets
the ranges for which the cumulative probabilities P I

c and P T
c (Fig. 4.1 (a)

and (b) respectively) are computed.

Reducing the redundancy

The first step allows us to obtain a list of closed itemsets sorted according to

increasing p-value, and hence according to decreasing interestingness. In a
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Figure 4.1: Example of transaction database (on the left) and cumulative
binomial distributions of the itemset {i5, i6}, considering (a) the itemset
{i5, i6} and (b) its tidset {t1, t2, t4, t6} as random variables.

second step we will extract from this list a non redundant set of interesting

itemsets. While it is probably theoretically more pleasing to define a global

objective function to optimize, this approach is doomed to be impractical

due to the massive number of closed itemsets. Therefore, following ideas of

greedy set covering algorithms, we will directly define a heuristic iterative

algorithm that selects interesting and non redundant itemsets one by one.

Hereby, each iteration is such that the newly selected itemset adds as much

interesting information as possible.

To start, we can simply pick the top ranked itemset I1: since it is the first

one selected, it can not be redundant with any previously selected itemsets,

and at the same time it is the most interesting one by our interestingness

measure. After selecting it, we say that the itemset I1 is covered.

We will now describe how subsequent interesting non redundant itemsets

are extracted, using an iterative procedure. To do this, let us first discuss how

the second itemset is selected in the first of these iterations. For simplicity, in

our exposition below we will only focus on the null distribution that assumes

items to be independently distributed over the transactions. The other null
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model is handled totally symmetrically.

Finding the second interesting non redundant itemset Since I1 is

selected before the first iteration, the significant associations between items

it conveys should be less surprising from then on. A way to achieve this is by

adapting the null distribution so that it explicitly encodes the fact that these

items are associated to some extent. Or in other words: we need to recompute

the p-values under a new null hypothesis. For concreteness, assume that we

want to recompute the p-value for a certain itemset I, which may have an

overlap I ∩ I1 with the previously covered itemset I1. Then, we can take

account of the association between the items in I1 by re-specifying what the

probability p′I is that any randomly sampled transaction will contain all items

from I.

To do this, we define two types of transactions: a transaction type that

contains I1 (type 1), and a transaction type that does not necessarily contain

I1 (type 2). Both types occur with a certain probability, and to keep the

model as close as possible to the data, we equate these probabilities to the

frequencies measured in the database. Hence, for type 1 we take probability
supp(I1)

n
. For type 2 we take the probability to be the complement 1− supp(I1)

n
.

Since we assume that itemset I1 shares some items with I, type 1 transactions

are those supporting I1 and containing such items.

In a type 1 transaction we assume all items i /∈ I1 to be independent,

as in the original null distribution, and their probabilities are taken to be

fi = supp(i)
n

as before. The probability of the items i ∈ I1 is 1 by construction

in a type 1 transaction. In summary:

f
(1)
i =

{
1 , i ∈ I1

supp(i)
n

, i /∈ I1

Hence, given that a transaction is of type 1, the probability that all items in

I are included in it is given by
∏

i∈I f
(1)
i =

∏
i∈I\I1 fi.

In a type 2 transaction, we assume all items to be independent, including

those belonging to I1. Again, the probability of an item i /∈ I1 is taken to be
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equal to fi = supp(i)
n

, as before. However, the probability to observe an item

i ∈ I1 should be taken slightly lower now, and equal to f
(2)
i = supp(i)−supp(I1)

n
.

This is because we want to disregard the occurrences of items in I ∩ I1

when computing their individual probabilities outside of the transactions

supporting I1. For this reason, the probability to observe an item i ∈ I in a

type 2 transaction is:

f
(2)
i =

{
supp(i)−supp(I1)

n
, i ∈ I1

supp(i)
n

, i /∈ I1

With this notation and assuming that a transaction is of type 2, the

probability that it contains all items in I is given by
∏

i∈I f
(2)
i .

Putting everything together, and assuming that I1∩I 6= ∅, the probability

that a random transaction contains the itemset I is given by:

p′I = P (type 1)P (contains all i ∈ I|type 1) + P (type 2)P (contains all i ∈ I|type 2)

=
supp(I1)

n

∏
i∈I

f
(1)
i +

(
1− supp(I1)

n

) ∏
i∈I

f
(2)
i (4.3.5)

This probability for the itemset I to occur in a random transaction can now

be used compute the p-value corresponding the first adapted null distribution,

by means of the cumulative binomial distribution as shown in Eq. (4.3.2).

Symmetrically, we can also adapt the null distribution that assumes trans-

actions to be independent, to arrive at another updated p-value.

The new p-value will be larger than it was before updating the null hy-

pothesis. Indeed, even the first term in Eq. (4.3.5) is already larger than

pI =
∏

i∈I fi, assuming that I1 is a sufficiently significant itemset for which∏
i∈I1

< supp(I1)
n

. This is exactly what we wanted to achieve: the updated

null hypothesis matches the data more closely by taking the revealed depen-

dencies into account, such that dependencies between the same items should

be regarded as less significant further on in the algorithm.

This property is extremely useful in searching for the second most inter-

esting non redundant itemset. We can simply take the second itemset from
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the list, and update its p-value as outlined above. If after updating it remains

more significant (i.e. smaller) than the third p-value, we that know it will

remain the most significant one even if we updated all other p-values as well

(since they can only become larger). Hence, if it remains the second smallest,

we can select this one as the second interesting non redundant itemset I2,

and we say I2 has been covered as well.

If after updating the p-value of the second ranked itemset it becomes less

significant than the non updated p-value of the third, we insert it in the

sorted list at the appropriate position. By doing this, all other itemsets shift

up automatically, such that the third itemset now becomes second, and so

on. Then we repeat the same procedure again for the new second itemset.

As soon as an itemset remains second in the sorted list of itemsets after

updating its p-value, we select it as I2, and mark I2 as covered. This is the

end of the first iteration.

The next iterations The next iterations proceed in a very similar way, be

it in every iteration one level further down in the sorted list. However, each

time a new itemset is covered, the following iteration needs to take account

of the dependencies it describes by considering an appropriately updated null

hypothesis.

To explain how to recompute p-values in the next iterations, we need a

few additional definitions and symbols. Let I be the current itemset whose

p-value has to be recomputed at step k. Each itemset Ij, with 1 ≤ j ≤ k is a

covered itemset, i.e. an itemset that at step k has been found more interesting

than the current itemset I. Let us recall that for each covered itemset Ij, Tj

is the set of transactions supporting Ij. We define as Tk =
⋃

j=1:k Tj the union

of the transactions that support at least one covered itemset. By Ik we mean

the set of all the items that have so far been covered, i.e. Ik =
⋃

j=1:k Ij.

Note that for the special case of k = 1, we have that I1 = I1. Then, instead

of the values for f
(1)
i and f

(2)
i above, and instead of p′I as defined above, we

now use the following:
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αi,t =

{
1 , ∃j ≤ k : t ∈ Tj and i ∈ Ij

0 , otherwise

f
(1,t)
i =





1 , αi,t = 1
supp(i)−Pt∈Tk

αi,t

n
, otherwise

f
(2)
i =





supp(i)−Pt∈Tk
αi,t

n
, i ∈ Ik

supp(i)
n

, i /∈ Ik

p′I =
1

n

∑
t∈Tk

(∏
i∈I

f
(1,t)
i

)
+

(
1− |Tk|

n

) ∏
i∈I

f
(2)
i (4.3.6)

Hence, our algorithm satisfies the following property:

Proposition 4.3.1. The p-value of the (k + 1)-th itemset I is updated con-
sidering only the highly listed (i.e. most interesting) k itemsets {Ii : i =
1, . . . , k} in the set.

In the first term of Eq. (4.3.6), only the transactions in Tk are consid-

ered. For each transaction t ∈ Tk, the presence probability fi of an item

i is calculated by f
(1,t)
i : If i is contained in at least one covered itemset Ij

supported by t, the presence probability f
(1,t)
i is equal to 1. Instead, if i

has not been covered, its presence probability is computed without counting

the transactions in Tk that support the covered itemsets Ij≤k containing i.

The number
∑

t∈Tk
αi,t of these transactions is computed in Eq. (4.3.6) by

using the function αi,t. This function returns 1 if the transaction t supports

a covered itemset Ij that contains i, i.e. t ∈ Tj, with i ∈ Ij, 0 otherwise.

In the same way, the presence probability f
(2)
i of an item i ∈ I that has

been covered (i ∈ Ik) is computed in the second term of Eq. (4.3.6). In the

second term of Eq. (4.3.6), the remaining transactions are considered. In

such transactions, if the item i has not been covered (i 6∈ Ik), its presence

probability f
(2)
i remains unchanged, i.e. supp(i)

n
.
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It should be pointed out that a p-value will increase more heavily if it

overlaps more strongly with previously covered itemsets. Indeed, the stronger

the overlap, the larger |Tk|, and the fewer factors smaller than 1 there are

in the product
∏

i∈I f
(1)
i , and hence the larger the first term becomes. For

strong overlaps, this term dominates the second term in Eq. (4.3.6), which

will not change much itself. This means that p′I will be large if the overlap

is large. On the other hand, if there is no overlap at all, the p-value remains

unaltered in the updated null distributions.

The complete algorithm The sketch of the algorithm is given below.

The set R of closed itemsets is assumed to be already sorted in order of

ascending p-values. Since there are no itemsets more interesting than it, the

first itemset is assumed to be covered.

Thus the algorithm starts from the 2nd position (step 1) and, at each step

(labeled current step), it updates the p-value of the itemset I (accordingly

to the Property 4.3.1), using the cumulative binomial probability functions

in 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 with the updated probabilities as parameters.

If after the updating of its p-value the itemset I still occupies the same

position k in R, it is considered to be ‘covered’, and in the next step the

algorithm will search for the (k + 1)’th most interesting itemset (steps 10-

11). Hence, at the end of the algorithm, the number of covered itemsets is

at most k ≤ 1 + max steps, where max steps is a user defined parameter

defining the maximum number of steps to carried out.

Usually, the user does not know a priori how many exactly interesting

patterns will well summarize the data. In our framework, instead of an exact

number of interesting patterns, the user needs to choose only the maximum

number c max of itemsets that he/she wants to try to cover, and the number

max steps of steps to carry out.
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Algorithm(R, max steps, c max)

1: k := 2
2: current step:= 1
3: R′ :=first c max itemsets in R
4: while (current step<max steps) do

5: current step+=1

6: I := I at position k in R′

7: p-value(I) := max{P I
c (supp(I); n, p′I), P

T
c (supp(T ); m, p′T )}

8: last updated itemset:= I
9: update ordering in R′

10: I := I at position k in R′

11: if (I ==last updated itemset) do

12: k+=1

Experiments

Here we present experimental results performed on several datasets, and

show the effectiveness and efficiency of our interestingness measure to mine

informative and non redundant itemsets. All the experiments were performed

on a 1.60GHz Intel(R) Pentium(R)M with 512 MB of memory. We show

the performance of our methods on 5 datasets. The first 2 consist of news

articles in different periods: one month (August 2006), one year (Year2006).

Another dataset, Iraq was constructed to contain news articles with keyword

query “iraq”. We will also show experiments performed on two other different

kinds of dataset, containing all the titles and titles+abstracts of the papers

published at the PKDD conferences of the last years (from 2000 to 2006),

labeled TitlesPkdd and AbstractsPkdd. We run a closed itemsets mining

algorithm to extract all the frequent closed itemsets with different support

threshold for each dataset. Details of the datasets are given in Figure 4.2.

In Figure 4.3 are shown some experimental results. Figure 4.3(a) shows the

number of covered itemsets (on the left) and the number of penalized itemsets

at each step (on the right). In general, the number of covered itemsets grows

roughly linearly with the number of steps. Looking at the results, we can

deduce that the ordered closed itemsets set of August2006 contains several
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Figure 4.2: Details of the datasets used in the experiments.

very disjoined (i.e. non redundant) patterns in its first positions. On the

other hand, the Year2006 initial list contains a lot of redundancy. Indeed,

the slope of the functions of August2006 is higher than that of Year2006 in

Figure 4.3(a) on the left, while it is lower in Figure 4.3(a) on the right.

We also evaluated the running time of the algorithm w.r.t. the parameters

c max (with dataset Year2006) and max steps (with dataset AbstractsPkdd)

(Figure 4.3(b)). As we already pointed out, the number of closed itemsets

is often very large, so much so that it is hard to store entirely in the mem-

ory. One solution could be choosing a higher support threshold σ. However,

not only σ is a parameter typically hard to choose a priori by the user, but

it could also delete some interesting itemsets. In general, it is desirable to

mine all closed itemsets without any support threshold and then perform the

summarization with our interesting measure, which we claim is often more

appropriate than a support threshold.

Even if the set of closed itemsets is very large, MINI allows the user

to manage the memory consumption, reducing the running time without

affecting the summarization quality. In the experiments in Figure 4.3(b) on

the left, the algorithm carries out 50 steps and covers always 17 itemsets,

while the c max parameter is varied. The running time grows exponentially

with c max, while the summarization result does not change.

In the experiments shown in Figure 4.3(b) (right) we varied max steps

on the dataset AbstractsPkdd. Here, the c max was chosen to be equal

to 1200. Note that, in this case, the summarization result varies, from 9

itemsets covered with 50 steps, to 53 in 750 steps. However, because of the

property in 4.3.1, these results differ from each other only in their size. In
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(a) Covered itemsets and penalized itemsets at each step.

(b) Running time w.r.t. c max and max steps.

(c) First 12 most interesting and non redundant itemsets found in the datasets
Year2006, Iraq, AbstractsPkdd and TitlesPkdd.

Figure 4.3: Experimental Results.
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each of these results, at each position the same itemset is returned, as well

as its measure.

In Figure 4.3(c) the 12 most interesting and non redundant itemsets

found in Year2006, Iraq, AbstractsPkdd, and TitlesPkdd are shown. We

included the Iraq example to illustrate an advantage of our method over

methods that focus on the restoration error. Such methods would usually

be biased towards the more frequent itemsets, which in this case are likely to

include the word iraq, perhaps even as an itemset of size 1. We argue that,

in order to discover interesting insights, the results of such techniques are of-

ten suboptimal: arguably the itemset iraq is not interesting considering the

database we are looking at. In our framework, this pattern is automatically

considered as not interesting and not surprising, as it occurs in each row of

the dataset.

4.3.2 Informative Subsequences in Monolingual Text

An important extension of FIM is the search for sequential patterns from

large databases of sequences. Briefly, given a set of data sequences, the

problem is to discover subsequences that are frequent, in the sense that the

percentage of data sequences containing them exceeds a user-specified mini-

mum support σ.

The problem of mining sequential patterns can be stated as follows: Let

I = {i1, i2, ..., im} be a set of m distinct items comprising the alphabet. An

event is a non-empty unordered collection of items. A sequence is an ordered

list of events. An event is denoted as α = (i1i2...ik), where ij is an item. A

sequence X is denoted as (α1 → α2 → ... → αq), where αi is an event. A

sequence with k =
∑

j |αj| items is called a k-sequence. In this Chapter, we

only consider events composed of one item each, i.e. each event corresponds

to an item. A sequence X is a subsequence of another sequence Y , denoted

as X ¹ Y , if there exists a one-to-one order-preserving function f that maps

events (items) in X to events in Y . For example the sequence i1 → i3 is a

subsequence of i1 → i2 → i3.
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A transactional database T consists of a set of n transactions, or input-

sequences. A transaction is a couple t = (tid,X) where tid is the transaction

identifier and X is a sequence. For any sequence X, its tidset T is defined as

the set of identifiers of the transactions containing X. For any sequence X in

the database, its support is defined as the number of transactions containing

X:

supp(X) := |{t = (tid, Y )|X ¹ Y, t ∈ T }|
Similarly, we can define the support supp(T ) of a tidset T as the number

of items contained the largest sequence X shared by all the transactions

t ∈ T .

Measuring the p-value

We can use a very similar null hypothesis as in Subsubsection 4.3.1, simply

by using the new definitions of supp(T ) and supp(X), and we will do so in

the experiments described below. This means that the null model essentially

ignores the ordering of the items in the transactions.

However, it is possible to consider other null hypotheses that do consider

the transactions as actual sequences. For example, we can model the sub-

sequences by means of a first order Markov model. In particular, we can

consider a null distribution where the probability of an item ik in a sequence

to depend on the probability of the previous item ik−1 that occurs in the se-

quence. For a given sequence S, the probability under that null distribution

of a sequence to be present in a transaction is then given by the conditional

probability:

pS = p(i1)
∏

k

p(ik+1|ik), k = 1, .., c− 1, (4.3.7)

where p(i1) is the probability of the item i1 (the first item in the sequence)

to occur in a transaction, and is given by supp(i1)
n

. Here, the probability

p(ik+1|ik) can be computed as the number of transactions where ik+1 occurs

after the item ik. If desirable, the conditional probability can be calculated

by allowing a certain maximum gap between the two items. For a given
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item ik in a sequence, the probability p(ik|ik−1) that the item ik occurs in

the database after the item ik−1 is then given by counting the number of

transactions in which ik occurs in the database after ik−1, allowing one gap

between ik and ik−1. Note that jointly with this alternative Markov null

distribution for the items, we can still maintain the null distribution for the

transactions, together making up one null hypothesis.

In dealing Subsection 4.3.1, we have already provided an example using

two simple null distributions for items and transactions spaces (see Fig. 4.1).

Here, let us give a brief example where this alternative null distribution is

used to model the items as Markov random variables, and the same null

distribution as in Subsection 4.3.1 is used to model the transactions as inde-

pendent random variables.

Figure 4.4: Example of transaction database and cumulative binomial
distributions of its closed subsequence {i1, i3, i4}, considering (a) the
subsequence{i1, i3, i4} and (b) its tidset {t1, t2, t6, t8} as random variables.

Example 3. The meaning of the quantities used in these p-value compu-
tations is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. In that Figure, an n-dimensional database
containing a document (a sequence of words) per row is shown, with n = 8.

Fig. 4.4 shows the two binomial cumulative distributions of the subse-
quence {i1, i3, i4} of the example database in Fig. 4.4. Allowing a gap ≤ 1,
the probability of the subsequence S = {i1, i3, i4} to be present in any par-
ticular transaction is given by the product p(i1) · p(i3|i1) · p(i4|i3) = 7

8
· 5

8
· 3

8
.
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Its binomial probability function is given by Eq. (4.3.2) with s = 4, n = 8,
and with pS = 0.4101 used instead of pI (Fig. 4.4(a)).

In the second null distribution we consider, the transactions are consid-
ered as independent random variables. Allowing a gap of one item within the
items, the subsequence considered occurs in the transactions T = {t1, t2, t6, t8},
each occurring with individual frequency 2

3
, 1

2
, 1, and 1 respectively. Hence,

as in Subsection 4.3.1, the p-value under this null model is computed as the
probability that 3 items can be found that occur consecutively in each of these
4 transactions. The probability that any given item is contained in each of
these under the null distribution is pT = 2

3
· 1

2
· 1 · 1 = 1

3
. Hence, the p-

value is found as the cumulative Binomial distribution in Eq. (4.3.3) with
pT = 1

3
, s = 3, the number of items in the subsequence, and m = 6, the

number of words in the dictionary.
For reference, also the ranges for which the cumulative probabilities P I

c

and P T
c are indicated in Fig. 4.4 (a) and (b) respectively.

Reducing the redundancy

Again, in our experiments we will use the same methodology as for itemsets to

extract a non redundant set of interesting subsequences from the list obtained

by sorting them according to increasing p-value.

Note that if we were using the alternative null hypothesis based on a first

order Markov model as described above, we should adapt the redundancy

reduction procedure as well. This is technically a non-trivial task, and we

leave it here for further work.

Experiments

Here we present experimental results performed on several datasets, whose

details are shown in Fig. 4.5. All the experiments were performed on a

1.60GHz Intel(R) Pentium(R)M with 512 MB of memory. We show the per-

formance of our methods on 5 datasets. The first 2 consist of news articles

in different periods: one month (August 2006), one year (Year2006). An-

other dataset, Iraq was constructed to contain news articles with keyword
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Figure 4.5: Details of the datasets used in the experiments.

Figure 4.6: P-values of the sequences mined from the dataset August2006
(on the left) and the dataset Year2006 (on the right).

query “iraq”. We will also show experiments performed on two other dif-

ferent kinds of dataset, containing all the titles and titles+abstracts of the

papers published at the PKDD conferences of the last 6 years (from 2000 to

2006), labeled TitlesPkdd and AbstractsPkdd.

Fig. 4.6 shows the p-values for the dataset August2006 (in the left) and

the dataset Year2006 (on the right). The p-values of all the sequences mined

are plotted against the position of the sequence in the ordered set. As we can

see in Figure 4.6, the first p-values in the result set are very low in comparison

with the others. In particular, while in the result set for the dataset August

2006, we can consider as the set of most interesting sequences those whose

p-value is below -400, in the dataset Year 2006, this threshold can be chosen

to be equal to -1700. However, for a given dataset, such threshold for the

interestingness under the null models we consider can be found using the

above method on the shuffled dataset.

In Fig. 4.7(a), the covered sequences and the penalized sequences are
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(a) Covered sequences and penalized sequences at each step.

(b) First 8 most interesting and non redundant sequences found in the datasets
Year2006, Iraq, AbstractsPkdd and TitlesPkdd.

(c) Running time w.r.t. c max and max steps.

Figure 4.7: Experimental Results.
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given for the 5 datasets. Figure 4.7 (b) shows the most interesting and

non-redundant 12 sequences of the datasets, and in Fig. 4.7 (c) the running

time of the algorithm is plotted against the user-defined parameters c max

(on the left) and max steps (on the right). As we already pointed out in

the experiments in Section 4.3.1, these two parameters are very useful in

allowing the user to manage the memory consumption and thus to speed up

the running time of the algorithm without affecting the final result.

4.3.3 Informative Itemset Associations in Bilingual Text

As multilingual document collections become accessible through the Internet

to more and more countries, information retrieval research has increasingly

paid attention to cross-language information retrieval (CLIR). CLIR systems

assist in searching for information across language boundaries, retrieving

documents in a language that is different from the query language.

At the same time significant progress is being made in statistical machine

translation (SLT). Modern SLT algorithms rely on both a language model of

the target language along with a translation model between the source and

the target language. Here, the translation model can be generated by means

of sentence alignments.

Here we use our framework to propose a different type of translation

models, which is directly applicable for CLIR, and which is potentially useful

as a translation model in statistical machine translation systems. It is based

on sets of words in both languages that are highly associated, in the sense

that their occurrence in documents that are translations of each other is more

strongly correlated than expected ‘by chance’. The probability to observe

such an association between two word sets in two languages will be quantified

by a p-value.

If we say ‘by chance’, we need to define the probability distribution. Since

it again involves the uninteresting situation, this will be the null distribution

for the data. The null distribution is now over two datasets D1 and D2, being

two parallel corpora in two different languages of n articles (‘transactions’ in
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the itemset mining terminology). This means that the k-th transaction in

D1 has its translation in the k-th transaction in D2. For both D1 and D2 we

can compute the set of closed frequent itemsets, where each itemset is a set

of words, resulting in two sets R1 and R2. These closed itemsets are the sets

between which we will consider the associations.

Starting from R1 and R2, we now describe how to compute the p-value

of an association between two closed itemsets. Differently from the previous

scenario, here the null hypothesis will consist off only one null distribution,

and we will describe it in greater detail below.

Measuring the p-value

Assume we have already mined the set of closed itemsets R1 and R2 from

two parallel corpora, D1 and D2. For each pair (I1, I2) of closed wordsets,

where I1 ∈ R1 and I2 ∈ R2, we now want to assess the strength of their

association.

To this end, we formulate a null hypothesis that represents the uninter-

esting situation, in which sets of words in one language occur independently

from the others the second language. In the null distribution we consider ap-

propriate here, the presence of the two word sets I1 and I2 in the two datasets

are considered to be independent random variables. More formally, the null

hypothesis Ω0 assumes that I1 and I2 are contained, in their corresponding

dataset, in any particular transaction with a certain probability fI1 = supp (I1)
n

and fI1 = supp (I1)
n

, where supp (I1) and supp (I2) are the number of transac-

tions in the database in which the set I1 and I2 occur respectively.

Since the two corpora of size n are parallel, each transaction in one dataset

has its translation in the corresponding transaction in the other dataset. The

independence assumption implies that all words in I1 and I2 are shared in a

given transaction with probability

p = fI1 · fI2 , (4.3.8)

the product of their individual probabilities.
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A p-value can now be found by computing the probability that a pattern

as strong as or stronger than the one observed is seen. The pattern func-

tion we consider here is the joint support of both itemset, meaning the set

of transactions that support I1 in D1 and I2 in D2, and we denote this by

|intrs| = |tidsI1 ∩ tidsI2|. Thus, we need to compute the probability of a

number of shared transactions larger than or equal to |intrs| out of n trans-

actions. This can be done by means of the cumulative binomial distribution

function, as

P (I1,I2)
c =

n∑

s=|intrs|

(
n

s

)
ps(1− p)n−s. (4.3.9)

This is the p-value under the null hypothesis we consider.

The sketch of the algorithm computing all p-values is given below. Let

assume the sets R1 and R2 of closed itemsets to be already mined by a

state-of-the-art closed itemset mining algorithm from two parallel texts D1

and D2, both of size n. For each possible pair (I1, I2) between the two sets

R1 and R2, we calculate the number |intrs| of transactions shared by I1

and I2, by intersecting their tids. Given that all words in I1 and I2 occur

jointly in a transaction and its translation respectively with probability p, we

can compute the probability of an intersection between the two tidsets to be

larger than or equal to |intrs| out of n transactions by means of the cumulative

binomial distribution function cbp(n, |intrs|, p), as given by Eq. (4.3.9) with

p = pI1 · pI2 . This is the p-value under the null hypothesis we consider.

Algorithm

1: for each I1 ∈ R1 do

2: for each I2 ∈ R2 do

3: intrs = tidsI1 ∩ tidsI2

4: p value(I1, I2) = cbp(n,|intrs|,pI1 · pI2)
5: insert (I1, I2) in the ordered set R

The discussed model represents an adequate null hypothesis in the sense

that a pair (I1, I2) with corresponding transaction set intrs = tidsI1 ∩ tidsI2
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that has a large p-value under this model is unsurprising and therefore not

likely a good translation of I1 into I2 (and vice versa): it can be explained

by a random organization of I1 and I2 over the two databases. The p value

associated to each pair (I1, I2) measures the surprise in seeing the pair (I1, I2)

as strongly associated as it is. This model takes effective account of the fact

that associations between more frequent sets of words are less surprising

under the null hypothesis, and hence may not suggest a good translation. As

consequence, translations between very frequent words in both the datasets,

e.g. between stopwords in the two languages, are harder to capture by this

method.

Example 4. The meaning of the p-value as a means to assess the probability
that two word sets are each other’s translations is illustrated in Fig. 4.8. In
that Figure, two parallel datasets, A and B, with 8 transactions and 6 and 8
words/items respectively are represented by two binary incidence matrixes of
size 8× 6 and 8× 8. The (i, j)th element in a binary matrix is equal to 1 if
the ith transaction contains the word w i, and it is equal to 0 otherwise.

The two rectangles in Fig. 4.8 indicate two closeds in the two datasets:
{wA

5 , wA
6 } and {wB

1 , wB
2 }. These two sets of words share the transactions t2

and t3. The probabilities of the seta {wA
5 , wA

6 } and {wB
1 , wB

2 } to be present in
a given transaction in the dataset A and B, respectively, are 0.375 and 0.5.

The probability that a given transaction contains the pair ({wA
5 , wA

6 }, {wB
1 , wB

2 })
is given by the product 0.375 · 0.5. Its cumulative binomial probability func-
tion is given by Eq. (4.3.2) with |intrs| = 2, n = 8 and p = 0.1875. The
resulting p value represents the probability that the set of words {wA

5 , wA
6 } is

the translation of the set {wB
1 , wB

2 }.

Reducing the redundancy

The resulting associations will often be highly redundant with each other.

For example, if three words in one language are associated to three words

in another, it is likely that two of these three are associated with two of the

other three. Nevertheless, such redundancy is not undesirable in translation

models and for CLIR systems. Therefore, we will not attempt to reduce the

redundancy in this case.
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Figure 4.8: Example of two parallel corpora represented by two incidence
matrixes.

Experiments

We use in these experiments a dataset containing the Swiss Constitution

in different languages, in particular the English, Italian and French. A few

articles were omitted in this case study (some because they do not have

an exact equivalent in the different languages, 2 others because they are

considerably different in length than the bulk of the articles), leaving a total

of 195 articles per language. The datasets were then modified to contain a

single sentence per row, resulting in 719 rows. The texts were processed after

removing punctuation and stopwords (where stop word removal is performed

in a language specific way). The support threshold was chosen to be 0.001

and the sequences mined are about 3000 in the tree datasets.

Fig. 4.9 shows the first 11 translations for the three pairs of datasets of the

Swiss Constitution: English-Italian, English-French, and Italian-French. As

we can see, there is some redundancy within the translation pairs. However,

as already pointed out in the previous Section (see Subsubection 4.3.3), in

translation models and for CLIR systems the reduction of such redundancy

is not required. For instance, in the first translation table English to Ital-

ian, the second most interesting pair (“parliament federal, assemblea

federale”) could be lost after the redundancy reduction step because of the

first pair (“parliament, assemblea”). However, even if the second pair is

‘redundant’, it gives a good Italian translation of the set of English words

“parliament federal”.
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Figure 4.9: Translation tables for the Swiss Constitution dataset. For each
result, only the first 11 translations are visualized.

4.3.4 Informative Subsequence Associations in Bilin-
gual Text

Rather than considering associations between itemsets in both languages,

here we consider associations between closed subsequences in both languages.

Since the word ordering is relevant in natural languages, associations between

the occurrence of subsequences in two languages are likely to be more effective

in modeling a languages than associations between itemsets.

Measuring the p-value

The null hypothesis as well as the p-value computation can be done in a

very similar way. The only difference is that the probability under the null

hypothesis of a certain subsequence to occur in a random transaction is are

now estimated based on the supports of that subsequence, rather than of the

itemset. Hence, Eq. (4.3.8) should be replace by p = fS1 · fS2 where fSi is

the measured frequency of subsequence Si in Di. Similarly, the cardinality

of the intersection |intrs| is now given by the number of texts (transactions)

for which S1 is contained in D1 and S2 is contained in D2.
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Figure 4.10: P-values of the sequences translations of the Swiss Constitution.

Reducing the redundancy

As already pointed out in Subsubection 4.3.3, while in monolingual scenarios

the redundancy reduction step is often useful, in bilingual scenarios this step

is irrelevant. Hence we choose not to consider it for this purpose.

Experiments

In these experiments we used a dataset containing the Swiss Constitution,

in English and Italian. Few articles were omitted in this case study (some

because they do not have an exact equivalent in the different languages, 2

others because they are considerably different in length than the bulk of the

articles), leaving a total of 195 articles per language. The datasets were then

modified to contain a single phrase per row, resulting in 719 rows. The texts

were processed after removing punctuation and stopwords (where stop word

removal are performed in a language specific way). The support threshold

was chosen to be 0.001.

In Fig. 4.10, the distribution of the p-values of the translation pairs is

given against the position of the pairs in the sorted list. As we can see in

the plot, the pairs having p-value lower than -300 likely represent a good

translation. However, in order to have a threshold on the interestingness of

such measure under the null models we consider, we can decide to run the

proposed algorithm on the shuffled data.

In Fig. 4.11, the p-values for the translation of the word “confederation”
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Figure 4.11: P-values for the translations of the word “confederation” of the
Swiss Constitution.

are given. Let us recall that for a given sequence S in the first dataset, the

p-value of all the possible pairs with the sequences of the other dataset is

computed. For a certain sequence S, several translations are considered to

be possible solutions. In Figure 4.11, the pair with a lowest p-value is the

that more likely represent a good translation for the word “confederation”.

Fig. 4.12 shows two plots for the p-values of two translations, “federal

parliament” and “federal government”. For a given set of words the p-

value of all the possible translation pairs with the sentences in the other

dataset, is computed. For this reason, for “federal parliament” the p-

value of both the pairs (“federal parliament”,

“consiglio federale”) and (“federal parliament”,“assemblea federale”)

are computed. Similarly, for the sequence “federal government”, the p-

value of both the pairs (“federal government”,“consiglio federale”)

and (“federal government”,“assemblea federale”) are computed. As

shown in the plots, the translations of the two English sets “federal parliament”

and “federal government” are likely to be “assemblea federale” and

“consiglio federale”, respectively.

In Fig. 4.13 the first 11 translations pairs for the Swiss Constitution

are visualized. As shown in this result, the proposed framework is able to

recognize translations between sets of words of different size. That is, for a

set of n words in a language, a translation of m set of words in the other

language can be found, with m,n > 1 and m 6= n. (See “confederation
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Figure 4.12: P-values for the translations of the sequences “federal parlia-
ment” and “federal government” of the Swiss Constitution.

legislate”,“confederazione emana prescrizioni”).

4.4 Conclusions

Since the introduction of the FIM problem, the data mining community has

made significant progress both in terms of efficiency and in terms of variety

of patterns that can be mined. Unfortunately, due to the typically large

outputs of data mining algorithms, human intervention is still an integral

part of the data mining process. As a step towards overcoming this problem,

here we have introduced a philosophically new statistical and algorithmic

framework to efficiently summarize the set of all frequent patterns down to

a subset of informative and non-redundant patterns. We have argued that

the framework is very general, being applicable for a wide variety of data

and pattern types, beyond frequent itemsets in transaction databases. For

concreteness, we have focused on a few practically relevant examples: we have

applied our framework to various patterns mined from large monolingual and

bilingual text corpora.
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Figure 4.13: The first 11 sequences translations for the Swiss Constitution.

4.4.1 Suggested future works

In dealing with sequences, one should take into account the sequential na-

ture of the data and patterns in the definition of the null hypothesis. Such

extension of our measurements for sequence mining and a deep study on

comparisons with other measurements will be done as future work. Its sim-

plicity, and thus comprehensibility, makes our measure easy “to be trusted”

for the user. Indeed, in many real applications, in order for the end user to

trust the discovered patterns and make important decisions based on them,

it is usually necessary that he/she understands those patterns. The user

likely does not blindly trust the patter outputted by a black box algorithm.

Of course, in general, the need for understandable patterns arises when the

patterns will be used to support a decision to be made by a human user. In

applications in which the findings are automatically used by a machine, the

patterns are not required to be understandable for a human user.

Despite its simplicity, however, the experiments we have conducted demon-

strate the usefulness, efficiency and the scalability of the proposed approach

in dealing with both itemsets and sequences and suggest our measure to be

very promising in several real applications.

Also other applications of this method will be investigated and compared

with recent studies, including trajectory pattern mining, aimed to uncover
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“trajectory patterns as concise descriptions of frequent behaviors” [43].
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Chapter 5

Retrieving the data

Nowadays, there are a plenty of online websites related to news. Traditional

news agencies give their information to their clients via corresponding web-

sites. Hence, new technologies, tools and special search engines are created

for having access to the news on these websites. News engines are respon-

sible for various tasks, such as news collection, storage, retrieval, and sum-

marization. In the previous Chapters, we proposed a novel summarization

approach and we tested its performance on several text data, such as news

articles. Here instead we propose and describe a new framework that auto-

matically retrieves, parses and stores in a MySql database such data. The

framework contains the mining algorithms described so far, and it also pro-

duces a Web page containing interesting itemsets and sequences (available at

http://enm-nc-srv1.enm.bris.ac.uk/subsumer/Itemset.xml, and http://enm-

nc-srv1.enm.bris.ac.uk/subsumer/Sequence.xml) mined from such data.

5.1 RSS and News Feeds

News articles extracted from the Web in our system are in Feed RSS format,

extending XML schema for more robust syndication of content. RSS is a

standard format for content in Web, and it stands for Really Simple Syn-

dication or RDF (Resource Description Framework) Site Summary. RSS is

nowadays one of the most popular format for the distribution of content in
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the Web. It is based on XML format, from which it hereditates the simplic-

ity, the extensibility and the flexibility. It is suitable for containing a set of

structured information.

It was firstly proposed by Netscape in 1999 for managing contents in My

Netscape Network portal. In few years the same format had been adopted

by blogger community for storing the contents of the contents in the blogs.

Even if we focus only on news articles, an RSS can be used also for

other purposes, such as describing “recent changes” page of a wiki, revision

history of a book, a changelog of CVS checkins, etc. RSS files are metadata

and provide an open method of syndicating and aggregating Web content.

An RSS document contains either a summary of content from an associated

web site or the full text. A web feed is a data format used for serving

users frequently updated content. Content distributors syndicate a web feed,

thereby allowing users to subscribe to it. RSS is a family of web feed (or

“channel”) formats used to publish frequently updated content such as blog

entries, news headlines or podcasts. The user can get thus the latest headlines

and video in one place, as soon as its published, without having to visit the

web sites he/she have taken the feed from.

Using RSS files, a data feed that supplies headlines, links, and article

summaries from a Web site can be easily created. These files describe a

channel of information that can include a logo, a site link, an input box,

and multiple “news items”. Other sites can incorporate these information

into their pages automatically. RSS feeds can be also used from other sites

to provide a site with current news headlines. These techniques let more

visitors to draw to a site and also provide them with up-to-date information.

News aggregators (or news readers) download and display RSS feeds. In

general, a feed reader is a program that downloads RSS feeds, whose url are

often specified by the user, parses them and visualizes the content to the

user. Often, feeds readers automatically detects changes in a feed.

Aggregators can be either stand alone programs (e.g. AmphetaDesk and

NetNewsWire) or programs that allow the user to add RSS feeds to a Web
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page (e.g. the aggregator provided by Yahoo! and Google).

In this scenario, an important aspect is the availability of applications for

the reading of RSS on mobile phone, BlackBerry, etc. For instance, mReader

is a free application for J2ME (Java 2 Micro Edition) supporting systems.

5.2 Retrieving News from the Web

In the experiments we performed so far for testing the effectiveness of our

algorithms, we also used corpora containing news articles. Such news have

been daily retrieved from the Web and stored in a database since July 2005.

These news are retrieved by making use of RSS Feeds of several daily news

web pages, such as the New York Time 1, the Guardian 2, and the CNN 3.

Each of these news feed contains a set of articles, structured accordingly to

the RSS format.

Up to now, the database contains 279878 articles (that we called feed

item), belonging to about 450 news feed. With recent improvements, the

systems downloads, parses, store and extracts interesting patterns from about

5500 articles per day. In few hours these tasks are accomplished together with

other tasks such as the extraction of named entities, and geo-patterns (see

http://patterns.enm.bris.ac.uk/projects/geo-patterns).

The used database is MySql. Apache Cayenne 1.2 (a Java Object Re-

lational Mapping, or ORM, framework, http://cayenne.apache.org) is our

interface to the database, which separates our code from the specifics of

the underlying database. Our methods interact with the database by call-

ing methods on a Cayenne-generated set of objects, rather than hard-coding

SQL statements through Java code.

The framework contains the mining algorithms described in previous

chapters for extracting interesting itemsets and sequences. Weekly, web pages

containing the two result sets are automatically created:

1http://www.nytimes.com/services/xml/rss/nyt/International.xml
2http://www.guardian.co.uk/rssfeed/0,,12,00.xml
3http://rss.cnn.com/rss/cnn world.rss
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Figure 5.1: A view of the Web page containing the most interesting sequences
extracted from the database on 13rd November 2007.

http://enm-nc-srv1.enm.bris.ac.uk/subsumer/Itemset.xml and

http://enm-nc-srv1.enm.bris.ac.uk/subsumer/Sequence.xml.

The system is still under improvements, and more details about the

project can be found at http://nello.enm.bris.ac.uk/subsumer/ and

http://patterns.enm.bris.ac.uk/home.

Figure 5.1 shows a view of the Web page containing the most interesting

sequences extracted from our database on 13rd November 2007. Let us note

that these sequences are extracted from all the news extracted in one week

(in the example, 6th November - 13rd November 2007). Although the page

contains 16 sequences, we decided to show in Figure only the first 3 ones. Let
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Figure 5.2: A view of the web page containing one of the news in which the
interesting sequence German Chancellor Angela Merkel has been found.

focus on the first sequence, i.e. German Chancellor Angela Merkel. Below

this sequence, after the p-value related to the sequence, part of the list of the

titles of the related news is shown. That is, the sequence German Chancellor

Angela Merkel has been extracted from the news whose titles are in this list.

The user can click on one of these titles: the related original web page con-

taining that news will be visualized. For instance, let choose the second title

in the list related the the sequence German Chancellor Angela Merkel, i.e.

Bush, Merkel to focus on Iran at Texas ranch summit. This link will

open the Web page (http://archive.gulfnews.com/world/U.S.A/10166520.html)

shown in Figure 5.2.



Chapter 6

Java interfaces for mining
informative and non redundant
patterns

Swing is a GUI component kit for building user interfaces and handling end

user input. In this chapter we present a simple java graphical interface for

mining informative itemsets and sequences from text data using the tech-

niques described in the previous chapters. We show the usefulness of such

interface which allows the user to easily control the parameters of the query.

Moreover, a graphical visualization of the results is provided in order to help

the user to better understanding the mining results.

6.1 Description of the java interface

A simple java interface is given for both itemset mining and sequence mining.

From the main panel, the user can load the dataset and specify the mining

constraints. As Figure 6.1 shows, in the itemset mining panel, the user

specifies the values for the following parameters which define the constraints:

The working directory : The user must specify the directory where the pro-

gram is located.
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The Input file: The input file is a .txt file containing the dataset. The

format of this file is very simple and easy to prepare. For instance, if

the user is going to mine itemsets from Web news, the file will contain

a news per row.

Dataset partitions : When the input dataset is very large, partitioning it is

recommendable in order to speed up the computational time.

Support Threshold : The support threshold of the itemsets.

Itemsets similarity : The user can specify the similarity threshold (in per-

centage) of the itemsets mined. The similarity between two itemsets X

and Y is computed as the X∩Y
X∪Y

. For instance, if this parameter is set to

be 90, the resulting set will not contain itemsets with similarity higher

than 0.9.

Itemsets cardinality : The user can specify a threshold for the cardinality of

the itemsets.

Covering Steps : This parameter is the number of steps to carry out for

reducing the redundancy.

As Figure 6.2 shows, in the sequence mining panel, in addition to the

same parameters given in input to the previous panel, show in Figure 6.1,

the values for the following parameters:

Max gap length: This parameter is the threshold for the maximum number

of gaps allowed in a sequence.

Min gap length: This parameter is the threshold for the minimum number

of gaps allowed in a sequence.

Sequence cardinality : The user can specify a threshold for the cardinality

of the sequences.
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Figure 6.1: The itemset mining panel.

Figure 6.2: The sequence mining panel.
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Covering Steps : This parameter is the number of steps to carry out for

reducing the redundancy.

The buttons mine itemsets and mine sequences extract the itemsets

and sequences running the algorithms CHARM [84] and SPADE [128], re-

spectively.

Once the itemsets (or sequences) are mined, the algorithm for comput-

ing the interestingness of the patterns and reducing their redundancy can be

launched. To this aim, in the itemset mining panel, the button run MINI

launches the MINI (Mining Interesting and Non redundant Itemsets) algo-

rithm. In the itemset sequence panel, the button run MINS launches the

MINS (Mining Interesting and Non redundant Sequences) algorithm.

In the white window on the right side of the panel, the user can read some

characteristics of the dataset (such as the total number of items/words, Fig-

ure 6.3(a)) , the number of itemsets (or sequences) mined grouped by cardi-

nality (Figure 6.3(a) and Figure 6.4(a)), and the number of covered itemsets

(or sequences) at each step of the algorithm that reduces the redundancy

(Figure 6.3(b) and Figure 6.4(b)).

After MINI or MINS have been launched, the user can visualize (using

the see the summarization button) the result set ordered by p-value. In

the summarization panel all the itemsets (sequences) are shown together

with the p-value and the list of tids of the transactions where the related

patter occurs. The highlighted patterns are those covered after the redun-

dancy reduction algorithm. If the user clicks with the mouse over one of

these patterns, the related rows in the dataset containing that pattern are

visualized in the bottom window. In Figure 6.3(b) and Figure 6.4(b) the

panels for the visualization of the result set for itemsets and sequences are

shown. In the bottom window of both the panels, are visualized the rows

containing the first (i.e. most interesting) pattern of the result found.

We also show in Figure 6.5 the summarization panel containing the se-

quences mined from a different dataset, which contains only the titles of the

paper accepted to the PKDD conference from 2000 to 2006 (TitlesPkdd
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(a) After the itemsets extraction step (after clicking button mine
itemsets).

(b) After MINI algorithm (after clicking button run MINI).

(c) Visualization of the result set (after clicking button
see the summarization).

Figure 6.3: Example of itemset mining from AbstractPkdd dataset.
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(a) After the sequences extraction step (after clicking button mine
sequences).

(b) After MINS algorithm (button run MINS).

(c) Visualization of the result set (after clicking button
see the summarization).

Figure 6.4: Example of sequences mining from AbstractPkdd dataset.
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Figure 6.5: Interesting and non redundant sequences of TitlesPkdd after 20
steps. The titles in the bottom window are related to the first sequence in
the list, i.e. “association rules”.

dataset). Here the parameters were set to be: support = 0.01, max gap

length = 4, min gap length = 1, sequence cardinality ≤ 10, and covering

steps = 20. Since the bottom window in the summarization panel shows

the rows in the dataset containing the user-selected sequence, here in this

example the titles of the paper containing the sequence “association rules”

are visualized.



Chapter 7

Finding Subgroups having
Several Descriptions

Given a 0-1 dataset, we consider the problem of finding subsets of the rows

that can be (approximately) defined by at least two different Boolean formu-

lae on the attributes. That is, we search for pairs (α, β) of Boolean formulae

such that the implications α → β and β → α both hold with high accuracy.

We require that the two descriptions α and β are syntactically sufficiently

different. Such pairs of descriptions indicate that the subset has different

definitions, a fact that gives useful information about the data.

We formulate the problem of finding sets with several descriptions and

address its complexity. We give simple algorithms for this task, and evaluate

their performance. The methods are based on pruning the search space of all

possible pairs of formulae by different accuracy criteria. The significance of

the findings is tested by using randomization methods. Experimental results

on simulated and real data show that the methods work well: on simulated

data they find the planted subsets, and on real data they produce small and

understandable results.

Discovering interesting subgroups is one of the key concepts in data min-

ing. Subgroups can be discovered by clustering, where the dataset is typically

partitioned into disjoint sets, or by pattern discovery, where each pattern de-

fines the subgroup in which the pattern is true, and thus the patterns can
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be overlapping. The interestingness of a subgroup is typically measured by

how likely or unlikely such a subgroup would be to arise at random.

In general, a subgroup is defined either by the explicit values of the vari-

ables of the data (subgroups defined by patterns) or by distances between

rows (clusters). Here we consider only subgroups defined by using formulae

on the values of the variables. Any predicate α(t) defined for the rows t of

the dataset D defines a subgroup {t ∈ D | α(t) is true}. For example, if the

data is 0-1, then the formula A = 1 ∧ (B = 0 ∨ C = 1) defines a subgroup.

In this Chapter we consider the problem of finding subgroups having

several descriptions. That is, we want to find formulae α and β such that

the sets {t ∈ D | α(t) is true} and {t ∈ D | β(t) is true} are about the same.

If α are β are logically equivalent, this holds trivially, but we are interested

in finding formulae that are not equivalent, but still happen to be satisfied

by about the same rows of D. (One might call such formulae D-equivalent.)

Another way of looking at the task is that we search for formulae α and

β such that the rules α → β and β → α both hold with high accuracy.

Consider the following two transactional datasets, given here in matrix

form, where 1 means the presence and 0 the absence of an item:

tid A B C D E

1 1 0 1 0 0

2 0 0 1 0 0

3 1 1 0 0 1

4 1 0 0 1 1

5 0 1 1 0 0

6 1 1 0 1 0
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tid F G H I

1 0 0 1 0

2 1 1 0 1

3 0 1 1 0

4 1 1 0 0

5 1 0 1 0

6 1 0 0 1

The datasets have the same transaction (row) identifiers but different

sets of attributes. They might arise from two different studies on the same

entities.

Note that the subgroup {1, 3, 4} is defined by the formula A = 1 ∧ (B =

0 ∨ E = 1) in the first table. The formula F = 0 ∨ (G = 1 ∧ I = 0), using

the attributes of the second table, is true for exactly the same set {1, 3, 4} of

rows. We say that the subset {1, 3, 4} has several descriptions.

As another example, consider the following single table:

tid A B C D E F

1 1 0 1 1 0 0

2 0 1 1 0 1 0

3 0 1 0 1 1 1

4 1 0 0 0 0 1

5 1 1 0 0 1 1

6 0 1 0 1 0 0

7 1 1 1 1 1 1

8 1 0 1 0 0 0

9 1 1 1 1 1 0

Here, the subset {1, 4, 5, 8} of rows can, for example, be defined in three
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different ways:

A = 1 ∧ (B = 0 ∨D = 0)

B = 0 ∨ (A = 1 ∧ C = 0) and

(C = 1 ∧ E = 0) ∨ (D = 0 ∧ F = 1).

While pattern classes for 0-1 data have been studied a lot, and there is

a huge literature on finding frequent patterns and association rules, finding

groups with several descriptions has not, to our knowledge, been studied.

Rule discovery typically looks for good rules of the form α → A, where A

is a single target attribute. In our problem setting both sides of the rules

α → β and β → α can be more complex formulae, not just single literals.

Why search for groups with several descriptions? The fact that in D

the set of rows satisfying α and β are about the same tells us something

interesting about the data, provided α and β are not logically equivalent. If,

for example, the set of persons whose genetic marker data satisfies a Boolean

query for certain markers happens to coincide more or less exactly with the

persons whose marker data satisfies another query for a completely different

markers, then there is some indication that the regions of the genome might

somehow be functionally connected.

In this Chapter we present algorithms for finding subgroups with several

(typically two) descriptions. That is, we give methods that will produce

pairs of formulae that are almost equivalent on the given dataset D. The

methods are based on a search in the space of possible formulae; different

pruning strategies are used to avoid useless paths in that space. Our goal is

to produce a small set of pairs of formulae, where both formulae in each pair

define about the same subset of rows. We define several notions of strength

and interestingness for the pairs of formulae, and show how these measures

can be used in pruning the search space.

If we allow arbitrarily complex formulae, then any dataset will have lots

of subgroups with multiple descriptions. Thus we have to control for spurious

results arising just by chance. We do this by using randomization methods, in
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particular swap randomization [44]. We generate a large set of randomized

versions of the input data, and run our algorithms on them. Only if the

results on the real data are stronger than on, say, 99% of the randomized

datasets we report a subgroup.

The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows. We introduce the notation

and other preliminaries and define the problems in Section 7.1. Section 7.2

explains two algorithms and results from experiments with these algorithms

are reported in Section 7.3. Some of the related work is covered in Section 7.4

and Section 7.5 contains concluding remarks.

7.1 The Problems

7.1.1 Notation

Given a set U of items, a transaction t is a pair (tid, X), where tid is a

transaction identifier and X ⊆ U is the set of items of the transaction. A

dataset D is a set of transactions: D = {t1, . . . , tn}. Multiple datasets are

distinguished via a subscript, i.e., D1 and D2 are different datasets.

We consider multiple datasets D1, D2, . . . over itemsets U1, U2, . . .. We

assume that the datasets have an equal number of transactions and that the

sets of their transaction ids are identical. We use n to denote the number of

transactions in each dataset. The itemsets Ui and Uj, on the other hand, are

supposed to be disjoint for all i 6= j.

We identify items as variables in Boolean queries. We let Γ(U) denote the

set of all possible Boolean formulae over the variables corresponding to items

in U . Set Γk(U) ⊆ Γ(U) contains all queries that have at most k variables.

If dataset D is over itemset U , then by Γ(D) we mean Γ(U). Given a query

α, we denote by I(α) ⊆ U the set of items appearing in α.

A set I of items can also be viewed as a truth assignment assigning the

value true to the items in I and false to all other items. We say that α(I)

is true if α is satisfied by a truth assignment corresponding to I. If tj =

(tidj, Ij), we say that α(tj) is true if α(Ij) is true. We let α(D) to be the set of
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transaction ids from D for those transactions which satisfy α, that is, α(D) =

{tidj : (tidj, Ij) ∈ D and α(Ij) is true}. The frequency supp(α) is defined

as |α(Di)|. Furthermore, if αi ∈ Γ(Di), then by supp(α1, α2, . . . , αn) we mean

|⋂n
i αi(Di)|, i.e., the set of all transaction ids such that those transactions

satisfy each of the formulae αi.

7.1.2 Jaccard similarity

If X and Y are two sets, the Jaccard similarity [42] between them is defined

to be

J(X,Y ) =
|X ∩ Y |
|X ∪ Y | .

It is a commonly used measure of the similarity of X and Y : if X = Y ,

J(X,Y ) = 1 and if X ∩ Y = ∅, J(X, Y ) = 0.

If α ∈ Γ(D1) and β ∈ Γ(D2) are Boolean formulae over the items in two

datasets, the Jaccard similarity for the queries is defined as

J(α, β) = J(α(D1), β(D2)).

As the transaction ids of D1 are identical to those of D2, the value J(α(D1), β(D2))

lies in the interval between [0, 1]. For multiple databases Di and queries

αi ∈ Γ(Di) for i = 1, . . . , m, we define

J(α1, . . . , αm) = J(α1(D1), . . . , αm(Dm))

=
|⋂m

i αi(Di)|
|⋃m

i αi(Di)| .

7.1.3 The p-values

Two queries α and β can be true for exactly the same set of transactions,

but the pair (α, β) can still be uninteresting for our purposes. The first case

in which this happens is when α and β are logically equivalent; we avoid this

possibility by requiring that the set of variables (items) used in α and β are

disjoint.
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The second case is when the equality of the queries is a straightforward

consequence of the marginal probabilities of the items. Suppose for example

that two items A and B are almost always 0. Then the queries A = 0 and

B = 0 have high support, their Jaccard similarity is large, but there is no

new information in the pair.

To avoid this type of results we prune our result set using p-values. In

order to compute the p-values, we adopt the method used in Chapter . Let

us recall it briefly here again in this scenario. For calculating the p-value

we consider a null model for the database, representing the “uninteresting”

situation in which the items occur independently from each other in the

database. The p-value of an itemset I represents the surprisingness of I

under this null model. The smaller the p-value, the more “significant” the

itemset is considered to be. More details on the different ways for computing

the p-value of a given pattern are given in [37] and [36]; we summarize the

approach here briefly. See [120, 119, 67] for other approaches.

Let pi be the marginal probability of an item i, i.e., the fraction of rows

in the database that contain item i. Then the probability that an itemset I

is contained in a transaction is pI =
∏

i∈I pi. The probability that an itemset

I occurs in the dataset at least supp(I) times is then obtained by using the

binomial distribution:

p-value(I) =
n∑

s=supp(I)

(
n

s

)
ps

I(1− pI)
n−s. (7.1.1)

Equation (7.1.1) encodes the situation where the items occurring in a

transaction are independent from each other, and gives the “strength” of the

surprisingness of an itemset I under this assumption.

Note that we could consider also other p-values. For instance, another

p-value could measure the significance of a set of transactions containing a

certain item, this time with the assumption that the transactions contain

that item independently of each other. The p-value of an itemset can now

be computed as the maximum of these two p-values [37].
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As we already pointed out, an itemset I can be interpreted as a truth

assignment assigning the value true to all the items in I and false to all other

items. For instance, if the itemset I is defined as the set of items {A,B,C},
the rule α(I) corresponds to A = 1 ∧ B = 1 ∧ C = 1. Such formula is

satisfied in a given transaction only if all the three literals are present in the

transaction. For a certain conjunctive query α, the probability pα that α is

true for a transaction is computed under the assumption of independence of

variables occurring in α. The probability can be defined recursively:

pα =





pβpγ if α = β ∧ γ

1− pβ if α = ¬β

pβ + pγ − pβpγ if α = β ∨ γ.

We can now generalize (7.1.1) for formulae:

p-value(α) =
n∑

s=supp(α)

(
n

s

)
ps

α(1− pα)n−s. (7.1.2)

7.1.4 Problem definition

In this subsection we define the problems we consider in this Chapter. We

look for queries that are true for a reasonable large set of transactions, whose

Jaccard similarity is high enough, and the p-value is small enough. We will

also use a threshold for maximum frequency; the purpose of this threshold

partly coincides with that of p-value, as it is used to prune results that are

not significant because they cover most of the data.

The first problem version is formulated for the case where there are several

databases with the same set of transactions, and the second version is for the

case of a single database. In the single database case, we search for queries

that do not share items.

Problem 7.1.1. Given m ≥ 2 datasets D1, D2, . . . , Dm, each containing the
same set of transaction ids and disjoint set of items, and thresholds σmin,
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σmax, Jmin, and Pmax for minimum and maximum support, Jaccard similar-
ity, and p-value, respectively. Find a set of m-tuples of Boolean formulae,
(α1, α2, . . . , αm) ∈ Γ(D1)× Γ(D2)× · · · × Γ(Dm), so that

supp(α1, . . . , αm)/n ∈ [σmin, σmax] (7.1.3)

J(α1, . . . αm) ≥ Jmin (7.1.4)

p-value(α1, . . . , αm) ≤ Pmax. (7.1.5)

A slightly different version of this problem arises when we are given only

one dataset. In that case we search for Boolean formulae satisfied by approx-

imately the same set of transactions, but being defined by using disjoint sets

of items.

Problem 7.1.2. We are given a dataset D, an integer m ≥ 2, and the
thresholds as in Problem 7.1.1. The task is to find a set of m-tuples of
Boolean formulae, (α1, . . . , αm), αi ∈ Γ(D), so that the conditions (7.1.3)–
(7.1.5) hold and that for i 6= j

αi(D) ∩ αj(D) = ∅. (7.1.6)

Notice that the condition (7.1.6) is implied in Problem 7.1.1 by the as-

sumption of mutual disjointness of Ui’s. When a tuple (α1, . . . , αm) satisfies

conditions (7.1.3)–(7.1.5), we say that it is selectable (with respect to σmin,

σmax, Jmin, and Pmax).

7.2 Algorithms

In this section we present two algorithms for the problem, namely the Greedy

algorithm and the MID algorithm. The algorithms are heuristic search meth-

ods that try to form useful pairs or tuples of queries.

7.2.1 The Greedy Algorithm

The Greedy algorithm performs a level-wise search using a greedy heuristic

to prune the search space. In addition to the threshold values, it also uses
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Algorithm 7 The Greedy algorithm for Problem 7.1.1.
Input: Datasets D1, . . . , Dm, thresholds σmin, σmax, Jmin, and Pmax and a maximum number of
formula tuples N and a maximum number of variables per query K.
Output: A set F of m-tuples of Boolean queries with at most K variables.

1: F ← {(α1, . . . , αm) ∈ Γ1(D1)× · · · × Γ1(Dm) : (α1, . . . , αm) is selectable}
2: Order F using J(α1, . . . , αm) and keep top N tuples.
3: for (α1, . . . , αm) ∈ F do
4: Vi ← Ui \ I(αi), i = 1, . . . , m
5: for i ← 1, . . . , m do
6: Wi ← Vi

7: for i ∈ Vi do
8: Try to expand αi to α′i using i with ∧, ∨, and ¬
9: if J(α1, . . . , α′i, . . . , αm) ≥ J(α1, . . . , αi, . . . , αm) and supp(α1, . . . , α′i, . . . , αm)/n ∈

[σmin, σmax] then
10: Wi ← Wi \ {i} and save α′i
11: Select the α′i with highest J(α1, . . . , α′i, . . . , αm)
12: αi ← α′i and Vi ← Vi \ (Wi ∪ I(α′i))
13: if max{I(αi)} < K and there is Vi 6= ∅ then
14: goto line 5

15: return F

two other parameters to control the result, namely the maximum number of

initial tuples to process and the maximum number of variables per Boolean

formula. The pseudo-code of the algorithm is given as Algorithm 7.

The Greedy algorithm works as follows. First (in lines 1–2) it finds

the initial tuples, that is, tuples of formulae with each formula having only

one variable. This is done via an exhaustive search. The tuples are ordered

according to their Jaccard similarity, and only the best tuples are considered

in the remaining of the algorithm.

In the next step, the algorithm considers each initial tuple separately.

In each tuple, it starts by considering formula α1 which it tries to expand

using the items from set V1 (line 8). So if α1 = (A = 0), the algorithm

creates formulae (A = 0 ∨ B = 1), (A = 0 ∧ B = 1), (A = 0 ∨ B = 0),

and (A = 0 ∧ B = 0). If any of the created formulae does not decrease the

Jaccard similarity of the tuple and keeps the support within the limits, then

the item i is removed from the set W1 of “useless” items and the formula

is saved with the new Jaccard similarity. When all items and formulae are

tried, the algorithm selects the one that improves the Jaccard similarity most

and replaces the old formula with that. It also removes from the set V1 of
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available items the item added to α1 and the items from set W1, i.e., the

items that only decreased the Jaccard similarity (lines 11–12). Algorithm

then proceeds to formula α2, and so on.

When all formulae are considered, algorithm checks if the maximum num-

ber of variables per formula is reached. If not, and if there still are items

that can be added to the formulae, algorithm starts again from formula α1.

Otherwise algorithm returns all tuples that are in F . If wanted, the tuples

in F can once more be pruned according to the Pmax threshold.

The way the Greedy algorithm prunes its search space can lead to sub-

optimal results in many ways. First, of course, the algorithm can prune initial

pairs that could be used to create good descriptions. Second, the algorithm

prunes the level-wise search tree in a way that can yield to pruning of items

that could be used later. The pruning is similar to that of many frequent

itemset mining algorithm’s (e.g., Apriori) but, unlike in frequent itemset

mining, the anti-monotonicity property does not hold here because of the

disjunctions.

The time complexity of the algorithm depends heavily on the efficiency of

the pruning phase. If K, the maximum number of variables per query, is not

limited, then the algorithm can take exponential running time with respect

to the maximum number of items in datasets. Another variable that has

exponential effect to the running time of Greedy is the number of datasets,

m. Assuming all datasets have equal number k of items, just creating the

initial pairs takes O(2mnm) time. However, in practice m is usually small

and does not cause serious slowdown of the algorithm.

If m is very small, say m = 2, a simple improvement is applicable to the

Greedy algorithm: instead of only iterating over formulae αi in fixed order,

try all permutations of the ordering and select the best. We employ this

improvement in our experiments, where m is always 2. With larger values of

m the number of permutations, of course, becomes quickly infeasible.
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Modifications for Single Dataset. We can modify the greedy algorithm

to work with the setting of Problem 7.1.2, i.e., when only one dataset D

is given. First, the initial m-tuples are computed over the 2m
(|I|

m

)
possible

Boolean formulae in Γ1(D). The sets Vi and Wi in Algorithm 7 are replaced

with two sets, V and W , which are used with all formulae. In that way

the algorithm ensures that the formula tuples satisfy the disjointness condi-

tion (7.1.6). Also in this case, if m is small, we can, and in the experiments

will, apply the aforementioned improvement of iterating over all permuta-

tions of the ordering of the formulae.

7.2.2 The MID Algorithm

The Greedy algorithm starts from singleton queries, i.e., queries with only

one variable, and iteratively adds new variables using Boolean operators.

The approach described in this section starts instead from a set of item-

sets, i.e., a set of positive conjunctive queries, and iteratively adds new item-

sets using Boolean operators. At each step, the p-value of the query is used

for pruning non-interesting queries. Since in real-world tasks the number of

all the possible itemsets is often massive, we only extract a condensed and

lossless representation of them, i.e., a set of closed itemsets [93]. A closed

itemset is an itemset with no frequent superset having same support. We can

focus only on closed itemsets since for any non-closed itemset there exists a

closed itemset with lower p-value [37].

In this section we describe MID, an algorithm for Mining Interesting

Descriptors of subgroups. The sketch of the MID algorithm is given in Algo-

rithm 8. The algorithm starts by mining the set of frequent closed itemsets

from the given dataset(s) and sorting them by p-value (line 1). In this step

we compute the p-value of an itemset I as the maximum of the two p-values

computed under the assumptions of independence of items and transactions,

as explained in Section 7.1.3.

The set R0
i contains the closed itemsets mined from the dataset Di,

i = 1, ..,m. For each query α ∈ R0
i , the query (¬α) is added to R0

i if
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p-value(¬α) < Pmax (lines 2–4). The p-values in line 3 are computed as in

the previous step. Only the first N queries constitute the input for the next

steps (line 5). At each step j = 1, . . . , K − 1, (line 6) new queries are added

to the set Rj+1
i of “surprising” queries using Boolean operators ∧ and ∨.

Such queries have p-value higher than the given threshold and are built by

using j + 1 closed itemsets. That is, at each step j, the set Rj+1
i is built in a

level-wise fashion, starting from the set Rj
i (lines 6–13). In these steps, when

a positive disjunctive query is extended by adding to its formula another

itemset, the sharing of any items between the two itemsets is avoided. For

this reason, the p-values in line 9 and line 11 are computed without taking

into account the second p-value described in Section 7.1.3, i.e., the one that

considers the transactions to be independent, but only that computed under

the assumption that items are independent.

In the last step (lines 15–22), the subgroups having several descriptions

are mined. If only one dataset is given as input, i.e. m = 1, the descriptions

are computed using the queries (α1, α2) found in the previous steps (lines

20–22). Instead, m descriptions, α1, α2, . . . , αK−1, will be sought in lines 16–

18 taking into account the set of queries RK−1
i found in the previous steps

from each dataset Di, respectively.

The final result R is sorted by Jaccard similarity. However, this measure

could suggest misleading results. Indeed, a set of queries with high Jaccard

similarity is not necessarily an “interesting” result. Let us consider a very

simple case, in which a query α1 = (A = 1). Similarly, let (B = 1) be a query

α2. If both the items in queries have very high support their single probabil-

ities of being satisfied in a transaction is high, as well as their probability of

jointly being true in a transaction. Although their Jaccard similarity results

can be very high, both p-value(α) and p-value(β) have high values, meaning

that both the queries are “uninteresting” under the assumption that all the

variables are independent. For this reason, the proposed method considers

both the p-value and the Jaccard similarity in order to find multiple and

interesting descriptions of subgroups.
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Algorithm 8 The MID Algorithm for Problem 7.1.1 and Problem 7.1.2
Input: Datasets D1, . . . , Dm, thresholds σmin, Jmin, and Pmax and a maximum number of formula
tuples N and a maximum number of itemsets per query K
Output: A set F of m-tuples of Boolean queries with at most K itemsets.

1: for Di ∈ D do R0
i ← set of closed itemsets mined from Di with support threshold σmin and sorted

by p-value< Pmax

2: for α ∈ R0
i do

3: if p-value(¬α) < Pmax then
4: R0

i ← R0
i ∪ (¬α)

5: R1
i ← first N queries of R0

i
6: for j = 1, . . . , (K − 1) do

7: Rj+1
i ← Rj

i

8: for α ∈ Rj
i and β ∈ Rj

i do
9: if p-value(α ∧ β) < Pmax then

10: Rj+1
i ← Rj+1

i ∪ (α ∧ β)

11: if p-value(α ∨ β) < Pmax then

12: Rj+1
i ← Rj+1

i ∪ (α ∨ β)

13: Rj+1
i ← first N queries of Rj+1

i

14: R ← ∅
15: if m > 1 then
16: for α1 ∈ RK−1

1 ,α1 ∈ RK−1
2 , . . . , αm ∈ RK−1

m do
17: if J(α1, α2, . . . , αm) > Jmin then
18: R ← R ∪ (α1, α2, . . . , αm)

19: else
20: for α1 ∈ RK−1

1 ,α2 ∈ RK−1
1 do

21: if J(α1, α2) > Jmin then
22: R ← R ∪ (α1, α2)
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Let us note that the result of the MID algorithm is slightly different to

that of Greedy. Indeed, while MID tries to find the descriptions starting

from itemsets, the Greedy algorithm considers single items. Therefore,

the descriptions returned by the Greedy algorithm will have a maximum

number K of items, while those resulting from the MID algorithm contain

a maximum number K of itemsets.

7.2.3 Redundancy Reduction Methods

The descriptions (formula tuples) returned by the algorithms can still be

very redundant, e.g., the formulae in different descriptions can be almost

the same. For a simple example of redundant results, consider two pairs of

formulae, (α1 = (A = 1 ∧ B = 1 ∨ C = 0), α2 = (D = 1)) and (β1 = (A =

1 ∧ B = 1 ∨D = 1), β2 = (C = 0)). We say that (β1, β2) is redundant with

(α1, α2), if it contains (almost) the same set of variables and is satisfied in

(almost) the same set of transactions as (α1, α2). To remove the redundancy,

we use a simple postprocessing method similar to that used in [37].

The algorithm is very straightforward. It takes as an input the tuples

of formulae from Greedy or MID, the datasets Di, and the thresholds. It

sorts the tuples according to their Jaccard similarity, and starts from the one

with highest value. Then, for each formula αi and each transaction t ∈ {t =

(tid, X) : tid ∈ αi(Di)}, it removes the items of I(αi) from the items of

t. The algorithm then starts iterating over the remaining tuples. For each

tuple, it first checks if the tuple still admits the thresholds in the new data

(with some items removed from transactions), and if it does, then removes

the items as with the first tuple. If a tuple fails to meet the thresholds, then

it is discarded. After the algorithm has gone throughout all tuples, it reports

only those tuples that were not discarded.
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7.3 Experimental Evaluation

In this section we describe the experimental evaluation of the algorithms.

Our results show that, despite the simplicity of the algorithms, we can find

interesting and intuitively appealing results from real data. We also assess

the significance of our results via swap randomization (see, e.g., [26, 44]).

7.3.1 Synthetic Data

As the first test to our algorithms, we used two synthetic datasets. The goal

of the experiments was to show that (1) we can find planted descriptions

from the data, and (2) we will not find too many spurious descriptions. To

this end, we created two data instances, both of which consist of two small

0-1 matrices. In the first data we planted two simple descriptions describing

the same set of rows; one description in both matrices. The columns not ap-

pearing in the formulae constituting the descriptions were filled with random

noise. We then added some noise to the columns appearing in the formulae

and tried to find the correct descriptions from the data.

To measure the quality of the answers, we ordered all descriptions re-

turned by the algorithms according to their Jaccard similarity. The quality

of the answer was then the position in the list where our planted descriptions

appeared. Thus, quality 1 means that the algorithm performed perfectly and

the planted descriptions was on the top of the list, and quality ∞ means that

the algorithm was unable to find the descriptions at all.

The formulae we planted were of the type (A = 1∨B = 0) and (C = 1∨
D = 1). As we can as well consider the complements of these formulae, (A =

0∧B = 1) and (C = 0∧D = 0), we also accepted them as a correct answer.

As the noise can make the full formula of the description less significant of

an answer than a sub-formula of it, we considered the highest-ranked pair

of (possible) sub-formulae of the planted description when computing the

quality. The results can be seen in Table 7.1.

As we can see from Table 7.1, the Greedy algorithm finds the correct
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Table 7.1: The position of the planted description in the results ordered
according to Jaccard similarity. “–” denotes that the algorithm was unable
to find the description.

Noise level

Algorithm 0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2

Greedy 1 1 1 1 – 1 3 1 – 67 –
MID 1 1 1 331 – – – – – – –

answer well with low values of noise. It does, however, occasionally fail to

find the description at all, as is the case with 8% of noise. With higher levels

of noise the algorithm’s performance deteriorates, as expected. The MID

algorithm also performs well at first, but when the noise level increases, its

performance drops faster than Greedy’s. Part of this worse performance

can be attributed to MID’s stronger use of p-values in pruning the search

space: as the noise level increases, the findings start more and more look like

the ones obtained by a mere change.

The other synthetic data we used consisted of two matrices with fully

random data. The idea of this data is to show that from a random data

one cannot find any significant descriptions. The support thresholds for this

experiment were set to σmin = 20% and σmax = 80%. Thresholds Pmax and

Jmin were varied: first, Jmin was fixed to 0.4, and Pmax varied from 1 to 0.0625,

halving at every step; then Pmax was fixed to 1 and Jmin varied from 0.4 to

0.8. The goal of this experiment was not to find anything, and the MID

algorithm performed perfectly in this sense: it never found any descriptions.

The Greedy algorithm did found some descriptions; its results are given in

Tables 7.2 and 7.3.

Tables 7.2 and 7.2 show that while Greedy does find descriptors with

the minimum values of the thresholds, the number of descriptors it reports

decreases rapidly when the thresholds are increased. The Jmin threshold is

especially effective, as there are no descriptions reported after Jmin ≥ 0.6.
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Table 7.2: The results with completely random data and varying Pmax.

Pmax

Algorithm 1 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625

Greedy 158 64 23 5 1
MID 0 0 0 0 0

Table 7.3: The results with completely random data and varying Jmin.

Jmin

Algorithm 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

Greedy 158 4 0 0 0
MID 0 0 0 0 0

7.3.2 Real Data

Approach. We tested the methods on real data. The first test is whether

the methods find intuitively interesting results from real data. That is, do

the algorithms output something that passes the pruning criteria and seems

interesting for a user who understands (at least part of) the application

domain.

As this test can be somewhat subjective, we also wanted to verify that the

results are not just due to the presence of sufficient amounts of data about

phenomena that we are familiar with. To test this, we used randomization

methods to check that on the real data there are clearly more pairs of formulae

passing the pruning criteria than on randomized versions of the data. For

the second type of test, we used swap randomization [26, 44], a method that

generates matrices having the same row and column sums as the original 0-1

data set.

The Data. We used three real data sets, called Courses, Web, and DBLP.

Courses data contains students’ course enrollment data of CS students at

University of Helsinki. The data contains a single dataset of 106 courses
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(items) and 2401 students (transactions). Thus it is applicable for testing

our algorithms in the framework of Problem 7.1.2.

The Web data1 is used in [15] and is collected from web pages of US

universities’ CS departments. It contains two datasets. The first dataset is

about the terms appearing in the web pages. The transactions (rows) are the

web pages (1051 pages) and the items are the terms occurring in the pages

(1798 terms). The other dataset contains the terms from hyperlinks pointing

to the web pages: the transactions are again the pages, and the items are

the terms occurring in the hyperlinks (438 terms). The Web data thus gives

two parallel views to a single web page: the terms used in the page and the

terms used to describe the page in hyperlinks. All terms were stemmed and

the most frequent and infrequent terms were removed.

The DBLP data was collected from the DBLP Bibliography database2. It

also contains two datasets. The transactions (rows) in the first dataset are

authors, and the items in the first dataset are CS conferences: the presence of

an item in a transaction means that the author has published in that confer-

ence. The other dataset indicates the co-authorship relations: transactions

are again authors and as items we also have authors. The dataset is symmet-

ric (i.e., the matrix representation of it is symmetric). As the whole dataset

is huge, we selected only 19 conferences in our sample. The conferences were

www, sigmod, vldb, icde, kdd, sdm, pkdd, icdm, edbt, pods, soda,

focs, stoc, stacs, icml, ecml, colt, uai, and icdt. We then removed

all authors that had published less than 5 times in these conferences, result-

ing in a dataset containing 2345 authors. Thus the dimensions of the two

tables are 2345 × 19 and 2345 × 2345. The properties of the real data are

summarized in Table 7.4.

The Results. With the Courses data, the Greedy algorithm reports a

lot of descriptions. However, as discussed earlier, many of these results are

in fact redundant, and can thus be pruned using the redundancy reduction

1http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/project/theo-11/www/wwkb/
2http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/∼ley/db/
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Table 7.4: Properties of the real datasets.

Data Description Rows Columns Density

Courses students × courses 2401 106 0.1223
Web pages × terms in pages 1051 1798 0.0378

pages × terms in links 1051 438 0.0060
DBLP authors × conferences 2345 19 0.1938

authors × authors 2345 2345 0.0049

Table 7.5: Number of descriptions found from original and randomized
Courses data; N = 200.

Jmin

Algorithm Data 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Greedy Orig. 200 200 200 200 200 56
Rand. 200 200 200 200 167 0

MID Orig. 150 119 53 19 0 0
Rand. 0 0 0 0 0 0

method from Section 7.2.3. Another way to prune the results is to select

the accuracy threshold Jmin to a high enough value. Our experiments with

swap randomized data suggest setting it to as high as 0.9, as with lower

values of Jmin the results are not found significant, but while there still are

more than 50 description having Jaccard similarity at least 0.9, none of such

descriptions were found from randomized data, as can be seen from Table 7.5.

After applying these two pruning criteria, we were left with 5 description

pairs. The results are given in Table 7.6.

Both formulae in the first pair shown in Table 7.6, for example, describe

a set of students that have studied their first-year courses according to the

old curriculum. The second pair of formulae is about the students that have

studied their first-year courses according to the new curriculum. The fifth

pair of formulae is also describing the similar set of students, but this time

with somewhat different set of attributes. The results with MID were similar
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Table 7.6: Results from the Courses dataset with Greedy algorithm.

Left formula Right formula J

1. “Introduction to UNIX”=1 ∨
“Programming in Java”=0 ∨ “In-
troduction to Databases”=0 ∨
“Programming (Pascal)”=1

“Introduction to Program-
ming”=0 ∨ “Introduction to
Application Design”=0 ∨ “Pro-
gramming Project”=0 ∨ “The
Principles of ADP”=1

0.91

2. “Database Systems I”=0 ∨ “Con-
current Systems (Fin)”=1 ∨ “Data
Structures Project”=0 ∨ “Operat-
ing Systems I”=1

“Introduction to Application De-
sign”=1 ∨ “Concurrent Systems
(Eng)”=0 ∨ “Database Manage-
ment”=1 ∨ “Data Structures”=1

0.91

3. “Information Systems Project”=1
∧ “Data Structures Project”=1
∧ “Database Management”=0 ∧
“Elementary Studies in Computer
Science”=0

“Database Systems I”=1 ∧ “Infor-
mation Systems”=1 ∧ “Database
Application Project”=0 ∧ “Oper-
ating Systems I”=0

0.90

4. “Information Systems”=1 ∨ “In-
troduction to Databases”=0 ∨
“Managing Software Projects”=1
∨ “Corba Architecture”=1

“Introduction to Application De-
sign”=0 ∨ “Database Systems
I”=1 ∨ “Languages for AI”=1 ∨
“Unix Softwareplatform”=1

0.90

5. (“Programming in Java”=1 ∧
“Programming (Pascal)”=0 ∨ “In-
troduction to Application De-
sign”=1) ∧ “Software Engineer-
ing”=0

(“Operating Systems I”=1 ∨ “In-
troduction to Programming”=1 ∨
“Introduction to Databases”=1) ∧
“Corba Architecture”=0

0.90
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Table 7.7: Number of descriptions found from original and randomized Web

data.

Jmin

Algorithm Data 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Greedy Orig. 52 50 13 5 0 0
Rand. 0 0 0 0 0 0

MID Orig. 56 56 56 56 55 0
Rand. 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 7.8: Results from the Web data with the Greedy algorithm. Left
formulae are over the terms in web pages and right formulae are over terms
in links.

Left formula Right formula J

1. (autumn=1 ∨ cse=1) ∧ seattl=0 ∧
intern=0

(cse=1 ∨ autumn=1) ∧ other=0 ∨
winter=1

0.75

2. (grade=1 ∧ section=1 ∨ wendt=0)
∧ hour=1

(section=1 ∨ lectur=1) ∧ sys-
tem=0 ∧ program=0

0.63

3. (lectur=1 ∨ instructor=1) ∧ fax=0
∨ exam=1

cs=1 ∨ cse=1 ∨ report=1 ∨ in-
troduct=1

0.55

in fashion, and they are omitted here. From the randomized data MID did

found many rules but, as all of those rules had p-value higher than the highest

p-value of the rules from the original data, those rules were pruned and thus

all results by MID can be considered significant.

While the results from the Greedy algorithm with the Courses data

originally contained lots of redundancy, the results from the Web data were

free of redundancy. The similarity of the results was also lower than in the

results from Courses, hinting that the data does not contain subgroups that

are easy to describe. However, the results can be considered significant,

as neither of the algorithms found any results from the randomized data

(Table 7.7). The Greedy algorithm gave 9 descriptor pairs, some of which

are reported in Table 7.8.
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Table 7.9: Results from the Web data with the MID algorithm. Left formulae
are over the terms in web pages and right formulae are over terms in links.

Left formula Right formula J

1. dayton=0 ∨ wi=0 ∨ madison=0 back=0 ∨ home=0 ∨ page=0 ∨
to=0

0.88

2. texa=0 ∨ austin=0 back=0 ∨ home=0 ∨ page=0 ∨
to=0

0.83

3. instructor=1 ∧ assign=1 ∧
hour=1

section=1 ∧ cs=1 ∨ cse=1 0.34

Due to the nature of the data, the descriptions in Table 7.8 mostly refer

to courses’ home pages: course pages constitute a substantial part of the

data and they tend to be very homogeneous, all containing similar words.

Describing, for example, people’s personal home pages is much harder due

to the heterogeneity of them. All of the examples in Table 7.8 describe some

set of course home pages: the first pair, for example, is about courses held

in autumn or winter and not in Seattle.

The MID algorithm reported 56 description pairs having similarity at

least 0.4. Some of the descriptions are given in Table 7.9. The first two

descriptions, both having very high similarity, exploit the usual structure

in web pages: universities’ and people’s home pages tend to mention some

address. The third description is similar to those reported by Greedy,

though with smaller similarity.

The third data, the DBLP data, has a different structure. A description

in this data describes a group of computer scientists via their publication

patterns and co-authorships. As a such, it is easier to describe what a certain

computer scientist is not than to say what she is. However, saying that

those who do not publish in data mining conferences have not published

with certain data miners is not as interesting as it is to say the opposite.

Therefore, for this data, we applied an extra restriction to the descriptions:

For the Greedy algorithm the formulae must be monotone, i.e., they can

only test if variable equals to 1, and for the MID algorithm the itemsets can
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Table 7.10: Number of descriptions found from original and randomized DBLP

data.

Jmin

Algorithm Data 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4

Greedy Orig. 8 8 8 8 5 1 0
Rand. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MID Orig. 2440 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rand. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 7.11: Results from the DBLP data with the Greedy algorithm. Left
formulae are over the conferences and right formulae are over the co-authors.

Left formula Right formula J

1. COLT=1 ∧ ICML=1 “Michael J. Kearns”=1 ∨ “Peter L.
Bartlett”=1 ∨ “Robert E. Schapire”=1
∨ “Phillip M. Long”=1

0.35

2. SODA=1 ∧ FOCS=1
∧ STOC=1

“Noga Alon”=1 ∨ “Frank Thomson
Leighton”=1 ∨ “Leonidas J. Guibas”=1
∨ “Sampath Kannan”=1

0.32

3. SDM=1 ∧ ICDE=1 “Philip S. Yu”=1 ∨ “Matthias Schubert”=1 ∨
“Jessica Lin”=1 ∨ “Yiming Ma”=1

0.30

be joined using only conjunctions and negations.

The Greedy algorithm again reported very small set of description pairs,

only 8, and the similarities were quite low, varying between 0.35 to 0.25 (0.2

being the minimum allowed). The results were, again, very significant, as

nothing could be found from the randomized data even with as low of a

minimum similarity as 0.1 (Table 7.10). Some of the results by Greedy are

reported in Table 7.11.

The results in Table 7.11 show three groups of conferences and authors:

machine learning (description 1), theoretical computer science (description

2), and data mining (description 3).

The results from the MID algorithm are similar to those of Greedy,

but with somewhat more structure and less similarity. As with Greedy
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Table 7.12: Results from the DBLP data with the MID algorithm. Left
formulae are over the conferences and right formulae are over the co-authors.

Left formula Right formula J

1. SODA=1 ∧ FOCS=1 ∧ STOC=1 ∧
(KDD=0 ∨ PODS=0)

“Noga Alon”=1 ∧ “Hector
Garcia-Molina”=0

0.13

2. SODA=1 ∧ FOCS=1 ∧ STOC=1 ∧
(PKDD=0 ∨ ICML=0)

“Sanjeev Khanna”=1 ∧
“Rakesh Agrawal”=0

0.09

all results can be considered significant, as no results with accuracy higher

than 0.1 were found from the randomized data (Table 7.10). Some example

results of MID are given in Table 7.12. To improve the readability, we write

formulae of type ¬(A = 1∧B = 1) as A = 0∨B = 0; thus the results contain

disjunctions even if the algorithm did not use them. The descriptions given

in Table 7.12 describe a subgroup of theoretical computer scientists with the

special emphasis on avoiding those with research also in the field of data

mining.

7.4 Related Work

Mining association rules and their variants has been, and still is, an active

area of research. See [53] for a thorough survey. In addition to normal or

positive association rules (A → B), researchers have also focused on finding

negative association rules [105], i.e., rules of type A → ¬B, ¬A → B, and

¬A → ¬B.

An adaptation of the standard classification rule learning methods to sub-

groups discovery is proposed in [73]. The method proposed in [73] seeks for

the “best” subgroups in terms of rule coverage and distributional usualness.

A weighted relative accuracy heuristic is used to trade off generality and

accuracy of a certain rule α → A, where A is a single target attribute.

Recently, Wu et al. [122] proposed an algorithm to mine positive and

negative association rules. Their approach has some similarities with ours,

as they define an interestingness measure and a confidence measure and use
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these and the frequency to prune the search space. However, excluding the

frequency, their measures are different to ours. Also, they only consider

itemsets and their negations, not general Boolean formulae, as we do. Neg-

ative association rules have also been applied with success for example to

bioinformatics [11].

Another generalization to association rules are the disjunctive association

rules that can contain disjunctions of itemsets [89]. Nanavati et al. [89]

propose an algorithm for mining them.

Both negative and disjunctive association rules still have restriction in

the types of the Boolean expressions they consider, and they do not allow

arbitrary Boolean expressions. Recently Zhao et al. [130] have proposed a

framework to mine arbitrary Boolean expressions from binary data. While

their algorithm is able to find all frequent expressions, its time complexity

makes it infeasible for our purposes.

The idea of studying two parallel datasets is not a new one. The so-called

co-training [15] technique stems from a very similar setting to that of ours. In

the problem setting one is given two parallel datasets with some, but not all,

transactions being labeled and goal is to build two classifiers to classify the

data. The building of these classifiers is done iteratively, using the labeling

given by one of the classifier as a training data to the other, after which

the roles are switched. Indeed, in our framework, if we are given a formula

α ∈ Γ(D1), finding the formula β ∈ Γ(D2) can be considered as a machine

learning task.

The concept of cross-mining binary and numerical attributes was intro-

duced very recently in [34]. In short, in the cross-mining problem we are

given a set of transactions, each of which contains two types of attributes,

Boolean and real-valued, and the goal is to segment the real-valued data so

that the segments correspond to itemsets in Boolean data and segment the

real-valued data well.

In a Boolean data table, a pattern is defined as a set of rows that share

the same values in two or more columns. Similarly, it can be identified as
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a set of items occurring in the same transactions. Unfortunately, in real-

world problems the number of all the possible patterns is prohibitively large.

Quantifying the interestingness of patterns found is thus often mandatory in

order to prune the search space. Several methods were defined in the last

decade to define the “interestingness” of a pattern: conciseness, generality,

reliability, peculiarity, diversity, novelty, surprisingness, utility, applicability.

A survey on the most prominent interestingness measures is given in [42].

In [37] a scalable method to mine interesting and non-redundant patterns

from a dataset is proposed. A new statistical measure of interestingness

is devised in order to measure the “surprisingness” of a pattern under two

different null models. An extension of the method for parallel datasets is

given in [36].

7.5 Conclusions

We have considered the problem of finding subgroups that have several de-

scriptions, i.e., finding Boolean formulae α and β such that the rules α → β

and β → α both hold with a reasonable accuracy. The problem is motivated

by the general goal of data mining: finding unexpected viewpoints to the

data.

We formulated the problem and gave two simple heuristic algorithms for

the task. The results are pruned by requiring that the subgroup is large

enough, the Jaccard similarity between the formulae is large enough, and the

p-value of the formulae being approximately equivalent is small enough. The

significance of the results was also evaluated by using swap randomization.

We tested the algorithms on synthetic data, showing that the methods

can find planted subgroup descriptions, and that on completely random data

the methods do not find many descriptions. On real datasets the algorithms

find small sets of results, and the results are easy to interpret. Swap random-

ization shows that on randomized versions of the datasets the algorithms do

not find anything: this implies that the results are not due to chance.
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There are obviously several open problems. Our algorithms are quite

simple; it would be interesting to know whether more complex methods would

be useful. Also, evaluation of the methods on, say, genetic marker data is

being planned.

Generalizing the approach to other types of queries is – at least in prin-

ciple – straightforward. For example, if the data is real-valued, we can ask

whether there are subgroups that have at least two different definitions by

sets of inequalities. Algorithmically, such variants seem challenging.



Conclusions

Data mining has his scope in searching for hidden predictive information

from large databases. That is, it searches for predictive information that

experts may miss because it lies outside their expectations.

Due to increasing computerization, nowadays vast amount of data are

routinely collected. In all data mining applications, one of the primary con-

straint is thus the large volume of data. For this reason, improving time and

space complexity of data mining algorithms is a problem that would continue

to attract attention in this field. With the aim of reducing the time consump-

tion of a data mining query for association rules extraction, we described a

method that exploits the properties of the user defined constraints and the

materialized results of mining queries previously submitted to the system.

Dealing with large data, the search space of the frequent pattern mining

problem is clearly huge. In these situations, no matter how efficient the fre-

quent set mining algorithm is, generating all frequent sets is unfeasible. For

this reason, mining a condensed representation of such set is advisable, and

often mandatory. As a possible solution, we introduced a novel incremen-

tal algorithm which mines a condensed representation, i.e. the set of closed

itemsets, and draws, fully exploiting its properties, the diagram of their re-

lationships, called the Concept Lattice. Recent interesting studies have been

conducted on the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle, firstly in-

troduced in [101]. We are currently bringing this principle in the context of

the Concept Lattice in order to study its complexity w.r.t. the set of closed

itemsets.

152
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In real world applications, the number of patterns in condensed represen-

tations such as the set of closed itemsets, maximal itemsets, or non derivable

itemsets, can still be very large and unmanageable for an human user. Only

a few of these patterns are likely to be of any interest to the domain expert.

Indeed, often most of such patterns are either irrelevant or obvious, and do

not provide new knowledge. The task of the data miner then becomes one

of determining the most useful patterns from those that are trivial or are al-

ready known. For this reason, we devised and described a statistical method

for assessing the significance of the mined patterns. Our statistical measure

is based on hypothesis testing ideas and an algorithm to further reduce the

redundancy of the resulting set. The proposed algorithm can deal with both

itemsets and sequences and has a simple graphical java interface for helping

the user to easily “play” with the data. We also proposed an extension of

this method for dealing with parallel (multilingual) datasets. For the sake

of completeness, we also briefly presented part of the system where such al-

gorithms lie, aimed at extracting, storing, and mining news RSS feeds from

the Web.

Recent progress in storage technology and network architectures have

made it possible for scientific institutes, commercial enterprises, and gov-

ernment agencies to gather and store data from multiple sources. Examples

include market basket transaction data from different branches of a wholesale

store, data collections of a particular branch in different time periods, cen-

sus data of different states in a particular year, and data of a certain state

in different years. Seeking patterns from multiple data sources provides a

unique way to reveal complex relationships, such as correlations, contrasts,

and similarities across multiple collections. In this dissertation, we gave a

solution to this problem. i.e. we considered the situation in which the ana-

lyst wants to uncover interesting patterns within several (parallel) datasets

describing the same phenomena. We searched for translations pairs of set of

words in multilingual corpora, for usual structure in web pages, for group of
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computer scientists via their publication patterns and co-authorships. Be-

side the proposed scenarios, there are of course many other interesting ones.

Indeed, in many real scientific and business applications there is often the

need of uncovering patterns handling heterogeneous and independently ac-

quired information sources. In general, there is a diversity of problems and

application areas that can benefit from data mining, such as telecommuni-

cations and credit card companies, medical applications, companies active

in financial markets, retailers, pharmaceutical firms, etc. Indeed, due to the

massive amount of data and the imminent need for turning such data into

useful information and knowledge, data mining has attracted a great deal of

attention in several industries and societies.

Data mining is still nowadays an active field of research and more and

more scientific applications are shifting their “hypothesize and test” paradigm

toward “collect and store data, searching for new hypothesis and verify them

with experimentations”, tackling new problems, with great potential for valu-

able commercial and scientific findings. Data may be analyzed with data

mining techniques in an unlimited number of ways, but it is important that

we not expect it to provide answers to all questions with valuable results.

The trick is to extract from such human-unmanageable amount of data in

valuable information from which the owner can take profit. As time and

science progresses, new kind of patterns will attract interest in seeking in the

data, and, as Plato said un his dialogue Republic, “necessity if the mother of

invention”...
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